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In FOX BLOCK, by

"JOHN

T.

GILMAN. Editor.
Tarma:

Tbs roBTLARD Dailt Pima is published every
morning, (Sundny* excepted I, at M.00per yenr In advance, to which will be added twenty-lire cents fbr
each three month*' delay, and if not paid it the end
of the year the paper will bo discontinued.
Single oople* three eente.
Tan Maibx Stats Paxes (e published every Thuraday morning, at M OO per aanum in advance; »2 26
If paid within six months; end *2.60, If payment be

delayed beyond

the year.

Rates of Advertising:
•1.16 per square daily Irot week ; 76 cants per woek
after: three Insertions or lose, BM; continuing every other day after Arm week. 60 cents.
Half sqnare. three insertions or leas, T6 cents
week, M-M; 60 cents per week afler-

; one

Under head or AicsxIxets, <2.00 per sqnare per
week; threeiaaertions or lest, BAG.
Notices, SI.76 par eqaano drst week,
•1.00 per week after; three inserWaue or lees, si 26;
half a sqnare, three Insertions, SI .to. one week,
•1AL
Special

Noncna, in leading eoiamne. 11 cents
per line tor one insertion Be charge teas than flfty
Bcainnss

cents.

Lxoal Noncna at nasal rates.
inserted In the Kami State

Advertisements

(whidh has a large aiiaalatioa da every part o
State) tort8 cents per sqnare In -additiea te the
above rates (hr each insertion.
Tranilent advertisements matt be qwid tor in adrunes

the

IP' All communication* to tended tor the paper
should he directed to the “Editor* e/YAr Press,” and
hoso of a basinoss character te the PMUtkert.
The Poitlarb Dailt and Kairx State
Otoea, la Fox Block, Me. «) Exchange
ft troot. It open at ail hears deriag the day end eve
•ting, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 1 in the
erenlng.
tjr Jon PntRTTRo of every deeertptfen executed
wHb dispatch; and nli butincm pertetnieg te the of*
Faaaa

paper promptly transacted

er

Portland Commercial

un

application

as

shore

Tuesday Karalat, March IT, 18*3.

captain

BEB ELS—LOST

THE 1IDUN4LA.

The Union gunboat Indlanols waa captured
b; tbe rebels, it will be remembered, on Tuesday, the 24th of February. She waa blown up
by her captors just a week later, ou tke appearance of what the official dispatch to the
rebel authorities described as a turreted mouster.” The foltewmg extract Own the Kichmoad Examiner, 7th insk, contains a full aud
feeling aeeount of the nature of this sham
monster :

In the early part of tbe

war

INSURANCE.

_MEDICAL,

MARINE, FIRE A LIFE

INSURANCE,

saW.v

S.A.A

_a

_.

New

the Southern

England

Life Insurance

to

divides its net earning* to the life
hoi dors, (not in scrip as some companies
cash,
do,)in
every five years.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1868 to Life Members was

THIS
policv

FIRE

Premium* may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
pay menu; or when for whole life, they
may be paid half cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

Mutual Insurance

»

Insuranoe againat Marine and Inland. Navigation Riaka.

which areas follows:
We have beou taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction
pursued by Mr R. N.
Brown, of thiscity, in teaching the art of Writing,
and the
senes of Book
Keeping, has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging oar indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and facility in adjusting accounts we
mny now possess:

iwets.
viz

over

United States and State of New York
Stock. City, Bans and other Stocks. 82.636,940 64
Loan* secured bv Stocks.andotherwise, 1,44 '• 220 47
Real Estate and Road* and Mortgages.
233,760 00
Dividends on Stocks, Interest ou Bonds
and Mortgages and other Loans,sundry
Note*, re-insurance and other claims
duo the Company, estimated at
122,894 53
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable,
2,484.ii62 46
Cash in Bank,
237.408 20

Foreign

Steamship

AFTER

_

NOTICE.

Stamp*.

A

_______

I

OYSTERS,

here saved inventors.

Monster" henceforth and forever. We employ

the conditional tense because as the reader
will perceive by Gen. Pemberton's
telegram ol
a later date, some doubt
yet exists as to the
true story. Gen. Pemberton does not
precisely- contradict the original statement relative
to the turreted panic, but indicates that the
guns did not fail Into the bands of the enemy
because one of them burs ted, and the vessel
itself is sunken in the river.

a

SAMUEL E

nam-

niie

SPRING,

JAMES T. McCOBU.

moh»

€b»co Street Seminary.

|

ENGLISH ALE

TOWN

More Fire Proof than
any
OTHER SAFE.

Princi-

Have more Fire-Proof Filling !
Are more evenly filled!
The walls are thicker!
Built of thicker wrought iron!
Are unequalled in Material ol
which they are built!
In care and manner of putting
together and filling!
Can be made to any sire!
Arc |)rv |
Cannot be blown open!

AND

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

AND ALL

OTHU

KIBD

Orders,
OF

PRINTING,
and
Newly

THE MARLAND PATENT,

COUPO N 8,

Town Notes and

Promptly

manufactured

Ul-rbv, Tram.
ANSON HARDT, Agent.
Warehouse, 32 School Street, Boston.
t’HARLES

H. L.

—AT THE—

DAVIS,

SS Exchange Street
IbMO

AGENT FOR MAINE

!

!

!

EDMUND HURKE,
Late Comm ssiouer of Patents.
"Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for ineTHIRTEEN applications, on al) but one of which patents have been
granted, and that is now pending. Such uumistakable proof of great talent and ability on his part
leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to hint
to procure their
patents, as they mav be sure o» having the most faithful attention bestowed 'on their
cases, and at very reasonable charges

JOHN TAGGART.

Duringeight months, the subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on twice rejected applica-

tions, SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVERY ONE of which
was decided in his favor, by the Commissioner ot
Prtenta-

Portland,
eodgw

Company,

PROVIDENCE. R I.
Nor. 30.1462.*206.884

Capital and Surplui

American Ininrance Company,
PROVIDENCE, R 1.
Cash Capital and surplus Dec. 81. 1962....

9213,604

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Cash Capital and Surplus Dec. 1, 1862.9204.634
Fire, for

Policies issued against loss or damage by
Risks taken on
aoy amount wanted.
Uouses from out* to five years.

Dwelling

LIFE INSURANCE.
New

—•■Ami

AMARIAH

WAR

Proposal! Tor

tnch6 dtf

eodtf

Boys]

ofentlon jtrea to CDTV1NO end
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by

A/D. REEVES,

Taller,

M

EXCHANGE STREET.
Portlood. Any. KIMS.

ny

JOH.1 T. ROGERS it.

CO.,

General

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
AMD MIOtHAU DHAL1R0 IB

Floar, Provisions aad
■o. 129 Comasreisl

Prodace

Street,

Portland, mb.
JOBS T. Rooms.

CUAI.S. ROSIII.

January 1st, 1808.

J»B j 3m

JOHN W. PERKINS A (O.
WHOLH0ALB DBALBBB

IB

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
hwb. m srrrrs, jus tau,

FLUID, XSR08XXE OIL. fte.,
B6 Commercial Street,

lalVdftwly

Thomas Block,

PORTLAND. ME.

Puts, Vests, Jackets,

eats.

Ladies’

Riding Habit*, fte..

Cat. mode aad trimmed by

A. D. REEVES,
M

Tullor,

EXCHANGE

STREET.
dly

Portland, Aimer «. I'M

“Home

Again!”

undersigned

would inform hit old friends
nod the public, that alter an absence of
twentylire rear., he h%« returned to hit native
place tad
purchased of Mr. Thomas Kicherda his intercat la
the

The

Washington

Street

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the rarietirs of BREAD
found 1« similar rvUblishmenM. aad he
hepee, by
close application to baaiuees, and an endeavor to
pleaae, to merit a share of patronage.

SI. BKADISH.
by the banal, or ia tea

noon FA MIL r FLOUk

quantities*

dec# If

J. L. WIH8LOW, Agnl,
imnmnn op

tnch6 deodly w3w38

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

School Furniture.

I Advert istrHen t

m iyiky Nsrunm w iicnim,

Altered. ]

Cocks. Valve*. Pipes and Connections, Whoiasale or Retail.

Steam

Committee on Public Buildings of the City of
invite proposals for furnishing Two
I Hundred and titty single Desks and Seats for the new
school hou«e near the Stone Church—to correspond,
generally, iu pattern and material, with those in the
Park Street Grammar School for Boys,but limited as
follows: each desk to be uot less than two loct two
inches in length.and one foot three and a half iuches
in breadth; the height of the fr -nt edge of the cover
of the desk to be uot less than two feet three and a
half inches from the floor. I'bo front edge of the
seat to be one foot four and a half inches high.
Also, one hundred twenty five double desks and
seats, corresponding generally, in pattern and material, with those in the High School for Girls, bat limited as follows: each dealt to be uot less than four
feet four inches iu length, and one foot five iuches in
breadth: the height or the front edge of the cover of
the desks to be not less than two feet four inc‘6e
from the floor. The front
of the seats to be one
foot, four and a half inches high.
Each bidder, if he chooses, mar send in with his
bid. a sample desk and seat, embracing any improvements lie may have to suggest, upon the pattern propot d. The samples will be considered iu connection
with the bids, which refer to them, and will be purchased by the city. If desired.
All the desks and seats contracted for arc to be delivered at the new school house within the last week
of July neat.
Proposals, under seal, may he left at the Mayor’s
Office on or before the JOth day of Match, afe!2 M
when they will be opened.
The committee reserve the right to reject anv proposals they may deem not for the Interest of the city
to accept.
W. W. THOMAS, Chairman,
mchft dtmch20

THK
Portland

STEAM AND

GAS

Done in the beet

FITTING,

manner.

Works 0 Union 3t„ and 933 * 936 For* St.,
PORTLAND, ME
JnMdtf

WILLIAM

A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-asm

or-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
Excnanus Srtin, Pobtlaxd, Ms.

No. 134

Warm, Cold and Mower Balkt, Wash Bawls. Brass
and Silvrr Plat'd Cocks
Description of Water Fixture for Dwelling House*. Motels. Public Buildings.Ships.be.,
arranged and set ap la the beat manner, and all order, hi tows or
country tbithfolly executed. its
kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
nnd Beer
Pamga of all binds.JalyBBdly

edqp

EVERT

Hardening

1

the Gum*

PCRrFYIXG the Breath, imparting adelightfully
taste and feeling to the mouth, removing
all Tartar, Scurf, and other imparities, use of Tobacco Ac., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress of decay, and whitening such parts as hava
already become blackened by decay. The Soxodont
is perfectly free from al* ACIDS and other impurities which could have the least injurious effect on the
enamel of the teeth, and is prepared with great care
and scientific skill from a combination of materials—

A.

refreshing

DR. WALTER R. JOHNSON

every ingredient or which is well known to have
beneficial effect on the Tee4k and Gums.

DENTIST,

skeptical

that it is

NEW

a

raon

AND

—

BOSTON,

largo and well selected Stock of

Clotha, Caasimeres tad Veating a!
Also

a

a

foil assortment

Military

of

Cloths,

Aad Is prepared to make them ap at abort notiee.
Call and See.

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

for the

preservation of his teeth.
Now used and recommended by many of the most
emiueut Divines. Ihmtists, Physicians, Chemists,
of the

jvst arrcaxxD

YORK

With

a

gentlemen

REEVES,

ba#

—

preparation of intrinsic merit.
A convenient, safe, ejjtcacious Dentifrice—one that
should be iu the possession of every on# who cares

and scientific

D.

The Taller,

Ono trial of the Sorodout will convince the most

Desires to call the attontion of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
n that department of dentistry, lately invented by
him. lie w ould be happy to explaiu its advantages,
and show specimens of it. to any who mav fhvor him
with a call. He also continues to fit teeth on Gold,
Silver and Vulcanite Robber. Teeth filled by him
are warranted to be as useful and durable as if they
had neve? decaved.
i
lF“i >®ce
j Congress street, two doors west of
feb6 2meod
| New City Jiall and Court House

Portland, Wept 34, 1M3,

IF

day.

Sold by Druggists everywhere at 60 cents per hot•

dtf

YOU

-WAIT TH1-

tie.

Best

<« it sir ilian's Sale,
I

CL be sold at private sale,

or

H.

H. HAY. DRUGGIST,
Junction of Fret and Middle Streett,

pnbliQ auction,

by order of the Hon. Judge of Probate within
i and for the Couuty of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
March the 14th dav. in the A M 11 o’clock, at the
dwelling o! Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, in said Couu! tv, Guardian of Ellas M George B.. Asa F., and Artnur R. Jacobs, minors and heirs of Elias Jacobs,
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the following real
i estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, and subject to
the life estate of Eliza Fickett. to wit: five-seventh
J parts of three acres of land situated in Stroud water
village, in common and undivided with Nahum
! Fickett and Ellen Jacobs, who own the other twoseventh parts of said laud, and situated in the rear
of the house now occupied bv Ellen Jacobs.
ELLES JACOBS. Guardian.
Also, at the same time and place w ill be sold the
one-seventh part of said land owned by Ellen Jacobs,
ami all the life estate of Eliza Fickett of aforesaid
land.
feb20dlaw4w

Ambrotype

rant

AGENT FOR PORTLAND, ME.
Sold in Bkth by Dr. 8. Aidiuuj A Son.
UALL A RL'CKEL.
feb2 eod3m*
Sole Agent,. New York.

N.B.—Large Ambrotypes oof, Fifteen
TRASK & LEWIS,

JOHN

COMMISSION

LTKCH.

Ho.

5 (Hit Block Commercial

Jnn«lt

noun

|

MOODY.

»odtf

LTHCB

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE ST8.,
-DEALER IS——

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

JANIES P. SLEEPER,

Fl'KXISHING

,tantly

AND FANCY GOODS.

DYE-STUFFS,
■

Drug *nd

th*
DOLLARS willb*ti'«n
FIVE
mid conviction of
person
persona atenlint
snbscribers
the door, of

AecJS

*nr
our

detection

or

PUBLISHERS OF THK PRRSS

AID

l

in

C A 8 X ITS
U«#,

And will m*ke « ^rder anything of Ikit kind tbol
-t short notice, from Ike
may be ordered,
akeepeet to
B firing *ny ttriol and ucdWided
the vert but
Rtteuuoo to the mar.i tact* ring, liuag and 1i—niim
of the shore. I can famish ikem cheaps? than any
one else.
Aug 8.19tt.

JAMES F. SLEEP**.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
Missouri land comfant a.,, ,ar.
chaaed from the Hannibal A St. Joaeph Railroad
The
Company

Cir State A tent for DAVIS A KIDD’S MAOeodAwtoctl
NETO-ELF.CTRIC MACHINES.

paper, from

hand all the rartoua kind, of

Now

-ALSO-

usual!? kept in

on

C0FFIH8

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, BRACES.
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fe.

KEROSENE OIL, L.4KD OIL,

UNDERTAKER

No, lit Eichange Street, Portland,
KealJence rear of til Congraaa Straet, ke.pa eoa-

INRUSH, FRENCH AN# AURKAN PUFIIBI,

fur

O

THOM.

YORK STREET. PORTLAND. ME.
jadMtr

Paint establishment.

PORTLAND, Ml.
ABDEtlw T. DOL».

NAIIlh,

Sugar Refinery,

And all other article*

Street,

Widgery't Wharf;)

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

AND

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

PBLIH

jr 28dtf

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

AMD WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

head of

PtrllMM4« Me.

disagreeablo symptoms
caused by Irregularity and neglect of the functions

Commission Merchants,

MERCHANTS,

URAKITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

palatable, aud efficacious remedy for
A SIMPLE,
of the Bowels, Habitual CostiveConstipation
and a<l the various and

MOODY,

Q-rooers,

-a*d-

ne*s.

DOLE A

LYNCH * CO*

“Wholesale

Oriental Fruit Faste.

pleasant

Cants.

27 Market Square, h'd Preble St.
dtf
Jaiy 14th. IMS.

JOmm

prescription

Photograph,

DO

to the Afflicted !

of nature.
These complaints are usually known br the terms
DYSPEPSIA ASD GE.VEli\L DEBILITY; and
the most troublesome
symptoms are Paiu iu the
Stomach and Bowels. Flatulence. Headache, Dullness, Acidity of the Stomach. Nervousness. Despondency, Irritability, Cueasine**. and inability to fix
the mind upon busines*. or enjoy anything.
As a Family Medicine, it will be acknowledged a
positive luxury, whenever the aid of laxative
mediciue is
It is as
to the taste
necessary
as a piece of coufrctiouery, and the most agreeable
for children, who will eat it without the
least suspicion of its medical properties.
It causes no sickness or pain, and can be taken
without the slightest inconvenience, even by females
in delicate health, aiul those of the f eblest constitutions; especially iu cases of weakness and irregularity of the female system, it will prove a salutary
blessing, restoring to health aud strength, by removing obstructions, and giviug tone aud euergy to
the tunetions of the system.
This Paste is put up iu elegant
paper boxes, of a
convenient sire for the pocket, with full directions.
Price 26 cents. For sale bv
THUS. G. LURING, Druggist,
mchl2 eod
Corner Exchauge aud Federal Sts.

or

not foil to call at No 17 Market Unsafe, where
they take l'KKi ECT UKE.NEh.9E8. and war*
satiataction. at prior* vhich defy competition.

(Opposite

Joy

)

piles,

ADDIHOH PATH.

Boys, Boys,

TAKEN.

RISKS

Peed,

Portland, February 4,1*03.

9400,000

GENERAL

MJUtiOO
4 by 16}
1600 ft 4 by 8 in ps 20 and 22 ft Ig
Beach.
88 ps 8 by 12 —12j ft long, of Black Ash.
400
35 ft long, 12 iu. diameter at the butt, and
8 at the top. straight and sound, of white, vellow,
and second growth Red Oak, Yellow and Brown
Ash, Gray and White Maple and Haematic.
1,285 lineal feet, 12 by 12, White Piue Lumber.
9,885 Ibet face,4 by 4, white pine Plank.
D. T. CHASE
Apply to

rBOOT.

SPKINUFIELD. MASS.

•

and

Mo. lOO Commoroiol Street.

Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
over.

nr—

Plotir, Meal, Grain

louton.
Assetts ovor.92.400,000

jauBeodly

feet, II by 15) Hock Maple or
fCAA LINEAL
•»
»•
•

Os Lime Street.

«

FROST * FRYE,

Mutual Life Ini. Co

England

•

—

Atlantic Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

R. U. EDDY.

Dimensions &<*., Wanted.

by

Tremont Safe and Machine Company.

Eiecnted

Prese Office.

Proprietor,

BECAUSE—The contents are
protected at every point, with a
non-conducting substance!

S

“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioner* with whom I have had official intercourse.
CHARLES MASON.
Commissioner of Patents.
"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and
trustWfvrthy, and more capable of putting thoir application iu a form to secure for them an early and
favorable consideration at the Patent office."

DRAUGHT

dec2H 3m

Miss li. II awkks
The course of study will embrace all the branches
usual v attended to in such institutions
There will also be a department for Children.
For terms, be., application mav be made to the
Prinoipal. at 217 Cumberland street, after March 7th
Portland, Feb. 14, IB63.
ed8w eod8w*

pal.

TESTIMONIAL

Rear U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

on

charge of the former

ON

0* D. KILLER,

Institution for the instruction of young la.
dies and miss*#, trill be re-opened
THIS
Monday,
March 30th. under
the

aiannoura, cooKeato oraer.
-ALBO-

in

Cub

Patents.

EDDY,

LUMSDON,

notice,
meeting fur purpoaea of orranitation, will be held at the office of McCobb k Kinnbury, in aaid Portland, ou Saturday, the fourteenth
iurtaut, at four o’clock P M.
MOSES GOULD,

Merchanti’ Insurance

87.180.794 64

Oysters.

tmdeni*ned, majority of the pemon,
THE
ed
the Act incorporating laid
Company
that it* Unit

Company,

BOSTON. MASS.
Cauh Capital und Surpln. Nor. 1, 1462.*332.078

Assetts

HATCH,
M\oysteb
JRV

Company.

Eliot Fire Ininrance

*

VEilnm tm Door monk of the Poet Offlee.
JootOSm

fully

Seven Hill ion Dollars,

T. S.

mean

broker.
OFFICE

Ksta,

BOSTON, MASS.
Cash Capital and Surplns Nov. 1, 1862.9152.924

—

HOLDERS

Portland Shovel Manufacturing

0333.000

...

Howard Fire Ininrance Company,

Company,

61 Wall St.,(cor. of WiUiam)New York,
January 27th, 1863.

nU.VGER,

Rather so! “The
says the dispatch.
turreted monster proved to be a flat-boat with
•uudry fixtures to create deception!’’ Think
of that I “She passed Vicksburg on Tuesday
night, and the officers (what officers?) believing her to be a tunetted monster, blew up the
Indianola, but her guus fell into the enemy’s
hands." This is passing odd. Her guns fell
into the enemy’s hands after she was blown
up? Incredible! Mallory and Tatnail did
better than that with the Merrimac.
“The Queen of the West," continus the facetious dispatch, left In aucli a hurry as to
forget part of her crew, who were left on
shore." Well done for the Queen of the West
and her brave officers. “Taken altogether,’
concludes the inimitable dispatch, “It was a
good joke on the Partisan Rangers, who are
notoriously more cunning than brave.” Truly an excellent Joke—so excellent that every
man connected with this affair (If
auy resemblance of the truth is contained ia the dispatches) should be branded with the letters
“T. M..” and enrolled in a detached
company
to be known by the name of The Turreted

HAVEN, CONN.
Cub Capital und Surplu, Deo. 1, 148*

eodly

ATLANTIC

Surplus

1, 1463.*406,618

Juu.

NEW

Wharf,

THE

fair,”

Capital

and

City Fire Ininrance Company,

•*

hi*

Estate,

8PRINUF1ELD, MASS.
Cub

ofytars,

MUNGER, Agent,

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

Springfield

after.

So. IAS Fore Street, head of Look
decl9
PORTLAND. ME.

INSURANCE,
-BT-

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture

JOHN W.

amount—placed in responsible Offices.
War Rinks Taken.

To any

$335,000.

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Bbnj. F. Steves 8, Secretary.
Policies are issued on the life, or for a term
or on certain contingencies.
Creditors may insure
their debtors on time.
\iv object is to call attention to the fact that a
policv it Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of making a provision for oue's family.’*—Bunjamiu Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, aud assist them in making applications.
References in Portland may. be made to the following parties: Messrs. II. J. Libby k Co., Steele A
Hayes. Ezra Carter, Jr.. Messrs. Howard k Strout,
Geo. W. Wood man. Esq., Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,
Hezekiah Packard, Esq.

CALL.

to

huLl risks

Company

ed eyes in all tiirectious,
apparently overwhelmed by the exhibition and bustle around
him. Approaching our friend, be exclaimed,
complicated
“What are we southern folks coinin’ to? Master said, a year ago, dat de Yankees done gone
away forever. Now dey is swarmin about ;
thicker than locusses. Dey runs dere boats on
Philip Henry Brown, Jas. O’catt Brown, Stephen
our river; dey prestiu’all onr niggers; dey liv- j H. Cummings. W W. Thomas, Jr., Samuel Chadwick. Augustus Cummings. Ja*ou Berry, John s,
in’ in our houses; dey drivin’ our wagons;
Russell. Fred. A. Prince, John H Ua'I, George E.
dey ringin’ our bells; dey confiscatin' our j Thompson. John B. Covle.Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
! M- Stevens, and 200 other*.
and
meat
dey
property;
eatin’up
corn; dey
tr The services of a Sea Captain is secured to
killed up mose all our men; and I spec dey
teach Navigation, who has had 40 year# experience
are gwine to marry all our widders!”
as a practitioner.
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IFteal

goes
any
will ttnd it for their interest

Boston.

men,

International

Ships, Barques, Brigs, Schooners. Carand freights per voyage, at current rates, to
part qf the world. Parties desiring Insurance
on

CA8H CAPITAL, •3.378.046 74, INVESTED.

College.

Insurance.

undersigned would respectfully notify the
Public that thev an*prepared
THE.
take MARINE
RISKS

c o n P A N f,

ESTABLISHED..DECEMBER 1, 1843

CT^The whole Profits of the Company revert to
Confederacy " much diverted with the Yan- i
mmmmmmmmtmmmmmm
the adhorkd. and are divided axxpally, upon the
kee fright at
masked” batteries, Uttle thinkPre uinms terminated during the year, and for which
NOTICE.
Help for the Sick and Wounded
ing the day would soon come for them to turn
S oldierst.
the tables on us and join in a general guffaw
uudcrsigued. Importers and Commission I Certificatessre issued, bxauixo interest, until rerp.iE
I Merchant* of Portland, iu order to make the
deemed.
Anar Committee of the Portland Young
over our panic at gun-boats.
During the sumcustom of this port conform to that of alt other* in
Man's Christian Association would most earnestmer of 1802 the
tbe
Dividend Jsin. 27th, 1364. 46 per et
(believed
by
this
That
from
and
country,
after
this
hereby
agree—
newspapers
ly appeal to all Christians, and to all other benevoimmense Conrad) pleaded earnestly for tbe
date, thov will in all ca*o* require vessels by which
lent parsons of Maine, for aid in carrying out the
The Profits of the Company, ascertained
to
receive
them
and
of
fortification
Christian Commit-ion, in ministering to the
alongside,
coasts, harbors and rivers, and
from the 1st of July, 1342. to the 1st of
physical they may ship good*,
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distribute^ its i to pay all stevedores' bills on the same. The shipendeavored to prepare tbe
January, 1472. lor which Certificates
public miud tar tbe stores
per* shall ha/e the privilege of desiguating the steby moan* of Cbristiau men. who go among
were issued, amount to
disasters which would inevitably ensue as soou
812,758,730
vedore* to be employed.
the soldiers without pav, aud gire porno nail v to those
Additional from 1st January, 1402, to 1st
aa tbe gun-boats began to swim ia our waters.
Portland. February 13, 1868.
who need, accompanying such distributions bv words
1863,
1,740,000
January,
of cheer and religions counsel. Over seventy such
But Mr. Davis sneered at navies, placed Ms
J B. Brown k Son*.
Fletcher k Co.,
Mersey,
men were on the battle-field in Maryland, dot tig all
St. John Smith,
Clime, Brother# k Co.,
reliance in the somnolent Mallory, aud expenT >tal profits for 201 years,
814,493,730
that <%ristian sympathy could devise tor the woundJohn Lynch k Co..
A. L. Hobson,
The Certificates previous to 1861, hare
ded his energies In the creation, on an average, ed
and dying
Thomas Aseucio k Co.,
J. H. Uainleu,
Many a brave heart was made to rebeen redeemed by cash.
10,278,560
of two brigadiers to each private.
II. I. Robinson,
John D Lord,
joice. and many a wounded soldier owes hi* life to
the timely assistance rendered by these men. ImmeE. Churchill k Co.,
True to tbs prediction of the newspapers,
Hophni Eaton,
TRUSTEES.
Geo. S. Hunt,
Isaac Dyer,
diately oil receipt of the news of the battle at Murcherished by the noble Conrad, the gun-boats
Phinnev k Jackson,
Isaac L. Came,
freesboro, twenty-four men were despatched from tbe
John D. Jones, A. I* Pillot,
Jos. Gail lard. Jr.,
came. They knocked down the mud banks at
various Young Men's Christian Associations, with a
Isaac Emery.
Nath'IJ Miller,
Charles Denuis. Leroy M Wiley. J. Hear Burgy,
Halters*, aud alarmed tbe good people of tke large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded, Tho*. W. OBrion,
Enward Hamblin,
W. H. If. M »ore, Dan’l S. Miller, corneliasGriuneU,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
N. O. Cram.
Old North IMS beyond measure. Their next
Thos. Tiicstou,
George II. Starr,
8. T. Nicoll,
C. A. Hand,
own conscience, the conviction that they are in the
Jonas II. Parley,
J. k D. Lord,
Josh'a J.ilenry, Watts Sherman,
Henry Colt,
essay was upon Fort Henry, a little pen, which
or duty, and carrying out the great object of
k
A.
k
S.
E.
Fox,
W.C.
path
Pickers
Goo.G.
Emery
Spring.
Hobson, E. K. Morgan.
gill.
Mr. Benjamin supposed to be placed, as near
their mission, according to the example* aet by our
Lewis Curtis,
David Lane,
B. J ilowTaod,
aa be could guess, at the confluence of the Nile
Divine Master, who made the body of man the obAt a meeting of the signers of the above, held at
Chas. H Russell. Jame* Brrce.
B««nj ^Babcock.
the Counting Room of Messrs. Chase, Bros, k Co.,
and the Gauges. After that, the gun-boat panject of his miracles, aud his soul the object of his docLowell Holbrook, Wo Sturgis.Jr., Fie tenor West ray,
trine.
P. A. Hargous,
U K. Bogert,
Monday afternoon, March 2d, much indignatiou
R. B Mitturn,Jr
ic seized the whole country, and it became
was expressed on account of reports circnla ed by
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimA. A. I/iw,
G. W. Burnham,
Meyer Gans.
a serious question at the Navy Department
ulant*. aud many other articles that are not usually
interested
that the merchants would, and
Rival
Wm
Ph
E.
Dodge, Fred. Ctiauucey,
Ips.
parties
whether liberty and tbe Southern Confederacy
contributed.
some already Aa>l, broken au agreement entered into
Caleb Bars tow. Dennis Perkins, James Low.
Donations of monev, bfbles, tracts, magazines, refor their mutual
could exist In tke presence of a cannon floatprotection. The following ResoluJOHN D. J »NES. President.
tion was
ligious newspapers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
adopted:
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President.
ing on a piece of wood in the water.
are earnestly solicited, all or which can he sent to the
Ree of red, That we will not charter a vessel through
W. U H. MOORE, 2d Vice Pres’t.
In this state of direful trepidation the unoffice of Dr. Waltis R. Jobnuob, 229} Congress
auy broker who shall propose to us as a condition the
happy South remained until the flght at Dru- street, two doors west of New City Hall and Court violation of the above agreement.
House, and the contributors mar be assured they will
mch5 d3w
ZW*Applications forwarded and OPEN POLICIES
ry's Bluff. On that eminence the fragmentary be
procured bv
applied to the relief of the sick aud needy solcrews of Mr. Mallory’s exploded navy were asdiers.
Rail Hoad Bond*.
JOHY W.
sembled to contest the advance of this modern
Henry H. Burgess. Andrew J. Chase, Jacob Chase
of the second mortgage Roods of the
David B. Ricker, Walter R. Johnson. Army Comhorror, the iron gun-laud. Sailors, marines and Jr.,
Ho. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
mittee
Men's
Christian
of
Association.
Young
middles did their best, aud, with the aid of
I the interest coup »ns thereon due on the 15th of Ocfeb4 1m
Portland, Maine
1
Providence and tome spunky dad-hopper arteb9 Imed llroeodft w6i84
tober, 1862, are hereby requested to deposit the same
io my hands, for which
the
will be given and
neighborhood, succeeded in
tillery from
receipts
1 hereafter exchanged for certificate# of stock in the
driving the gun-boats off. Here was bravery
Portland k Krnnkrrc Railroad,(a new organAmerican and
aod skill; but tbe exploit was do greater than
-AT HISization.) as soon a* the books and certificates can be
tbe Chinese had performed ou tbe Pcibo. Yet
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said Com pa
!
J. 8. CUSHING.
the whole Confederacy threw up its hat,
saloon,
ny, Nov. 8. 1862
wept,
R. n.
Treasurer Portland k Kenuebec Railroad.
danced, chuckled and shouted, as if Leonidas
so. 115 DLC1AMI St.,
Dec. 16.1862.
decl8 dtf
Augusta,
and Thertnopyl* bad been round again. The
SOLICITOr, OF PATENTS,
(Between Federal nod Middle Street*,)
event was great in that it dissipated in a moLate Agent gf V. S Patent Office, Washington,
Co.
ment the gun-boat
Since then gun-boats
la receiving dally, and aerving np In every variety.
panic. such
(under t ie Act of 1887.)
hare been regarded with
indifference that
76 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,
Fresh.
the gentiemeu who sue acting during Mr. MalEASTPORT, CALAIS dr ST. JOHN*
B O S T O N
lory's permanent nap have discarded navies CFTRIED CLAMS served at all hours. feb!24w
altogether, and turned over ail marine operaan
extensive
practice of upwards of twenSPRING ARRANGEMENT.
tions to a wild Tenneasee cavalry under WheeJN. W.
ty yea s.coutiuuc* to secure Patents in the UnitOn and after Thursday. March the
ed States; also in Great Britain. Ira net*, and other
ler, mounted on scraggy ponies.
19th,the Steamer Forr*t City,
The Uorse-Mariue system has answered adforeign countries. Caveats, SiycificAtions, Bonds,
General Conunisslon Merchant,
Capt.J.J. l.iscomb, will, until furAssignments,and all Papers or Drawings for Patents,
mirably till now. But ol late a new terror has
ther notice, leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
executed on liberal terms, aud with despatch
OX & 103 iVater Street,
Returned up. The telegraph brings as tidings of
everv Thursday, at 5 o'clock P. M., for
searches made into American or Foreign works, to
Ea«tport and
St. John—connecting at 8t. John with Steamer Emdetermine the validity or utility of Patents or InvenGEORGETOWN, D. C.
something which is tremblingly described as a
peror f r Windsor and Halifax, Nova Scotia.
tions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matTurreted Monster." Gun-boats are deemed
IT“ Attention to the sale of Produce. Flour,Grain,
Returning, will leave St. John every Monday, at 8
ters touching the same
Copies of t he claims of any
and General Merchandise. Vessels
not more dangerous than dng-oota, but when
o’clock A. M., for Eastport. Portland and Boston.
chartered,freights
Patent furnished bv remitting One Dollar. Assignprocured, aud business generally attended to with
the case is altered to an interview with a
C. C EATON, Agent.
ments recorded at Washington.
promptness and dispatch.
The Agency is not only the largest in New EngTurreted Monster,” then the brave defenders
Karaas to—Leonard Cotton,Esq., Portsmouth,!*. H.
land, but through it inventors have advautag s for
of the Father of Waters can do nothing better
I. F. Williams, Hampton, N. H.
Patent*, of ascertaining the patentability ot
securing
than make 2:40 toward the mountains.
feb2 d3m
inventions, unsurpassed bv, if not iinme*»urablv suThe reported fate of the ladiaaola is even
Internal Revenue
perior to, auy which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
more disgraceful than farcical. Here was, per
I* ULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
haps, the finest iron-clad iu the Western wamy office. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
thau the subscriber and as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
ters, captured after a heroic struggle, rapidly
public will be expected to use them on aud alter this
PROOF
OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
INVESTMENTS ! i date, (January 1. 1863.)
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
repaired, and destined to join tbe Queen of
•
When sold in sum* le*# than one dollar,
payment
aud cau
the West in a series of victories. Next you
prove, that at no other office of the kind
required iu Postal t urrency.
are the charges for
hear that the was blown up in the true MerriSRIAT CHANCE FOE BARGAINS BEFORE Til RISE!
profes-ional services so moderate
Officx Hours—9 to 12} A M.; 2 to 4} P. M.
The immense practice of the subscriber duriug twenmac-Mallory style, and why? Laugh and hold
ty years past, ha* enabled him to accumulate a vast
NATH'L J MILLER. Collector
» HOUSES, at price, from (1000 to MO00.
collection ol specifications and official decisions relayour tides, lest you die of a surfeit of derision,
J»nl2 dtf
1st District State of Maine.
100 HOUSE U1T8. at price* from BSOO to M000.
tive to t>atent*
O Yankeedom! Blown up because, forsooth,
feet
1.900.000
of
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
FLATS.
NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA
a flat-boat or mud-scow, with a small house
1,000.000 Teet of LAND.
mechanical works.and full accounts or patents granttaken from the back garden of a plantation
1 STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.
ed in the United Stakes and Europe, reude him able,
put on top of it, is floated down the river bebeyond ijuestion, to offer superior facilities for ob■ODEB GOULD, T4 Middle St.,
Cooked in the best manner, at the
fore the frightened eyes of the Partisan Hantaining patents.
All necessity o! a journey to Washington, to proA
Turreted Monster!
gars.
novTJdtf
Dr Staid*.
ALBION RESTAURANT. cure a patent, and the usual great delay there, aru
“A most unfortunate and nnneceaaarv afwas

Marine

PROCTER,

RmI Eilale and HerclUUMllaf

—

W Mr. II. would refer to a recommendation from
Student* of this city who are acting as business
accountants, kc containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which ma* be seen in priut
iu the hall at the entrance to bis Rooms, a few of

were forming to the sound
lively music, and thousands ol flags fluttered like fragments of rainbows from the various buildiugs.
The conservative contraband paced slowlv along, roiling hie distend-

of

No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.

LIFE INSURANCE.

approved,

The Opinion or an African Conservative.—An old servant of oneol the very aristocratic rebel families of Nashville, Tenn.,
who hates “Lincolnites” and “poor white
trash” as heartily as JefT Davis does, was recently witnessing a review of troops in that

JOHN C.

1 began to offer my remedies for tale I was
timid, aud spoke cautiously, tearing 1 might
aet the quack. But having proved them in all form*
of such disease* a* they are adapted to, aud
seeing
the astonishing effects of them in the core of tbo
most distressing cases, in all classes of constitution#,
and stages of disease, and having received thousands
of testimonials of the most flattering character, we
now sneak with ail boldness, confident that
they are
above all others.
1. The Great Germ a 9 Cough Rem soy—For
all diseases qf the Throat and Lungs —We refer to
afew cases. N. Dickson, of Boston, Mass.; Eld. 8.
K. Partridge. Whitetield. Me.; Mr. 8. Bradley, Vicuna. Me ; Mrs. T.
ilerley, Newcastle, Mod Miss
Amanda Lougee, Hallowell. Me; Mrs. D. N. Kidder,
Bristol, N. 11; Mrs. Weedon, Holland, Vt; and hundreds of others, cured of bad cases of Bronchitis
Eld. A. C. Hodgkins, Vieuna; Mrs. B. Woodakie,
Brunswick; Mr. Joseph Ford, Jetfersou, Me; Mary
8. Burrougb, Providence, R 1., aud many others
cured of the most distressing eases of Phthisic.
Mrs. W W. Patten, Topsham; Mrs. F. Winslow,
Yarmouth; Mrs. J. If. Conant, Richmond, Me .cured
of ca^es of Influenza and Cough when
everything
else tailed. Children of D. Tarr, Litchfield, of
rapt.
J. Lawrence, Yarmouth, and more than
twenty others, cured of (.’roup, some of whose lives were saved
by It, all other rem-jdies failing. For common colds,
hoarseness, coughs, sore lungs, Ac thousands testify it kt 'he best and cheapest ever used.
2.
Liver KeoulaTok and Dyspeptic furer.—C.
White of Richmond Me., aaya—“It is the best ar icle
fbr Liver Complaint I hare ever seen. It has benefited my wife more than flOO." Geo. Webber,Litchfield, Me., says, “It has worked wonders tor my
daughter, who has been three years under doctors’
treatment without benefit. Y'uur Liver Regulator
has cured her. We had lost all hope of her getting
well." Mr. J. 8. Carter. Water vilJe—“I have used
two bottles and find it double extra. It is a valuable
medicine.’’ Mrs. E Johnson, Pittston, confined to
her bed fire years, says: "I have used one bottle; it
agrees with me, and keeps my food from soaring, relieves faintness. Please send more
Immediately."
Mr. W. Chase of Bangor, savs: “I have used yoar
Liver Regulator with much profit to mvself, and
think much of It." We have a great number of such
testimonies continually coming.
8 Wellcome's Pat* Cuker —Eld. I.
Wight.Ausays: "It is the best thing tor an irritated
roat and luugs. aud for colic, I ever saw.”
Eldar
A C. Hodgkins, Vienna, says, “It is
being successused here for the cure of diptheria. riend me a
lot imm<-diatety ; what 1 had is ail sold." J W Griffin, Stark, says: "It takes the lead of all other articles of that description; it is being used with good
success for diptheria.
I have not heard of a single
Instance where it has failed; send three dozen more."
D. N. Kidder. Bristol, N. II savs: "Your medicines
are doing wonderfbl
cures.especially the Pain » urer.
One case of sciatic rheumatism lias been cured by one
bottle. It puts 'Perry Davis’ Paiu Killer’ all in the
shade
Wm Baker, Yarmouth, says ho cured a
valuable horse ot lameness and swelled leg with the
Pain Curer. Thousands are btdng cured of various
pains, cramps, colics, rheumatism, sprains, urinary
troubles and neuralgia, for which it is a sure cure
In our store we retail ten times more of it thao all
other liniments.
4.
Wellcome’* Diarrhea 8yr p. This has
cured hundreds of eases whenever thing else failed.
We warrant it to do more than any other preparation now known bv doctor* or others.
6. OUR Jausdice Bitter* are very highly prized and extensively used.
N. B
Our remedies are puretg vegetable, safe In
all cases for old and young.male aud female, in whatever cmditiou of life.
CF^Call for our Circular and read the testimonies.
Prepared only bv I. C. W LLCOME A CO., Yarmouth. M«. Sold by medicine dealers extensively.
In Portland by H. 11 Hav, C E Beckett, and
Thomas J. Loring.
feb2I eodA wlamdm

JOHN W. MONGER & SON.

will be givon to those Ladle* aud Gentlewho pass through thorough courses for Accountants. Terms will be reasonable
My Instltuffou is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett's Commercial
College. Cincinnati, Ohio, the first and oldest in the
United States. My teaching and plans are motlern,
aud the most improved ana
as the first
class business men have and wflltestifV.
tJF* Practically taught .a* follow-: -Book-Keep! n g,
Navigation, Commercial Law, Native, business and
Oruameutal Writing, Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence, Card Marking. Ac. Teaching from
printed writing copies and text books are avoided.
Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Aceonnt* adjusted
Certain evening* will bo

them.—[Tribune.

BUSINESS CARDS.
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men

numbers, regiments

A Rate de Guerre at Vicksburg.
BOW THE

NO. ‘226.

tW~ 50.000 BOTTLES SOLB-XS
Wellcome’s Important Remedies!

Diploma*

in the car, nor did the twain deem it expedient to leave the car with him for a further
settlement of matters, although he invited

|
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A Loso Speech.—On one of those memorial (lays, when the
Kansas Nebraska bill”
was being debated, Senator Seward
tapped
Douglas on the shoulder aud whispered in his
Creditors' Meeting.
Bourbon” in his priear, that he had some
MEETING of all the bona fide Creditors of the
vate room, twenty years old, and desired
late John Round* i* requested at the counting
room of the undersigned, on Saturday, the 28th
Little
Douglas' judgment upon it. The
day
i
of
March
next, at 2 r M., to take into consideration
Oiaut” declined, stating that he meant to
the manner the estate was settled, or pretexted to be
speak in a few moments, aud wanted his brain settled Sewell C. Strout (Howard A Strout) “as
unclouded by the fumes ot liquor. At the
COUNSEL
FOR THE ADMINISTRATRIX.” (mark the
conclusion of his speech, Douglas sank down
words) according to his own account, has had all the
claims against the estate, except mine, and one at
exhausted in his chair, hardly conscious of
Xew York he could not And. assigned to himself
the congratulations of those who flocked afor 20 per ceut., which was all the estate paid, as he
round him; and at this juncture,Seward seizhas
repeatedly stated. I declined the generous offer,
ed the orator’s arm, and bore him off to the
and alter years of delay, finding that no better settlement
could be effected, directed mv attorney to cite
Senatorial sanctum.
the administratrix into Court, and give Strout duo
Here's the Bourbon, Douglas,” said Sewnotice thereof. It was then, and not until then, that
ard. try some, it’s sixty years old.”
Strout, like a skillful General, suddenly changed his
tactics. He requested that nothing further be done
Seward,” remarked Douglas,
I have
for the present, but to "see Chase and ascertain the
made to-day the longest speech ever deliverwas “neck or
very lowest he will take," which
ed—history has no parallel for it.”
nothing.” The money was forthcoming to tho tune
How is that ?” rejoined Seward,
cent.
I
of
100
The
wish
to solve is, how
problem
you
per
much did the estate fairly pay ? How much did ail
spoke about two hours only.”
the claims against the estate (except mine and the
Douglas smiling replied:
one at New York he "could not Ami) cost him(Strout)
Don’t you recollect that, a moment before
in the aggregate? and how much the administratrix
I obtained the floor, you invited me to pargot? She says that Stront told her he ha given her
ALL HE COULD AFFORD TO, A
VERY INDEFINITE
take of some Bourbon twenty years old, and
I found the claim at New York, an old. estabsum.
now immediately after closing my remarks,
lished and highlv respectable house. I also found
you extend to me some of the same liquor
that previous to hi* settling mv claim he (Strout)had
been in communication with that verv house, and
with the assertion that it’s sixty years old 1—
had offered them the stereotyped edition of 20 per
a forty years’ speech has never been delivercent, which they refused. I advised them to “stir
ed before.”
him up” forthwith. Oat of quite “a batch" of long
winded yarns from Strout in reply, I here quote only from that under date of March 81. 1862.
“The
How One of Kearney's Men Dealt
dividend upon the claim* against the estate of John
with a Copperhead.—On Saturday eveRounds is20 per cent
The dividend* have all been
since, and 1 had
ning last, a slightly built young man, an offipaid ont except yours, a longtime
7’
cer of the 57th Pennsylvania, home on a ten
forgotten about your claim
T. CI1A8E,
D
days, furlough, took a seat in a city railroad Attorn ▼ for all the heir* at law of the late John
car.
Opposite to him sat a couple of men,
Rounds, and assigueo of the olaim at New York he
(Strout) “could not find, or had forgotten about,”
who, at sight of his uniform, began to dewhich
claim remains unsettled.
nounce the President for a thief and a traitor,
N. B. Extract from the Probate Record*—Claims
and the army for a set of cowards better at
allowed against the estate $5,781.42; assets $4,896.81.
running than at fighting, Ac. The officer
feb28 S TAThtd
stepped up in front of them, and civily requested them to desist. They informed him that
BROWN’S
they would say what they pleased; who was
he, and what was it to him ? With a flash of his
eye, like the lightning before the thunder, he
replied: “My name is Charles Darling. I am
a captain in the army of the United States.
19S0 fn the Hanson Block, Vo. 161 Hiddie street. Tho room* have recently been made
No man living can talk in my presence of the
new, and furnished neatly, and are the most pleasant
President as you have, if I can prevent it.”
in the city. One separate room for Ladies. I preWith that his hand was on the collar of one
sent my tliauks lor the extensive patronage, and
of them, aud the Copperhead found himself at
promise as in the past, nopains shall be spared in the
future. I hare removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
full length on the floor.
The conversation
street. The
Principal ha* liad 2) years’ experience.
was not resumed while the
remained
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The United (t) Democracy of Both’.
During the campaign of 1880, a breach was
made in the Democratic party in Hath—as
there was indeed in many cWier portions of
the Stnte-«-«s deep, as broad and apparently
as Impassalifc as that which barred the rich man
in the parable from his more humble neighbor.

THE DAILY PRESS.
Portland Maine
-*i

**

Tuesday Morning, March 17, 1863.
The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than that of any other daily in the dly.

Caucuses marked the usual course of the party,
aod the Douglas men, having been cheated by
had attempted any united action with them, were ready to
take their Bible oath that they would never althe

again.

ment of affairs. Because he is a theorist and
still more because he is no mere theorist, the
final sentence of his letter read at St. James’s

ion, and

to

of the American Republic,” he says,
were never so high as in this, to superficial
appearance, the darkest hour in its history.”

HUU

UIMUglll

unnimi

JUI9BUUII IU MIC

emancipation. No one has bad the hardihood
deny the existence of a powerful Union par-

make

a

ground.
All was fair and harmonious uutil the voting
commenced. On the first and second ballots,
there was no choice. On the third ballot, tosave
trouble, it was proposed for the committee to
pass round the hat and

J

we

told, there is absolute unanimity, and then
follows the stale truism about a population of
eight millions, never by any effort to be subju-

lllMiitu Ui

miking

Douglas

men

began

left the

they
though at least one-fourth of
Republicans, drawn in to sec

count

the members as

be but one reason—it could not be obtained. But we are told Uiat the martial enthusiasm of actual war and the ill-considered and

boxes had been stuffed!

can

changed

were
was

unholy

cham-

by a fraud! The politiactually been cheating—
friends too—with Wash-

Address

a

ringing

followed.

and the

in

their

Accusations

pretended

union

The election prov-

sham.

play

Country.

Question and Answer.
Voter,” through the columns of
Argus, propounds a notable question to
Press, and asks “an unequivocal answer.”

A “Union

This is the poser: “Are you for the Union at
“all events, with or without slavery ? or do

“you say with jour late Congressional leader,
“Tbad. Stevens, that the Union shall never,
“with your consent, be restored under the Constitution

says tbe
tbe country is

captured,"

it is, with slavery existing in It?”

as

We would lie glad
swer

quiet.”
In January, the Boston Transcript published
letters from Union men in South Carolina, one
now

to

bear this

questioner anquestion afdubiously hope

the former member of his

firmatively,

somewhat

we

as

stupid “Union Voter”
th is must be—silly enough no doubt to claim
his assumed title while voting the Democratic
ticket, so ill-advised as perhaps to read tiie
Argus, so unwise at any rale as to write for
it, so inseusate possibly as to consider it a
mirror of truth
though that really is too
he would.

from Charleston itself. Said oue of these writers, a Democrat of tbe old school, resident iu
Sumter county,
The asserted unity ol senti*
ment in the South is a fiction.
The people
are ouly brought up to defeud the institution
“
of slavery now, because they have no leader
“
to bead a revolt.”
On the 7th of January, Governor Brown, of
Georgia, found it necessary to issue a proclamation against deserters and disloyal citizens
•f the Confederacy, then in opon and armed
rebellion, in tbe mountainous northeast*ru
section of his State. Col. S. W. Lee, commanding at Atlanta issued an address to the
malcontents subsequently, and when that failed marched against and defeated them, capturing stores and guns after a severe action.
“This beautiful mountain country,” says a
correspondent of tbe Atlanta Confederacy for
Jan. 31, “will resume its accustomed tranquil-

But what a

—

much

for belief.

Will

a

“Union Voter” be

pleased to consider for a moment the following question suggested by his own: Are you
for udnee pies at all events, with or without
rats? or do you agree with the cook, that the
pies shall never, with your consent, go into
the cellar as it is, infested by rats ? Cannot
a “Union Voter” see, that we believe slavery
to be the canse of this war and
within itself the seeds of wars
and therefore

to contain

innumerable,

and pray, and labor for

hope,

its extinction!

The Copperhead Badge.—A week ago

Saturday,
speech in New
last

ity.”

Mr.
York.

Vallandigbam

made

a

j

the

singularly happy

device of

pulling

a

piece

of coin, issued from the mint oi the State of
Connecticut in 1778, from bis pocket, with the

1

tle Mar, wilt greet (ten. Hooker ere one mouth
shall pass. The spell is broken.
The Army
of
the Potomac will give its hearty support to
arc Unionists la every State.
While our artile Geueral that wins its confidence.
The
mte* advance, slowly it
may be, but ateadiiy i Generals who adhered or were
to
supposed
into the heart of the Confederacy, it h Well to : adhere to McClellan,have been removed. The
is good; the sick list is going down
retaaavljvr that everywhere lu tbe midst of
j discipline
this fool riot of treason aud murder faithful i every day ; and when the order come* for an
;
1 hope we shall move to victory. *
lovers of tbe Republic so cruelly assailed are I •advance,
•
•
Captain, we have a splendid little
waiting anxiously, Impatiently, to see once battalion. Geu. Neal has already complimentmors the starry symbol of her power.
May ed us.
Here is an extract from a letter lately reGod defend the Right!
There

ceived in this

Sy Bro. Tenney of tbe Brunswick Telegraph has a column headed "Little of Everything," Now ws have seen a good many “littla” thing* In that column, but about tbe “littteiat" thing we have teen in that or any other, in hi* paper or any other paper, waa in his
last number. In which he refuses to continue
an exchange with the Press, though for more
than six months we had seut him our daily on
an even exchange for his weekly. If anything
could be littler than this it was bis refusal to
send us his offensive paragraphs. Poor fellow!
He is to be pitied. His nerves extend u> hht
finger nails, aud he cau’t endure contact with
tbe savage of the Press. We hardly know
whether to send Win a bottle of Mrs. Winslog’s Soothing Syrup for children, or a bottle
*
pt worm medicine.

[Bl'KCIAL

been with tbe

from a

city
Army

commencement

I

chaplain,

who has

of the Potomac since the

happy
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SENATE.

Monday—Prayer by

Rev. Dr.

Augusta.

Tappan

of

Woods, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported adversely oil bill to amend Sec. 2,
Chap. 06, R. S.
Mr. Smith, from the Committee on State
Lands, reported reference to the next Legislature, on the resolve granting aid to the Milford A Princeton Turnpike Co.
Mr.

Mr. Stevens, from the Committee on aid to
families of volunteers, reported leave to withdraw on the petition of Deborah Payne. All
the above reports were accepted.
Mr. Cram, from the Committee on Manufactures, Mr. Starr, from the Committee ou Division of Towns, and Mr. Duren, from the Committee on Incorporation of Towns, severally
reported Anally, and the Committees were

discharged.
Mr. Pliilbrick, from the
tary Pensions, reported

Committee on Milia resolve repealing
the resolves in favor of William Poor, Jr., A.
H. Waugh and David Strout, which was read
and assigned.
Bill llxiug the standard weight for the sale
of potatoes was read a second time, and, after
some debate iudellnitely postponed.
The Military bill was then taken up, and,
alter debate, was rc-cominitted to be reported
iu the House.
Bill to amend the charter of the city of
Augusta, was indeUuilely postponed, iu concurrence.

Bill additional to the act incorporating the
proprietors of Uallowell A Chelsea bridge was
read a second time. Mr. Elliott moved to
refer it to the next Legislature. Alter some
debate the motion was lost. The bill was
then tabled for the purpose of an amendment
being proposed to it.
Passed to he Em/rotted—Resolve additional
to the resolve in favor of Henry Upton ; act to
incorporate the Robinson Manufacturing < ,'o.;
act to make valid the doings of the North
Prospect burying grouid corporation ; act to
repeal Chap. 106 of the private laws of 1861.
On motion of Mr. Merrow, the Secretary

wax

ilii'PPli'il

tft

inuLtt

nn

Si'A'i Aflflititiriiml

imv

George A. Starr, Senator from Knox county,
to remunerate him, in part, for expenses incurred by sickness.—Adjourned.
to

HOl’RK.

the arteries on the inside of the elbow with a
piece of iron. He was discoverd, says the
Herald, by the officers of the Jail, and the
flow of blood stopped. He said he wouldn’t
miud waiting a few days if he was sure of being hung, but six mouths solitary confinement
is sn imposition he will not submit to.

The letter containing

39“

hospital reports
regiments, to which
Beaufort correspondent refers in a private

of the 8th and fitli Maine
our

note, has

been received.

never

city. Fifty or more per day are taken and
sent to prison.
39" The number of deaths in Bath, for the
year ending March 1, according to the report
of the Superintendent of burials, was 178—00
males and 70 females.

39“ The Bath Times learns that Mr. William Clifford, of Edgecomb, shot himself on
Friday, causing almost instant death. Cause
of the rash act, insanity.
JjyTbe meeting

County Temperappointat two o’clock to-morrow afternoon, instead
four as we had it yesterday.

ed
of

39“ A great Union demonstration is to
off at Skowhegan to-morrow. Messrs.
II. Hamlin, L. M. Morrill, J. G. Blaine, L.
Barker and others arc announced as speak-

era.

39“

Dingley, the accomplished SpeakRepresentatives at Augusta, has received a very high compliment, at
least the highest the Advertiser has power to

er

Mr.

approbation.
ET”It is not often that we are disturbed by
a typographical mistake in our own ropy, but
that was a ‘‘confounded” mistake made by the
compositor yesterday morning, when in a
notice of “Hempel's Preventiva” troches he
changed the p in compounded to an f.

nam.

Passed in concurrence—Act additional to
the act incorporating the City of Bellast.
Mr. Blake, of Bang >r, under a suspension of
the rules, introduced a resolve relating to the
Commissioners appointed under the resolve of
March 15, 1882, w hich passed to be engrossed.
Mr.Chesley, under a suspension of the rules,
introduced a resolve in lavor of the towns ol ,
Bremen, Smyrna and Macwahoc plantation,
which passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Stetson, under a suspension ol the rules,
introduced a hill additional to the act incorporating the Aroostook Railroad Co.
On motion of Mr. Stetson it was ordered,
that a Joint Select Comnvttce. consisting of
one from each
county on the part ol the
the House, with such as the Senate may join,
be appointed to enquire into the expediency of
the appointment, by the Governor and Council, of one person in each county to obtain contributions during the recess of the Legislature,
in aid of the purchase of a suitable location
for the erection ol buildings for the Agricultural College, without regard to its permanent
location.
Bill concerning the keeping of dogs was, on
motion of Mr. Gunnison, iudctiuitely postponed.
Bill relating to auctioneers was read a third
time and tabled,on motion of Mr. Lyman.
Bill to amend Clgtp. 47, R. S., relating to
priuting abstracts of bank returns was tabled,
on motion of Mr. Hayden; also bill to change
the name of Hartley D. Hitchcock; also bill
relating to divorces.
Bill to provide for taxing bank stock owned
out of the State came from the Senate amended. The amendments were adopted and the
bill was tabled, on motion of Mr. Small.

Adjourned.
The New Military Law ol Congress.

Referring Ip wbat is called the conscription
law—conscription only in that it allows the
President to draft ineu through the agency of
federal officers, in the different Stales, instead
of having it done as heretofore by the States

themselves, thus barring copperheaded Governors agaiust refusing the draft—John Van
Bureu said, in his recent speech in New
York:
I can very well understand how, if I sympathized with the rebellion—il I deemed that
this war should Ml—I could spend hours and
columns in pu king flaws in this act But if
1 believed that substantial justice required
that tbe great ends of prosecuting the war demand that the whole power of the Government shall be lodged by tbe Congiess of the
Lulled Nlat« s in the i’resideut of Ike United
States, I will bow in silence to the act, whetkI approve it or not. (Prolonged cheers.) If
the President of the United Slates had usurped these powers, there might he a degree of
propriety in denouncing it; but when the lepreseulalives of the people elected, alter due
deliberation, assume the responsibility of lodging these trusts in him, in my bumble judgment, and certainly in view of tbe precedent
to which 1 have referred, no wise man will ever complain of the act.
Ida! of Patients sick at City Hospital belonging to the ?tb Maine, under charge ol
Ur. fTM. i.teleth, March Itt, IMAJ.
(To. B—Warren Arm,irons,
fever; John
Llsbou. chrome neplotls; John B
convaj*
Abrstiam ibompedD,
recent, i.corse Merlin, do.;
K
M
indolent
ulcer.
Bisgdon,
debility;
(k. C— iinsin htiilSBAti. typhoid leier; A. J. Me*
Kenney,chionic disrrbes; Kdnsrd 1 elkey, do.; k.
Dnggctt. necrosis. Ataudri sawyer. Phthisis.
(o. U Joseph Norton, Jr., iudoleut ulcer, John
.1 It l.m.i-a■ ai.<i
Smith. < uas l>uught\, m:
Siduet Mardv, chronic diarrhea; Aumiu K
synher,
A
Gammon,
intermittent h t-r
iieurai/ia. William
Corp'l George G. Sauud< rv, wound; Horace Uuw,
do.
Co.
Linnell, couvalevcent; Simeon O.
Reynold*. do. W'm. T. Trunday, vulnu* iucivuni;
Asa C hapman, George Hunt, Got! J'oolcr, John f
Black, Richard l). Burnham. chronic diarrhea; Michael Forrest, pleuritiv; franklin Gulliver, sciatica;
Addison M. Stevens, vulnus incisum; L. I\ Hooper,
chronic diarrhea
Co. /—Richard G, Boyer, wound; George H. Fairbanks, Henry F. C'ole.Corp‘1 Henry H. Cook,chronic
diarrhea; Stephen A. McNeil, convalescent.
<'o. A’- -Wesley l'lisvey, typhoid lever; Joseph F.

typhoid
lisstlujrr.

F—Timothy

Williams,

debility.

H. Sprague, Asthma;
Allen, Manly Rand, chrouic rheumatism;

l’*a*sign*(l /{rrruits—John

John 11.

Kdwakd W. Sanborn,

Hospital Steward 7th Me. Vols.

vr
as

The

following places

designated
In New Eng-

are

rendezvous to which soldiers

zr Gen Rosseau has obtained leave to

or-

corps of mounted men equipped like
rebel troops under Morgan and Forrest. This
corps will be ten thousand strong, and la intended not only to tight guerrillas in their
own style, but to be used in breaking up their
lines of communication, and harrassiug their

ganize

a

terrible riot at

Detroit,

jy-A Richmond correspondent of the Mobile Register, proposes a convention for the
adjustment of affairs. This writer denies the
possibility of a
but favors

a

reconstruction of the old

league

close commercial

Northwest, and argues in favor of
to secure it even before the South

Union,

with tne

an

attempt
secures its

independence.
A girl twelve years of age, named Annie Morley, arrived In Wheeling, Va., on
Thursday last from Minnesota. She traveled
the entire distance alone.

of the inhuman Iudian
ta, and

She witnessed one

massacres

her father murdered

saw

A correspondent of the New York
Tribune asserts that Gen. McClellan's neglect
to report to Gen. Scott, complained of in Gen.

recently produced in Congress,
occurred after Col. Henry L. Scott was discovered to be a spy and in obedience to posi-

Scott’s letter

tive orders from the Government.
himself

oo.t

in another column
It Is

an

picking

!

This corWho is

Smith.”

sr- The editor of the Argus is evidently
annoyed because we occasionally allude to his
suit against us for libel. He thinks we should
keep still, say not a word to prejudice the case.
Poor fellow. He is sore all over. The slightest point thAlls his nerves. He has invited a
currycomb, and it is not manly in him to wince
under its application.
The editor of the Eastern Argus (Cophas prosecuted the publisher of the
>rtland Press (Republican) lor alleged libel,
claiming damages to the amount of fflUjJUU.
The Press, upon a challenge ol the Argus, had
charged Its editor with "disloyally.” The Argus is oue of the most mischievous journals of
its class, and we much mistake the patriotism
of our down-east neighbors if it flmfs its lawsuit an agreeable pastime.—[Worcester Spy.
The new city government of Bath
organized yesterday. Dr. Israel Putnam
In
was for the fourth time installed as Mayor.
his Inaugural he gave a very flattering stateThe total exment of the affairs of the city.
tienditures up to the Hlh lust., for bounties to
soldier* and aid to tbe families of volunteers,
above what the city can legally claim to be refunded front the State, Is about 94D.0UQ. Jas.
M. Lincoln, Esq., editor of the Time* and Sen-

tinel,

was

elected l’resideut of tbe Common

Council.

“y

We have received the first number of

The Volunteer, published every convenient
opportunity by Several A Co., Frankfort and
Wiuler|>ort. Terms: five cents a single copy,
and just as you can trade for trackages. Tbe
publisher* ask an exchange. Tbe i’rcss will
be seut “every convenient opportunity.” The
Volunteer appear* to have been intended to
swell the

proceeds

of a lair held in

Frankfort,

the evenings of the 18th and 10th of Februry, in the aid ol the Sanitary Commission.

on

Ry

a

lished

natural mistake it
on

was

tbe 12th Instant.

actually pub-

Tbe Volunteer

should learn to “Mark Time!”

y A correspondent writing from Beaufort, S. C., 11 ill instant, says: “We are under
orders to move, but when and where, can’t
tell. Reason for delay—no coal for transports.
The 2d South Carolina (negro) regiment. Col.
J. Montgomery, sailed for Floiida, 8th inst.
W. B. Dickey, formerly quartermaster ser-

geant of the 8th Maine, Is quarter master on
Col. Montgomery’s staff. A. A. Hoyt, formerly of Co. G, and Chauncey Webster of Co. E,
in the Eighth, have received commissions
respectively in the 2d and 1st South Carolina.
The 8th Maine is the largest regiment on the
island. Health good—only 30 9ick, and only
6 in

hospital.

anxious for

a

The Colonel in fine

spirits

and

move.”

vr At a recent copperhead meeting in
New Hampshire C. L. Woodbury of Boston
oue of the copperhead orators, took from his
pocket some old continental money, and intimated

life

to

long loyal Democrat suggested that as the
patriots of the revolution were justified in
freely issuing paper money with which to carry the country from colonial bondage to national independence he supposed this administration would stand well in history for resortto paper issues with which to sure the Un-

ing

ion for which the fathers fought The xudieuce saw the point, and so also did Mr. Wood-

bury.

Martha Washington—386
H I Bobinson; 6 bbls, to
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City Fire Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD. CONN.

Havana.March
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Hibernian.Portland

leave New
month.

for

York

on

the
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are

Worth American Fire Insurance Co ,

Or HARTFORD, CONN.
Caah Capital and Sarpla*.SMO.OOO
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Manhattan Tire Insurance

14
14
18
21
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26
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Thames Fire Insurance

good

California,

MARINE

aad

Sarplaa.f 160,000

Company,

or EXETER, N. H.

Portsmouth Mutual Insurance Co.,
or

Rockingham

NEWS.

OF

Dwellings,

other wood property is the
country towns, insured os highly favorable
term* for one, three or Jkee gears.
All lussos promptly adjusted at my office.

ARRIVED.

W. D. LITTLE, Ageffi.

mchl7

Holmes' Hole.

YOU INTEND

IF

Sch Susan Moore, Strout, Boston.

May, Arey, from

Insure your I«lfe

CLEARED.
Brig Thos Connor, York, Cardenas, by Chase Bran

to examine the systems
BeCompanies
do
before
boon
for

of tha tartans

rure

ron

Haring

k Co.

Sch E G Willard, Parsons, Philadelphia, by E G
Willard.
Sch Elizabeth, Gray, Boston, by R G York k Son.

ao.

*>

Agent

TEARS for the oM

Mutual Life Insurance Co,
OP HEW YORK,

A flne steamer, not yet named, was launched from
the yard of J P Morse. at Bath, yesterday. She was
towed to this port to receive her machinery, which
is
ready and will be speedily pat in. She
is intended lor shoal water navigation.

Ca*h runt>.now

noma nil

S9.000.000 (Rise aailUoa dollan),

nearly

all inreetad In tha beat aaaaritiaa at T par mu*, ialorral, HeilA mo premium ao<aa) for tha boaoAt of tha
Policy holder*. I particularly inrlte every perron
proposing to iarare, to exandne the ayrtea of thla
Ihm
gOBttS EoovSttttBSB
SjHtfll
$4,500,000 among widow# aad orpbane rinoe IMS.
Thla Company gave $8,000 to the U. 8. Similar*
Commmuiom the laat year, for the heaeSt of tha ale*
aad wounded toldieri of the 1’nloa army.
The Mr Idea da all go to the tasared,and add largo,
ly to the valaeof the Policies every year.

L Rich. Esq., is preparing, in Canada, the material
for a very large fore and aft schooner, to be built aft
Frankfort the coming season, by Isaac Dunham.
Her capacity is to be 4U) tons, and her mainmast will
measure 92 feet long and 92 iuches in diameter.
She
wilt carry 1400 yards of canvass
780 being in the
mainsail.

The Messrs. Treat k Co, of Frankfort, have on the
stocks and nearly ready for launching, a flne brig of
abont 580 tons, intended for the West India trade.
She is called the Alpine and will be commanded by
Webster Treat ft Co, hat# up
( apt Dan’l kilimau.
the frame ot a brig of 6<J0 tons, which is also intended for the West India trade; her capacity is estimated at 900 hhdt sugar under deck.

effects result-

Mmmchamdikm, Hovsm-

Storks,

FtTEirrct*. sod

■old
or

eity,

Steamer Chesapeake. Sherwood, New York.
Steamer-(new, do name,) Morse, of and from
Bath, to receive her machinery.
Brig Martha Washington, Anderson, Cardenas via

Sambuc-

Mutual Inswraneo Co.,

EXETER, N. H.

c*p««i...tins,ess

Mzmtay,..March 10.

Sch Pennsylvania, Scott. Bath.
Sch Inspector. Cook, Biddeford.
Schs J C Homer, Arey, and Ida
Winterport for Boston

PORSMOCTH. N. u.

CAP11*1.0100.000

PORT OF PORTLAND.

W. B.

Office

mchn

LITTLE, Afcal,
81 Exchange Street.

use

The A2 ship Bernard. 678 tons, built at Bath In 1969
has been sold at New York for 28.000; A2 sch Osell,
181 tons, built at Machias in 1902, has been sold on

the genuine Brown's Bronchial Trochee which have
proved their efficacy by a test of many years. Public Steamers and Singers should use the Trochee,
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
and are exposed to sudden changes, should have
hem. Sold everywhere at 25 cents per boa.
jan21 dAw3m

GREAT DISCOVERT.—An adhesive preparation
that will STICK
Patclieeand Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficiently strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery,
Toys, and all articles of household use.
Belt Makers.
Boot and Shoo Maters,
Manufacturers and Machinists,
And Families,
will find it invaluablb! It will effectually stop the
leakage of Coal Oil.
It is insoluble in water
a

Capital

Atlantic Mutual Insurance

1st, 11th, and 21st of each

Ta*a4ay,.March IT.
Son rises.8. 9 } High water,. ..(a. m.) 9.06
Sun sets.6. 8 | Length of days .1LM

of the Troches, and their extended
use, has caused them to be counterfeited. Be sure to
guard against worthless imitations. Obtain only

It is

Company,

OF NORWICH, CONN.

C»PR»1.siot.ooo

first families in Paris

The

Company,

or new York city.
Ctab Capital aad Sarpla..SS7I.M0

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

NOTICES.

beneficial.

Surplas.900,000

OF HARTFORD, CONS.
Caah Capital and Sarpla.. .siM.000

CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carry,
and

Aspinwall, Panama,

and

Merchants’ Insurance Company,

Caab

PANAMA AND

ing Mails

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
reach directly the affected parts and give almost instant relief. In Bronchitis, Asthma, and Ca-

they

Capita)

Cash

—

from

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Capital and Surpla..SIB.OOQ

Ca.h

SAILS

New York
New York Bremen.March
City or* New York.New York Liverpool
March
Arabia
Boston.Liverpool ..March
Anglo 8axon.Portland
Liverpool. March
Teutonia.New York. Hamburg
March
City of Baltimore. New York Liverpool
March
Australasian.New York. Liverpool
March
Norwegian.Portlaud... Liverpool... March

Cough. Cold, or ah Irritated Throat, if
allowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonary
and Bronchial afTections, oftentimes incurable.

ing

SMO.OOO

Western Massachusetts Insurance Co

hhds, 4
order, 1

FOR

York

admirable article

liquid, and

It will adhere

as

or

oil.

easily applied

as

paste.

oily substances.

It is
HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothers, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

Supplied in packagee/rom 2

oz. to 100 /5s., by
LORING, Apothecary.
Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets,
Sole Ageut in Poitland.

THUS. G.

feblTdly

Krliend)

was

Phoenix Insurance Company,

Canada.Liverpool.Boston.
Africa.Liverpool....
Saxouia.Southampton New York March 25
TO DEPART.
21
Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Jan
Columbia.New

A

tarrh

a

or Hartford,conn.
Cuh Capital and Surpla.

March 21
New York March 28

York, in preference to old Port
It is worth atrial, as it gives great satisfac
dec22dly
SPECIAL

totak,
or other
continuance
of the
*

nt

om|iaui«»«, and solicit
patronage of the public.

I..

an

Exchange Street.

HAVING
prppmrod
»*dt,>lre|‘«6ioo4oo.,,.n.
good k IKE RISKS,
tbo lownt rate,

nil

Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland..March 4
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York March 4
March 7
Europa.Liverpool.Boston
Uammonia.. 8outbampton. New York March 11
Asia.Liverpool.New York March 14

London and New
tion.

to

AT BAUER

Diseases of (lie Uriiarjr Organa.
twr* C Mott, M D Operating and Consulting
Surgeon and Physician, attends exclusively to D»sease* of ibe Urinary and Genital Organs, and Female
< umplatuu of all kinds, aud the more obscure diseases of (be Pelvic Vieera.as Piles. Ruptures, Uvdrocele. Varicocele. Fistula, Early decline of Manhood.
Ac. Dr M keep* biaurit posted la all the improvements in the cure ot Disease, made la this country
or Europe, and spares no expense that his patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords
ADVH B Fbbr
ggr* Office *6
ioart street. Bo*IoV Hours from 10 A M tot
P M and 6 to » P M
Mrs M who is thoroughly veraed in the afflictive
maiadie* of her sex. can be consulted by ladies
U alien Is furnished with beard and experienced
or llMitta

"pHilaDEI.PHIA—ArlSth,

p~I t you are in want of any
oall at the Daily Press Office.

kind of PUNTING
tf

snd

BILL HEADS neatly printed
If

Das. LOCKE k KIMBALL. Dmtists. No. 117
augl6—ly
MiddlcStreet.Portland. Me.

BROKERS’ BOARD.
Salk on Stocks.—Bouton, March 16. 1862.
*35.600 American Gold.166}
United States Coupou Sixes 118811.163
U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Oct).106}
United States Five-Twenties.100
United States Treasury Sixes, (3 years).166
U. 8. Certificates of Indebtedness (Dec).100}
do (Jan).100
.100
dn (Feb)

jtosbie

i
B_h'
ertoi grower and axlraaaaly productive—Saver at
fruit uneurpaiard
Order, for either of tha above shoald be received
by the first of April, and to lasam their being SHud

|

adelphia
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar Uth last mb olive Avery.
Roberts, of and from Vinaihatew for Georgetown.
1m
m distress, having heoa la eeMHAea with aa

Hugs, uad ban umpeaded over Svn lhnaaaul dultoruto
this mat. Row if I ha pahtie ana ha ha nag tied
my
aapariaaoa. uad also my sspvaata to Murrain teg
what kind of omasa win SoarWh bast la Mateo. that
ia mailv a chutes favored foal,.bath for Wiao aad for
tba ta*to, I make them heartily webame to M. Tha
genuine Muscadine aad bt.wart. Seedling Mu Lbaa,
with as aadrr tha same earn aad aaMratioa. hsaa
We muds seva. Ira against one of any other kind
eral eaaka of chela. Wtaa foam the Maesadlao laat
foil, aad aetd a growl many to the market.bat aa actar kinds npeaad to
aay proSt.
All eaa have u ctrvular by aaelotoag a three teat
stamp, uad farther expbaattoa. If daatred
Addrvua
r STEWART.

by

!

Want iitouaeater. Cumkurfoud la.. Re.

SSwtw

ef Trade wtn

adfoaraed mealing
be hrld hi tha
of the Mercantile Library
AR
Wednmdav Evening Mamh ISth, at
Amncialion.
of tba Board

moms

brig

on

J

Tio stuek

Portiaad. Mamh

TWITCH ELL. asemearr.

o

I7.1*A

dSt

Far Bale.

|

do* BAM. near Earl Baxtea Depat. a
our aad uav-Salf dort ituaM aad Bara, with
w, v« acres of land, lour ef which
am woodFur farther particular, euqatre of Cal- M. D.
McLELLAR. at t.urham Vlllarv. urof
J E HkhEK, 1M Para Street.
dSw*
Portiaad. March 17. IMS.

»IB

; known schooner, night ol tbs 12th lust, and lost bowsprit. Jib. and had bow stove

FOREIGN PORTS.
1, ship Kitty Simpson,

Sailed from Wooenng Jan
Mavo, Foochow.
At Hong Uong Jan l&th,

Shanghae.
At Constantinople

18th

I_
-LOCATED ID-

CluppV Hlook.CengreM St f

ju«t (teen Added t« HAT AWT, STUATTOB k
Co.'e Chain of Commercial College*, retabliahedin New York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia. Albany,
True. HoSklo, Cleavelaud. Detroit. Chicago, St. Louii, Providence, and Toronto, C. W.
The object nr then Collegce w to impart ta Toaag
Men and Ladle* thorough and praetkaJ iMtractioa
In BOOK-EEEPISC., COMMERCIAL LAW.COM.

HAS

MERCIAL ARITHMETIC.RPE.VCERIA.V SCSIMESS. PEXMAXSHIP. CORRRSPOXDRRCE,
♦<" and to St them for nay department of hnntneee
tbev may ehooee. Scboiarahipa leaned In Portland
will entitle tbe atadont to complete hi* oonree in anr
College of tbe chain, and idee err (a, • It boot *ddC
tional charge The College la open Day and Eeeniag.
R. M. WORTHINGTON. Rttule.l Principal.
Tor further information plea*# call at the C ollege,
or Mud for eatalogae and circular, iaoloelng letter
•tamp. AddreM
BRYANT, STRATTON ft WORTHINGTON.
roaTLAaD, maibe.
febl
dkwly

James £1. Fernald,
MERCK ART TAILOR,
No. 87.Middle Street,
-BA*

At Ponce 1st ult, sch Maria Hall, Bartlett, for New
York 2 dav*.
At /a/a 26fh ult. bark Pride of the Sea, Gilchrist,
for New Y’ork. Idg.
At Neuvitas 28th ult, brig W A Dresser, for New
Y ork, Idg.

SPOKEN.
Feb 17. lat 49, Ion U. ship Macaulay, Rogers, from
Havre for Baltimore.
March 2, lat 23, Ion §1, brig Josie GHkey, steering
North.

BBCBXVBD—

GOODS

—worn-

Gentlemen*! and Bojm* Garments.

ship Europa. Ayers, for

ton. tor Boston 2&lh.
Sailed from Messina 17th ult, bark Manr C Dyer,
Wallace. New York; 18th. Clara Maxell. Glover, do;
brig J W Sawyer. Leighton. Philadelphia
Ar at Bordeaux 20th ult. ship Samaritau, Stinson,
from Callao.
At Liverpool 28th ult, ship Otia Norcroea. Emerson,
for Breton. March 1st; Uncut, Hill, for New York
March 6th.
Ar»t Milford »th, brig Caroline E Kelley, Polo,
from Cardiff for Havana
Ar at Bremer haven 2fith ult. ahip* J Land. Hotchkiss. for Sunderland E. to load for Singapore; Manila*. Bray, for do, to load for Aden.
At Buenos Ayres J*u 16. ship Statesman. Pendlebark Scaudanaviau, Carlson, for New
ton. uuc;

JCT»T

XEW

Hispreseut foeilities enable

ult, bark Armenia, Hamil-

A

O^CXRDS

nt this office.

a little darker.
It hae Trailed avverct
Price of Roots twa
years, aad continues to Improve
aad three yeare old, (Tom SS to Si each—by atgatog
bonds to the amoaat of Sfty dollar, to keep them la
their own hands for lour years from data of pa re base
—that la thev ate ant to sail or give away either alias
or roots within that parted, aad
that peiaa

|

Bray,Kockland

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSIAH 11EALD, No.241 Con
Street, first door esst of 1st Pariah Church
»«*7dly
Portland, Me.

drape,though

Wth.ship

eta;

gross

ana

or September, or
Aagart
day. earlier than the cboiee Muscadine;—
cluster aad color much resembling that

about tea
•hape of

brig Abbj Tbaxtcr,

by

^^Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
theThroatand Lungs, successfully treatedby Inba
By C. Mouse, M. D
lation.
Corner Smith snd Congress Sts.
sul8’62eod

SEEDLING,
Ro. 1. b coaMdared the (rat dam of Pratt.
GRAPE
rery productive, perfaotly hardy, and rip
from tba laat of
to the Mttb

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BALTIMORE—(Id 12th, bark Edisto, Fite a. for
Montevideo; brig Harriet. Hedge ley. New bury port
via Uavre do Grace; schs L W Pierce, Luring, and
Mary Alice, Perry, Boston; Herald, Kngbt, NewCoombs. New York.
( id 19th, brig Earns. Parsons, for Mataasas; sch A
Colby. Ilarriman, Boston; Wm Wallace, Scell. for
Port Royal SC.
Ar 14ch. ship Robert ('ashman, OUa. New. York.
Cld 14th. brig E*la Reed. Jarman,Tor New Orleans;
schs Electric Light, Smith, Boston; Malanias, Blake,
Mvstic River.
At Delaware Breakwater
Catharine, Freeman. from New York for Liverpool.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th. brig l<a. Thompson. Zasa;
•ehs Albert. Shaw. Jonesport; C A Stetson, Raeh,
Province town for Philadelphia.
Ar Uth. ship Mercury. French. Havre; schs Estelle,
from Tampico.
Also ar 14th. ship Columbia. Bryaat. fta Liverpool;
bng Jas Crosby, from Cardenas.
Cld Uth. ship Lizzie oaktord. Rocko. Saa Francisco: brig Laarmrotte. Chapman. Pernambuco; sch
Highland Oueea. Houle. Bath.
A iso cld ■♦* It. ship Pacific. Benson. Philadelphia;
bark W E Anderson. Reed. Cardeam; ceb Red Jacket, Amesburv. Boston
Ar Uth. ship Belle Wood. Lant. An New Orleans.
Ar 16th. bark Keptaae. from Trieste, brig N Mowers. from Matanzas.
Below 16th. ships Stephen Crowell, fta Liverpool;
R C W intbrop, fm New Orleoas. bark Bebra Croaker. from-.
S!d 13th. ships C A Farwell. Sardinia, Resolute,
and Dorcas Prince, bark C A I'oskraa
PK(iVIDENCfti—Ar Uth. sch Mary £ Plaree.Shea.
Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar Uth. sehs Roeiaa. Hant. Portland
for New York; AlUoe. Glover, fta Rockland for «.o;
Ma<abar. Welsh, do for do; Dr kiM, Ryder. Provi<
denes tor do.
Ar Mih.
Chesapeake. Ballsy. Im Portland for
I Grovupotut. N Y.
In port 14th. schs Sami Fish. Davis, from Portland
for New York. D II Baldwin, from Rockland for do.
ft Newton. Coomb*. Portland for do, and the above
arrivals.
Hailed 19th. srh« Wm A
Mayo. Pawtukrt
! for New York; NatW Chase.
Vail River for
do; Forest t itv. Lnvefl. fm do for do; ('barter link.
Crowell. Providence for do. (J D. Miasoa. Rockland
for N York
Alfred ft Hojer. ( oisoa. >.* report fur
Alexandria GeoegGaa. Brown. Providsncoflbr Phil-

Grape !

STEWARTS NEW

Bark Windward. 697 tons, built aft Wires n* in
1856. has been sold to parties in Boston, on terms not
made public.

tyio loui’iniria —The Advertiser. having ! Baltimore CompHai.ee. Gatereab. Labor: J I' Mera very sim- 1
been mumwl to health m a ho weeks
Troon. Parker. Wiaterport:
rtwm. Clark. Belfast
ple remesl v. after has lag sogeted set era! years with
Arctic. Cushman. Wftscasaet.
a severe long sfrciwe.and that dread disease, Cont'Ul llih. brig Hattie 8 Emery. Bartlett. Portland:
follow
make
known
to
his
to
an
alow
samptioa—is
acha Kuby, ( m4h«. Guanieuamo; H N Mavo. Mcsaffereis the means of can.
Farland. Washington, Nellie Baker. Freeman, for
To all who desire it, he will eead s eooy of Iho proBeaufort NC. Henrietta. Joace. Wucwtl, lo load
scripture ased ifreool charge), with the dine non#
for Washington. White Sen. Lltt efield. Philadelwhich
will
oar,
and
the
for preparing
they
nasng
Geo Brook*. Wallace. Portland;
Hornet. Butand a .ones < nee /<»• < enenmpfsoo. Aslkmsa. Bron.
Calaia. Atlantic. Lv neb. Daxnanacotta.
rkit is fr
The oali object of the advertiser in sendAr 16th, acha Julia £ G a mage. Brewer, Cu racoa;
ing the Prescript K>a is to bene at the afflicted, and
Merchant. Hamilton, Blue bill; Granville, Morton,
spread information which he conceives lo be InvaluKockland; Trader. Andrew*, and Sea Serpent. Arey,
able. and he hope*every sufferer will fry hie resaedo; Acadia. Pierce. Yarmouth.
rnsv
and
them
nothing.
di. as it will eu«
proven
Cld l*th. hark SuJiote. Panno. Havana; brig AusREV EDWARD A W I LSOIV
blessing
tralia. Giles, ( ardcuas; *ch* D H Billa. Rich. PhilaWitliameburgh. Kings ouuty. New York.
delphia. C A Farnsworth. Hodgdon. Wise asset, to
feblT dSm
load for Cuba. J Baker. Barbetick. Portland.
SALEM—Ar 14th. *chs Charleston, Burgess, and
OPPIl'E.
Mazurka. Kimball. Breton lor Beifhst.
PORTLAND POST
Sid 14th. sch Messeuger, Suow, (from Bath,) for
AtaASIIUUTI.
WAIL
New York.
VTESTERN—Arrivrw at 11*1 and i| P. M. Cloaee at
GLOUCESTER—Ar 12th, tch Kosciusko. Fuller,
7 46 A M and 1 ffu P M
Breton fbr Thom astou.
EASTERN—Arrtree at 16n P. M. Closes at II M.
Ar 13th. sch* Pilot. Thompson, Rockland for BosKl Rol'K—t loses every Saturday at 1 30 K M.
ton; Globe. Snowman, and Lexington. Crockett, ftn
CANADA— Arrive* all60 P M. ( loss* at 12 M
Breton for Portland; Amelia, McGane. ftn Rockland
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. M. Clous at
for Ronton: Cameo. .Smaller, Salem fbr Belfast; R B
» P M
Pitts. Paul. Kockland for New York; Caroline. GUTP“Oflloe open dally (Sundaya excepted! from 9
nat rick. Saco tor do; Sarah Louisa, Y eat on. RockOn Sundays, from 8} to 9} A M.
A X toil' 1
land for do; Augusta. Gregory; Bound Brook. Parry. and L Dver .Fitzgerald, do fbr do; Democrat.
Dix, Breton for Calais; Justins. Holmes. Kockland
DK. P. P. til'lXBT. would give notice that he ba
for New York; Francisco. Kilbv. Boston for Porteturaodto Portland, and can be found at his Room,
for New York; John
Vendovl.
loud;
Horst.
Tuesday. Augua
No. 12 IXTgnsATiowaL
Snow. Snow. Mac bias fordo; Gertrude, Caldwell.
12th, where he will attend to all wishing toconenl
New Y ork tor Calais; Lapwiug. Parker, Boston for
him.
Belfast; Citizen. Cpton, do for Portland; Maine.
KiritRummation atoAoe,.#200
Williams, do for Bath; Aunie Lewis. Cooper. NorthEach subsequent sitting St office.60
fbr New York; Empire State. Atwood. Boahaven
City Putlente, dret Examination at residence,... 2 60
tou for Wiuterport; Capitol. Collin*, do for Frank100
Each subsequent visit at residence,
fort Panama. Mathews, do for Booth bay; Genuine.
Angus! 1«. 1862—tr
Burn*, do for Thomaston.
Sid 12th, brig Cyclone, Bunker, (from W'iscaeaet)
Due J. Clawson Ksllky and II. L. Davis'
for Alexandria.
Mcstical office. No 229} Congress street, up sums
NEWBl RYPORT —Ar 13th. sch Martha May,
ffight with Dr Johnson. Dentist—only piece in PortCheney, Portland.
land where Dr KRLLRT a genuine medicines can be
had. Advicsfret upon all diseases.
Jan27 dSawkurlfSl

-A. New

private terms.

in Minneso-

by the savag-

es.,

respondent styles

..

hospitals, and by the

used in

is not a negro at all.

He is, says one of the local journals, a dark
skinued man, with blue eyes and straight hair,
and claims to be a Spanish Indian.

lamation of the President:
At Augusta, Me., to M;y. F. N. Clarke, U.
S. A.
At Concord, N. H., to Maj. J. H. Whittlesey, U. S. A.
At Burlington, Vt., to Miq. W. Austine, U.
S. A.
At Boston, Mass., to Col. A. Dav,U. S. A.
At Providence, It. 1., to Capt. Win. hivley,
U. S. A.
At Hartford, Conn., to Lieut. W. Webb, U.
*. A.

8kk

a woman

Wine.

It appears that Faulkner, the man who
committed the crimes which led to the late

nn»

Grapes, for Speer's Wine.

rear.

the audience that the government
notes would by-and by be as much below par
To which a
as those revolutionary issues.

are

...oo

SI

Agraer of the following wall known

sound l

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

the gallery which was not occupied, and hundreds were standing in the rear of the hall
and in the side aisles. A more intelligent and
attentive audience never assembled in our city, and from constant outbursts of applause
during the hour and a half Miss Dickinson
was speaking, we should say there was never
a more enthusiastic one.
Her manner before
an audience is pleasing, and she possesses oratorical powers of the rarest quality.—
Her style of speech is convincing, and her arguments are conclusive. Many of her illustrations are thrilling, and her audience are
held as though they were electrified.
Her
treatment of traitors, both North and South
is severe, and they squirm when their wickedness is clearly painted before them.

honest man—its express dis-

absent without leave may report themselves to the officers named, on or
before the first day of April, under the proc-

land who

thoen

of the House of

an

Cardenas—Brig

bbls molasses,
do, to master.

Miss Dickinson’s Address.—Miss Anna
E. Dickinson, of Philadelphia, who has been
speaking to crowded bouses in Strafford and
Carroll counties, for the past three weeks,
spoke in Phienix Hall, on Saturday night last,
on “The Crisis,”
The hall was packed full,

come

OFFICE

in 1640,

IMPORTS.

day evening, has been drawing crowded houses and winning golden opinions wherever she
has spoken, and we are sure she will be equally
successful here. The following from the Coucord (N. H.) Democrat, will give our readers
some idea of her lecture and reception in that
city.

of the

E«Ubll.h,d

In Dayton, Feb. 25. Mr. Leouard Ford, aged 48 yrs
months 21 days.
In North Paris, Feb. 20. Mr. 8. K. Buck, aged —.
In Lisbon, March 10, Dea. Edward Berry, aged 79
year* 6 months 4 days.
lu Gloucester, Mass., March 7, Mrs. Nabby Mar*
shall, aged 100 years.

Miss Annie E. Dickinson, who is advertised to speak at Mechanics’ Hall on Wednes-

Association at West Falmouth is

LITTLE’S"
Agency.

Fire k Life Insurance

8

right on—cultivating his powers of eloquence,
and, although the above may be considered
perfect in its way, there are many passages in
his speeches in the Senate, during the past
winter, which fully attest how much can be
accomplished by a few years of patient toil
and industry.”

that

ADVERTISEMENTS.

th.

pmans, and the serfs of Russia withheld their
shouts of joy. Not so with Wiggin. He kept

39“ The New York Sun says the work of
arresting deserters is now going on actively in

NEW

DIED.

“But,” says the paper referred to, “Drew wa*
not elected; the Atlantic cable was a failure;
the palaces of Europe lost the expected source
of delight; the bondmen of Poland sang less

39“ Parson Brownlow realized from the
sale of his book within ninety days over $17,000, which sum was paid over to him by the
Philadelphia publisher, George W. Childs.

ance

_IflARRIED.
In this city, March 16, by Very Rev. E. Muller*
V. G.. Lieut. M.C. Boyce, JOth Reg. U.8. A., and
Mia* Mary Ana O'Kann. of this city
In this city, Maich 14. by Dr. Wright. William B.
Mathews and Miss lluldah If. Edwards, both of this
citv.
In Hiram. Feb. 28. by E. B. Tike, Esq.. E. Rankins
aud Mary F Howard, all ot 11.

The news of Ira T. Drew's election would
fill the laud with joy—fly on the wings of the
lightning over the Atlantic cable, and be received with delight in the royal palaces of Europe, and the bondmen of Poland would sing
pieans of praise, and the serfs of Russia raise
shouts of joy to the notes of the first district
for electing Ira T. Drew.

State.

bestow upon

to

vr Asa F. Souther, whoisconflned in
Plymouth jail awaiting examination for the
murder of Gay Klchardson, in Hlughain, attempted suicide a lew days ago by severiug

39" Tl|e Bath Times suggests that Union
meetings should be held in all parts of the

Passed

Mr. Ginley of Augusta.
to be enacted.—Acts—to amend
R.
S..
Chap. 27,
relating to bowling alleys. Ac.,
ulso to amend Chap. 82 of the laws of '($2. relating to the same; to incorporate Young's
patent boot stretcher company; to prevent the
destruction of salmon trout, Ac., in certain
lakes in Franklin county.
in favor of
Finally Passed— Resolves
Hamlin Dickey; for procuring copies of original documents in the British Slate paper office,
not heretofore published.
Passed to be engrossed.—Bill to make valid
the doings of Hiram Bass; to amend Chap.
177 of the laws of 1800 relating to nuisances;
to amend Chap. 71, Sec. 17, R. S. relating to
sales of real estate; to amend the charier of
Waterville Fire Insurance Co.; authorizing
T. Goldthwail and L. F. Verrill to construct a
wharf at the pool in Biddeford; to change the
names of certain persons; to amend Chap. 4,
It. S., relating to elections; to make valid the
doings ol the town of Farmingdale; to amend
Chap. 82, R. S., relating to days of grace; relating to Judicial proceedings in the County
of Knox; to incorporate the Dover A Foxcrolt village Fire Insurance Co.; additional to
Chap. 22, R. S., relating to fences and common
Helds; resolve in favor of l.ewis Bisbee; in
favor of State Reform School; in favor ol the
State Prison; repealing the resolves in favor
of Alexander G. Turner and Charles U. Buck-

|

Hartford

much more this season, says the
Press, he is greatly mistaken.

Prayer by Rev.

of the rebellion:

say that I never saw the army iu a better stale than at present. The men
have better rations than ever, as to quantity
and quality, are well-clothed, In good health
and spirits. Hooker stands well with officers
and men. We are pleased with the improved
feeling of the North, as indicated by the late
meeting in New York.
am

DISPATCH

Vicksburg; Ac.
39- Ou the fourth page—Mothers of 1862,
poeui; Scene in Spurgeon's Tabernacle; Ac.
39“ “II the red slelgher think he sleighs”

at

*

In the course of bis re-

marks, and in illustration of the Independent
sovereignty of the States and the federative
nature of the Union, the orator resorted to

suspected of love lor tbe Union, and no doubt I
Justly. Huudreds of loyal men aud women j observation, “It is a copper coin, with a copwere lurking iu Aialwiua woods, waiting for
“perhead upon it.” The pun, which is realty
Gen. G. I very creditable, if original, was received with
an opportunity to escape to our Uoes.
V. Dodge, commanding at Lonotn, iroot
applause and three cheer* for the Copperhead*.
The jest ha* been improved, as the occasion
wboae report of tbe X4Ui February these facu
for adopting a party badge. The World of
are gleaued, waa thru supporting near a hunI the next Wednesday describes the “Copperdred lamine* of Union reiugees.
head badge” in notably felicitous language. "It
la Texas, a* early a* last November a Un"is uuufcw” says the World, "by procuring one
ion organisation was found to extend to all
"of the large United Stale* copper cents, and
rii vn of the community, clergymen, profess“‘neat If removing Ike keeul of ike ‘(ioddtm
ional an, Ac. It was “nipped," say* the
Houston Telegraph of November XT: “In
“of Librrtg,' to which is affixed a pin, that
"trainee*!Ur twenty two have hern hung.
"uiay be fastened to the lappel of the coat, or
"Trial* are non going oo in all the couutie*." "soy other conspicuous place on the wearer
"where lie chouses to display it." How very
A force of tve bundled aimed ann under one
J. M. Doff, was sent not. This Doll ha* been
appropriate!—the bead of the goddess of Libpromoted lor "gallaol serenes." He ineUuct- erty “neatly removed" and impaled—indeed a
most suggestive trinket.
ad his gaog out to lake prisoner any Union
mail luuad away I rum hia lamtiy.
He hung
Good New* from the Army.
ataiaaa in so* day,and If* more were found
anmv Uate alter la the creek, each withastooe
Cap*. Cook, from the battalion of the Seventh now In the field, in the Army of the Pohdoisf about hi* neck. A hundred and thirtomac, writes to a brother officer in this city
ty-4 v* Teas* refugees arrived in New Oriu a most enthusiastic aud encouraging strain.
1*40* oo the axil January, by thu United
He says:
BtaMs alaainsr Kensington. It waa from
What shall I say to you of our dear old artheir lips, that a correspondent of the Boston
my? You may think It strange, but the
Journal learned the particular* of Duff'* mgrand huixas that once rang iu the ears of Lithaoia oapeditioo.
Seeb la the ooatiimity of the Sooth.

LEGISLATURE OP MAINE.

Wlggin an an Orator.
The Republican paper published In Mr.
Wiggin’s district, styles him an “undisputed
master” of “flowery and ornamental rhetoric,”
and says this “style” with him is the “result
of no sudden inspiration.” As long ago as
1858, at a Lecompton gathering in the western portion of the first Congressional district,
he is reported to have given birth to the following burst of burning eloquence:
Senator

39- On the first page—A Ruse de Guerre

—

gsme on the very coffin of the

Father of his

at Richmond.

In Marlon county, Alabama, two men were
hong, a man and bis daughter shot, four men
hunted down with bloodhounds, and some
thirty fhmilies turned out of doors, their houses burned, last February ; these people were

nuptial

before—those who would not hesitate to

In December, a force from Kirby Smith’s
division was compelled to march against an
armed baud of refugees from conscription
in the western counties of North Carolina.

**

indulged in,

shown to be

their

the

killed and

The

into council with those who had cheated them

the

were

The ballot

denouement.

union, for the candiby nearly a hundred and fifty
votes, receivid but ninety-lour at the polls
We can’t say that we pity our cheated friends.
They should have known better. They went

shake off tbe National government.

Many

one

date nominated

Why this urgency ?
Conspiracy is suffering

Charleston Mercury, adding,

fun, only

ed tiie hollowness of the

Many of them are resolved at the first opportunity to shake off the nightmare of misgov-

“

grand

Hard words

ears.

Clearly because tbe
strangulation by the blockade. The burden
laid upon this unhappy people Is great* than
they can bear. Tbe symptoms of their despair
have been breaking out in every quarter.
They are far from unanimous iu tbeir resolu-

ernment

a

gamblers had
cheating their own
ington's Farewell

We want succor, or we
wrote to his son,
“
must die ! All other projects sink into insignificance, compared to the construction of

to

was

cal

Martial enthusiasm, with gold at 350
per cent, iu Confederate notes aud a conscription of old men aud boys, from sixteen to
sixty ! Very odd, indeed. Let us see about
this.
Last December Mr. George N. Sanders

tion

the

ber had been defiled

all thia.

tny six steamers.”

hall, when,

the crowd were

hundred and nine persons teere found present!
Here

“

to smell a rat, and
doors to

stationed themselves at the

ratified the ordinances of secession, and there

threats of emancipation have

iui iiaiu

cuiiic

The result was announced. One
hundred and sixty-nine ballots, and the copperhead candidate largely in the ascendant.
men

gated. Probably not, but are they then so entirely unanimous ? That is tbe vital question.
We know they were not; no free popular vote

up the ballots

gather

vuvcio

uic

the stand.

The

are

untimely

the

confbliug

to

ty in the border States, but further South,

hands

warm

misdeal.” The Douglas men, by their
looks and hopeful expressions, indicated that confidence was restored, that the
hatchet was buried, and that not so much as
the smallest part of the handle was left above

nor

history, will predict
national authority over

restoration ol the
rebellious States, unless within those
States a Union party, though latent, exists.
In six slaveholding States, a Union party
has been known to exist from the beginning
oT the war to the present moment. It has
peacefully ruled Delaware, prevented the secession of Maryland and Kentucky, persistently maintained Itselfin Tennessee, rent in twain
lrgllim,

and

countenances
seemed to say, “We will not
try to cheat you any more; we will shuffle
and cut the cards fairly, and not pur|iosely

the

V

held in the

caucus was

Breckinridgers

student ol

a

general

so a

bland

Mr. Mill explicitly rests his hopes upon the
nature of the contest, now clearly tending to
the extinction of slavery. There can be no

thoughtful

evening when Washington’s birth

City Hall; and all was fraternity and brotherhood, billing and cooing, peace and good will,
and much rejoicing was the result of the apparently successful attempt to reunite a once
formidable party. The Farewell of Washington was read to cement the reunion.
By their

ness

any

the

being celebrated.
That event was thought solemn enough to
warrant an attempt at reconciliation and un-

on

peace without that; but neither Mr. Mill,

situation to be cheated

a

was

hasty, immature opinions.
My hopes for the future welfare and great-

“

they

tilings

So

was on

the anniversary of Washington’s birthday, is of unusual significance.
Mr. Mill Is no dreaming optimist. Such men
aa he are not accustomed to commit them-

selves In writing

as

went on, and no sign of
reconciliation was exhibited until their late
caucus to nominate a candidate for mayor. It

a name

a

Hall in London,

often

as

low themselves in

speculative philosopher; he baa no less
been conversant with the practical manage-

as

copperheads

SELECTED.

AND

----

Double-headed conventions and double-headed

Tik»»,—W.OO a year if paid trifkin three m/mthe
from Ike date Of eubecription, or 97.00 at the end qf
the year.

The Union Party South.
John Stuart Mill has made himself

BY TELEGRAPH.
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him to

fire hie

enetom-

ELEGANT GARMENTS
et

low prioee aa any In New England.
Uis arrangements ere now oompieted for the
u

Boys’ Department,
end onetomere can select from a nloe stock of mote
rinls. And have tnem cat or mode In the Intest etyle.
Employing uone hot the best workmen in his l nttlng end Maualhctaring department, his customers

roly upon
ELEGANT GARMENTS. AT FAIR TRICES.

cun

II is

Stock of

furnishing goods,
embrace* everything AEW and DESIRABLE.
mchj SmdkweowM

Beal Eatate oate-Uate tlreei.
at

my
m

dlepoeal

one

of the moet

dc«rablo

the Wmt End of tbe City, counderiag
Uoutoe
Ihave
location, neighborhood and olher advantagr* For

particular, enquire of
March *—Sw.

JOHN C. PROCTOR

HATTERS ABOUT TOWN
City Affaire.
Is Board

Matob axd Ai.dkb- I
mbs, March, 16,1863.
j
The Committee on Street*, on petition of
C. y. Clapp et ala., for a a new itreet north
and parallel with Kennebec street, reported,
recommending reference of the petition to the
next City Council.
They further report that
in their opinion it would he (nr the interest of
the etty to adopt some general rales, to apply
iu all casei, and eneh as are indicated |n the
resolutions adopted by the City Council Nor.
IU, UM2. The matter was referred to the ueat
City Government.
Reference to Urn next City Council on the
petition OTK.I. Robison was voted.
The t'oininlttee on Judicial Proceedings reported leave to withdraw on petition of J. J.
Partridge for damages for Injuries sustained
by falling into an excavation on Lime street.
or

Report accepted.

withdraw was reported and voted
petition of C. B. Ball. The same also
on petition of Mrs. A. Moflht, for damages for
injuries sustained in consequence of a defect
in the sidewalk corner of Congress and VV11-

Leave

Deehixo Hall—The house

repletion last eveniug, and

to

upon

was

filled to

hundreds were

turned away for waut of accommodation. We
have never before seen the ball so rompletely

packed

performances
wete.as usual, of a high order. The “leap
for life" by Morrste was thrilling, and elicited ]
the most tremendous applause. The new panat

au

exhibition.

tomime, “The Southern
the vast audience
ter

at

being

the comic parts.

disappointment experienced by so large a
gaining admittance, the same
performance* will be repeated this eveniug.
A he Yor Ix*CHEDf—If you are not, look
tlae advertisements of W. D. Little, Esq., iu

He is ageut for
of the best offices in the country. It
your house, shop, barn, or furniture is not Insured, look to it at once and get a policy.—

o’clock.

Change of Time.—The dramatic and humorous euterUimnenU by Profs. Briggs and
Hibbard will be deferred one week, on account
of the concert to be given upon the 23d inst.,
for the benefit of tbe Maine Camp Hospital
Association. We feel much will be gained by
both parties by the consideration of the gentlemen. The dramatic exercises will Uke

place April

1st and

2d, at the new City Hall,
and from the proud reputation won by these
elocutionists in the literary world, as well as
the support they are to receive from the sanitary organizations of the city, we may expect
crowded houses both evenings. Tbe Ladles'
Aid, the Camp Hospiui and the R. F. Societies are all to share equally iu tbe profiu that
may result.

The

Harvest

Moon.—This beautiful
at Franklin Wharf, is
nearly ready, and will in all probability be finished so as to make her first trip to Belfast on
Saturday. It is a craft that will reflect credit
upon her builder, J. W. Dyer, Esq. The engine was built by the Portland Company.
Tbe boat is to be commanded by Capt. Roil,

steamer,

now

lying

who was for many years a

pilot

on

the Daniel

Webster.

Everything about tbe boat is arorder, and her accommodations are superior. Of her speed we can tell
better after she makes a trial trip, but, judging from her model and her powerful engine,
ranged in the best

we

think she will be found

a

fast craft

Death of Anson Jordan.—We announce
with regret tbe death of Anson Jordan, Esq.,

formerly

member of the Board of Commissioners for Cumberland county, and for many
years a respected and prominent man in the
a

community. He died at bis residence in Roxbury, Mass., on Saturday, March 14th. Mr.
Jordan could hardly have reached tbe summit
of middle life. He will be remembered and
lamented by a large number of Mends and
acquaintances here, who will learn with surprise and pain the news of his early death.—
The funeral services will take place at Raymond, on Thursday of this week, at II o'clock
A.

M._

Ur

The Portland

busily employed

of

Company has been very
late iu furnishing engines

and boilers for steamers.

Those for the two

gunboats now building here are about finished, and are being put in. That for the
Harvest Moon is all In, and they are now at
work upon those for the new steamer to be
built by J. W. Dyer, Esq., and the Bath boat.

The truth is, at this establishment as substantial and handsome machinery can be
turned out as at any one in the country.

8T-A beautiful little steamer, intended for
passengers and towing on the Kennebec river,
built by Mr. J. P. Morse of Bath, was launched
in Bath yesterday morning, and arrived here
about 4 o’clock in the afternoon, in tow of
steamtug Tiger. She came up for the purpose of receiving her engine and boilers, which
are to be furnished by the Portiand
Company.
The steamer is owned by the builder and
Capt.
B. W. Morse, who is to command her.
Railway

Traffic—The receipts

on

by
again. The

Are, the

policy

will make alt

Increase,

The total receipts from Jan. 1
to March 7th were
Same period last year,

$31,059

56

$816,409
706,825

16
93

Increase,

$109,583

23

J^"Tlie steamer Forest City will leave Boston Thursday morning, and this
port at 5
o’clock in the afternoon on her first trip this
season to Eastport and St John.
The boat
has been handsomely painted and fitted
up,
and her accommodations are of the first class.

Suspension

Printing Postal
Currency.
of

Editor.

an

Pittsburg, March

10.
Reese 0. Fleson, one of the editors of the
tills
died
after
a
Despatch,
morning
protracted
illness. Mr. Fleson lias been connected with
the Despatch for fifteen years, and with the
Pittsburg Press for a longer period.

TO

8TRASBURG.

Gen. Stahl to Command the Cavalry Force
Around Washington.

DEKftING

From the Yazoo Expedition.
SOUTHERN

insurance.

/■riilMS.

New York. March 10.
Cotton—dnlI and heavy; aaiee trilling at 83® 81c
for middling uplands.

of

Judge Barrows,

if

he accepts, creates a vacancy in the office of
Judge of Probate. We learn that John A.

PRICES OF

Waterman, Esq., of tiorham, has beeu
ally named l'or that office, and has the

generrecom-

mendation of the members of Cumberland
liar. We think that the nomination would be

acceptable

to

the

Courts,

and feel confident

that he would fill the honorable

position

with

credit.
The Salvage Case.—In the U. S. District Court yesterday, Judge Shepley concluded his argumeut for the respondents, in the
case of Smith et als., of
Edgartown, libellants,
British

Brig Annette and cargo. Mr. McCobb made the argument lor the libellants,
and the case remains with Judge Ware for his
vs.

decision.
Court Martial.—The evidence in the
case of Ebeu M. Field was ail put in yesterday, and the written arguments will be presented thL

morning. The case has
much attention, from the serious
the offense charged.
S#”Do

not

attracted
nature

of

forget the complimentary ball
evening at Lancaster Hall.

to A. J. Locke this

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

EVENINtt

PAPERS.

Patriotic Proclamation of Gov. Cannon, of
Delaware.
New Yoke, March 16.
Gov. Cannon, of Delaware, has just issued
on important proclamation on the subject of
illegal arrests, ignoring State rights altogether
aud placing the Federal above them.
The proclamation is called forth by the passage of an act in the Assemoly to prevent illegal arrests in that State, and the Governor
says: “I euioln upon the good people of this
State that they hold true allegiance to the Government of the United Slates as paramount to
the State of Delaware, and that they obey the
constituted authorities thereof before the Legislature ol the State of Delaware, or auy oilier
human authority whatsoever.”
Id Gov. Cannon's special message to the
Legislature previous to the Issue of his procInvested by the Constilamation, he says:
tution with no power of veto or review of the
action of the Legislature, the Governor has a
general control over the operation of criminal
enactments, and such control I will exercise
to the utmost extent to protect any
person acting under the authority of the President of
the Uuited States, or any citizen aiding such
person, in bringing to light any conspiracy, or
in arresting any one guilty of disloyal practices or treasonable designs against the government.”
From Mexico—The French Army Moving on
Puebla.

New Yoke, March 16.
The schooner War Eagle from Minititlan,
confirms the capture of that place, without
opposition, on February 9, by two French gun-

Wheat—very

dull and nominal and 2c lower; AmMichigan 1 76 ® 1 78.
Corn—dull and 1 3 2c lower; Mixed Western
sound 90 a 91; do uneound 80 a 88.
Oats—dull; Jeraey 72® 74; Northern and Western
80 a 82.
Beef—dull; sales small.
Fork—dull and lower; Mc«« 1126 a 14 60 for old,
18 60 ® 16 76 for new; Prime 1160 ® 13 76 lor old and

M KW

currency, 25 and 50 cent notes, is that there is
already a sufficient amount of such paper iu
proportion to other denominations. The fact
that there are counterfeits did not influence
this action.
The committee on the Conduct of the War
have, it is understood, closed their testimony,
and iu about two weeks will make their report.
Mr. Lewis, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, is expected to enter upon the duties of his
office to-morrow.
The expedition to colonize persons of color
has been indefinitely postponed by the President.
Reports reached here on Saturday, apparently authentic, that General Jones Hampton
and others, with 10,000 men, including a large
proportion of cavalry and arlidery, had come
as far North as Strashurg on a movement toward Winchester. By advices received today, however, direct from that point, the story
appears to be unfounded. A heavy monnted
reconnaissance by General Milroy, having just
returned after a two days rapid march, report
visiting Strashurg and vicinity without fluffing
tha enemy or hearing of their approach in any
force. A few of Imbodeu’s cavalry were found
higher up the valley, towards Staunton, having retired upon our advance. This does not
look like any contemplated attack by the enemy iu that quarter upon our large uud well
posted forces there, who are on the alert for
them.
Col. Wyndham lias received orders to join
his regiment in the Army of the Potomac.
General Stahl, whose promotion as Major
General was confirmed by the Senate, has been
ordered to report to General Helntzleman.who
has assigned him to the command of all cavalry forces in the Department of Washington.
The following paragraph has been obtained
at the Bureau of Internal Revenue: It would
seem to lie a reasonable construction of the
act of March 3d, amendatory of the excise
law, that promissory notes not exceeding 33
days, including grace days, should bear a one
cent stamp; exceeding 3} days and not excerdiug 60 days, including grace days, two
cents; exceeding 00 and not exceeding 93
days, live cents. Consequently a note at 03
days, including grace days, would possess a
legal value by having a two cent stamp affixed
thereto. The same rule will apply to uotes

CASH

having a longer time to run.
A dispatch frotp Admiral Porter dated, before Vicksburg, March 7th, says he has just
heard the signal agreed upon between himself

and Commander Smith, who commands the
naval portion of the Yazoo expedition, to be
fired by the latter as he succeeded in getting
into the Yazoo river, viz: nine minute guns
and three guns afterwards, in quick succession.
Charleston and Mobile papers of the 4th
Inst are received.
There were seven blockaders off the former
port on the 3d.
The Mobile Tribune says the pirate Florida
left while nine blockaders were in the port of
Mobile. She was chased 19 hours, but finally
ran out of view and on her way destroyed a
new yankee brig on her first voyage.
The papers contain many advertisements for
the enrollment of conscripts.

Mo Loan

obtained

by Secretary

Cbasc.

From Statement

lish steamer Clyde.
The French army commenced its march for
Puebla February 19th.
Gen. Forey started
on the 23d,and Saligny and Almonte followed
on the 27th.
It was presumed the attack on
Puebla would commence about the 1st ol
March.
The guerrillas grow bolder, and daily carry
off mules from the very gates of Vera Cruz.
Four hundred Egyptians had arrived at
Vera Cruz, but the voyage disagreed with
them, and over 100 are in the hospital.
There are alarming reports from St. Domingo. The people of the districts of Guayulion
and Monteeheysti have risen under Gen. Lucas.
Troops hal been sent from Puerto Kico and
Santiago de Cuba, and two battalions were
about leaving Havana. Several vessels of war
have been ordered there.
There bids fair to
lie considerable trouble to the Spanish protcc- i
tors of St. Domingo.
The Yazoo Hirer Victory Confirmed—Twenty-Six Steamboats Czptured-Tcrrible
Destitution at the South.
Cincinnati, March 16.
The Gazette’s Vicksburg dispatch says the
Yazoo Pass expedition has captured twentysix steamboats, eighteen of which were des-

Rumored Insurrection in

Hungary.

do |the Argus and its fellow malcontents want? Just now they seem to be giving up their whole mind” to growling. It
is impossible to please them. It is impossible
to keep them even in decent humor.
The
more that is doue to pacify them, the more
they won't lie pacified. The more they arc
coaxed and humored, the more sullen they liecome. The more affairs are arranged for their
accommodation, the more unatniable they become and the more vigorously they pout.
Tile war is not conducted to suit them;
but seetns impossible to find out precisely
what they want to have done. It must be
charitably assumed that they are in favor of
putting down the rebellion by the strong hand;
but what is their programme ? What kind ol
policy” do they want ? What manner of
attitude xcnuld they have the Government assume toward the insurgents?
As it is, their
only rule of .action is to oppose whatever the
Administration approves. If
vigorous measures" are threatened, they declaim against a
barbarous war”; if a pacific policy is adopted, they denounce the course of the Government as
cowardly.” If it is proposed to
strike directly at the chief prop ol the rebell-

WbatJ

Losses
Premium is

a

Telegraph.

ington.

upon the market.
Mr. Gaellandel, in writing to the Courier
des Etas Unis, from Paris February 27th, says
there are minors of an insurrection in Hungary, and of an alleged resolution of the Emperor to recall the French army from Mexico,
but states that both look improbable.
Over 100 leading mercantile and banking
firms of this city subscribed from 100 to 1000
pounds sterling, amounting in ail to (200,000,
to the Atlantic Telegraph Company.
The utmost confidence In the success of this great
undertaking is expressed by pur merchants,
who are rapidly swelling the subscription list.

troyed.

The gunboats have arrived above Haynes’
Bluff, and would soon commeuce the attack.

Humors were rile of the evacuation of Vicksj Two Union Men Murdered in Texaa.
it was supposed that the greater
part of the rebel force would go to Chattanooga and endeavor to overwhelm Gen Kosecrans,
Gen. McCiernand's troops were compelled i Death of the Editor of the New Orleans
to embark lor Milliken's Bend, sixteen miles
Delta.
above Vicksburg, owing to high water.
The
recent operations at Lake Providence and elsewhere resulted in inundating more than one
The steamer Marion, from New Orleans, arhundred miles of Louisiana territory, destroyrived to-night. The steamer Mississippi, from
ing millions of dollars worth of property. The New York,
arrived out on the 7th.
guerrillas were completely drowned out
Texas advices state that out of the five
A refugee from Georgia, who arrived at
Texans captured by the rebels from the steamMurfreesboro’ yesterday, reports terrible deser Cabria, had been handed over by the rebel
titution in Georgia aud Northern Alabama.
The Yazoo Pass project is a complete sue- j autiiorities to the mob, who hung him. Ancess.
The gunboats have arrived at Haines’ : other, known as Nicaragua Smith, was shot.
A letter from Baton Rouge to the Era,states
Bluff, which is poorly fortified against an at- j that
the rebels hover round our pickets there,
tack from above.
but are well provided for.
The citizens of New Orleans are about
Washington Rumors.
erecting a monument to the late John MaNew York, March 16.
guienes, editor of the Delta, who died on the
Washlngt on specials say the report that the evening of March 3d, of consumption.
enemy appeared in force at the United States
Ford, twelve miles above Falmouth, has turned out untrue.
FROM CALIFORNIA.
There is no doubt that the rebels will soon
evacuate Vicksburg, if
they have not already
done so. Our forces have succeeded in desCapture of a Privateer at San
an
troying
Important bridge, cutting off anFrnnriftco.
other of their communications, and
they will
retire
to
probably
Jackson, where they are

PETER B.

burg, and

strongly fortified.

Capture of More Prises.
New York, March 16.
Advices from Hilton Head say the gunboat
Bienville captured the rebel schooner Lightning. from Nassau for Charleston, with au as-

sorted cargo.
The rebel schooner Pembroke,-with seventyfive bales of cotton on board, was captured
while trying to run out of Ossibaw Bound.

Apprehended Invasion of Kentucky.
Louisville, Ky., March 15.
Apprehensions exist here, iu which military
circles participate, that a formidable rebel invasion of Kentucky is imminent, with a view
to the permanent occupation of the Btate.
Seditious.—The leading article in Satur-

day's

issue of the Portlaud Advertiser, is au
outrage on the patriotism and patience of the
people of a loyal Stale. The language there
used in time of armed rebellion
against the
Government, would not be tolerated iu any
other than the most tolerant State ol the most
tolerranl Nation under heaven. If an
Asylum
for
indiynunt" old women was completed,
the wriier of that article would be a tit
subject
for it.—[Bath Times.

FROST,

Having

years past,

been with James E.
has uow opened a new

JOSE’S NEW

fortheten

elegaut

ana

Stock Market.
New York. March 16.
Second Board
Stock* rather better but not act! re.
Chicago ft Rock Island. 931
Cleveland ft Pittsburg. 69
Illinois Central scrip.
911
Michigan Southern,. ggi
—

Michigan Central..
Eric. 78}
New York Central. 1161
Pacific

Mail,.19?

American Cold,.IMi
Illinois Central bonds, .180
Ken'uckv 6's,. 104
California 7 s,.134
Tcnnoescefi’s. 61}
Missouri 6 s.61]
United States 6's one year certificates. 99|
Treasury 7 S-10tbs .1051
United States 6's 1881 coupons,.103}
United States 6's 18«1 registered,.103}

aud

STREET,

Second door above B.ftN. A. Express office, (nearly opposite the Postotfice.) where he will be happy to
meet his new friends and former customers.
He ha*
lauf

till

Valia and

n

a*i

I* -n

.L

A

•'

CLOTHS !
Adapted to the Spring and Summer trade, and begs
a**urf those wbo may give him a call, that he wlU
•are no pains to give them perfect satisfaction iu
fitting, workmanship, and price.
Particular attention given to the cuttingaud man*
ufacturingof Bovs' Clothing.
ITM Front having had large experience in the
manulactnre of Armv and N'avr Clothing, is
preparto

136 Middle Street.
Feb. 23.1333.

Portland.

Spring Style
At

^

Silk Hats!

fit

by the Conformatenr

H.C BARNES,
Chict Engineer

Editor of Maine I'revt:
SIR —With your permla.ion 1 wish to say
to the readers of your paper that I will .end
by
return mail to all who wish it, (free} a
Recipe, with
full direction, for making and using a
simple Vegetable Halm, that will effectually remove, in 10
dais,
Pimples, Blotches. Tan. Freckles, and all
of the Skin, leaving tho same soil, clear, smooth aud

DF.AIt

1 will also mail free to those having Bald Heads or
Bare Faces, simple direction, and iuiomiatiou that
will enable theta to starr a full growth of Luxuriant
Hair, Whiskers, or a Moustache, iu less than 30 data.
All applications answered by return mail without

-pecttully

superior cargo

—a

...
mch!2

OF

d3»*

LEVEES,

Commencing Wtdond'iy Feeing,
will continue

March

ladv 75 cents.
Ticket* may be bad of
T. F. Cummings,
U K .Davis.
J. V Uing.
O, r. Kreuch,
T. P. Be*nl*.
J. B. Curtis,

of

loss, and interest of the assured In said property

War Risks Taken.

r°‘

Ilf A, and

1QQ

Fore

ou

FOITLASD,

&

Bailey

fIVHK BEST BRANDS of fVtvi.rn and Canada
J. Family FLOVH can always be found at ST* Coagrmi.wvet, at fair price*—tor ule by
WILLIAM L. WILSOV.
Portland. Dee. 10, ISO.
eadtl*

LocHo,

_

Complimentary

Ball

Chemicals !

HTThe PORTLAND BAND will be present at
opening and discourse choice music
W. K Rhodes.
K. M. Smith,

Colonization <\f the State to the early
part gf the present century

From the First

Bf Willi.un Willis
Octavo 720

H. C. W.
ifia
ViJr

Hu Bbls. Arcade

public
of tboee

our

the best iuiereeto

F. M.

CARSLET. Sec’jr.

W A X T 8..

vours,

THOMAS F CHAPMAN, Chemist,
39 w2m
No. 381 Broadway, New York.

TICKETS

FOR SALE &TOLET,
FOR SALE.
HOUSE X

..
17* Cnmberlaad Street, bob m and Chestnut, uow occupied by
Mile
JHSX Ker. W. K. Clu-k. Said bouae b tu good re*
| pair, is bail! of brick and roafain* thirteen room*.
| lighted with gas iiood cellar and larnaae. Title
I clear.
For pa-tieulart enquire of THOMAS K.
JONES,
of tbit city.
me hit dtf

j

L <) 8T.

I.OST!

—w.rn

For Hale In Westbrook,
Wilt

Through Ticket,

mar .reure
or Steamer)

(from

to

mchl3 dtf

SATCHEL, containing
A typeto and
of
Melauiotvpe, which
the
neither
be
LA DIES’

NEW YORK,
Philadelphia.lialilaa.re ar Wa,kla,t,a.

an

are

except

wrner. a*

can

Ambrovalue

Port'

reproduced.

Suturdmr ni*ht. Ttb ln»t.. oo Tukrv'i Bride*, u
ROBE. The«»wn*»rcan havethe tame bv calling
J. p. 8iiAlTUCk, easterly end of Takey’s

ON

Baltimore,

on

Waahiaptoa,

Bridge.
Westbrook, March lrt, 1S63.

Via the .Stoxixoto* or Nowwica Roctm, or the
Woicewu & SruixoriELP or Surma |j.i,au —connecting with either of the regular traiiia.leaeing Bo*,
ton at 7. X SO and 11 10 a a
and at 2 15, 6 80 and 8 80
r. x. tor the South and Weat.
Hu-.iii.-. tn >n aud all tra.ullen ( La-tic.
especially)
nrill Hud It a great adrautago tuaecure their Ticket,
at thin Agency.

Grand

—

Out Sale

WILLOW & WOODEN WARE,

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

Fanoy Goods a nd Toys.

mchll dA w29

entire .lock to be
POSITIVELY
tile next I'H/KTY DAYS'
our

Ualitornia.

told

|
BOYD’S,
Under Meolumie'. Hall, Congress I
SMITH A

mchtdtf

« CHOICE OF ROUTES

Corner of I'uco

Warren’s

CHICAGO. CL FA V ELAND, CINCINNATI. ST.
PAUL, QUINCY. ST. LOUIS. INDIANAPO*
LIS, MIL WA UKIE,GALENA, LA CROSSE,
GREEN BA Y, LOU IS VILLE. OSHKOSH,

rei>Z3 dtf

John c. Procter.
Lime Street, adjoining the Pout Offioo.

Ofllrc to Let.
Middle Street, centrally situated
OXand easy floor,
of
Apply at No. 88 Cummersecond

We would aav to thone who art la want ol
any
good, iu our lint, that thin i. a rare chance to bar
good. CHEAP Call aoou at

to

neai
lor %aie.
THE Tiim* Story Dwelling House and Lot,
No T7 York street—the lot
ooutaiirfng about
ad«JL lXtPD tout of laud; the hou*e well duisbod
ai*d iu <<wd order. For *a!o ou rvasonab>o tor ml.
orwmldbe e«chan/ed for a good modern bail!
house, in a good location.
For umber particular* inquire of
vmuaoip

within

rW'Ve would inrite all to call and look at our
good., riio j>, ico. will be low, a. we intend to oloaa
up the bud.it'. the tir-t or April.

W. D. LITTLE. Ageal.
OFFICE.31 Exchange Street,(Up Stairs.)
inoh 11 dftwtl2D

—a Lao—

Two leots «>f Land, one on Spring and oat os
Either would he exchanged for s
Spr«c*
good Dwelling llouce.
For-particularepleaM appeal 137 Middle ■treat,
N I. MITCHELL.
feb!7—eod3m

fliSJ

or-

KirCIlEY Fiit\ISIII\G GOODS,

OKKICE .WESTERN TICKET AUENCY,
31 Each.age St., (up .tain).

by early application

mchll dlw*

Closing

THF. House on tbe corner of
Preapeat
and Casco streets—the basement ttniahod for a store. A good .land for a tha-

mMm

aHHk

Found.

Philadelphia,

For Hale.

no

The Under *h*l! be suitably rewarded bv leaving
the same at WO* »DMAN. TRUE A CO.'S'Store. 64
k 56 Middle Street.
mchl3 lw

New York,

access.

oial street.

#

Fire

©ear

inquire

givon

JanJlf

FELT

COMPOSITION

-AND-

GRAVEL ROOFING.

HERSEY-Agent,
Office, So. 6 Union Street.

the Lake
R. R.,

or

Window

money by securing

mchll iseodflw ft

EXECUTED

TO LET.
Third
f|9HE
1 streets.

Floor,

of Middle and Tempi
85 State Street.
JanlO

corner

Enquire

at

STORE SHADES,
ed and

Dissolution of Co-partnership.
the underaiguod, have this day by rnutsal
consent dissolved partnership.

ORDER

TO

fflHK oomraodioas Chamber in the northerly corE uerof the new brick block, orner of Lime and
Milk Street*,
directly (being the market. Row! ow.

Sept. 15,1963.

of

OCEAN INSURANCE CO..
dtf
No. 37 Exchange St.

Gardener’s Notice.
tutweriber. lat. bsrdea.r Ibr Bod. J. S
1 Brown, would notify hi, Mwd* ud the pahMn
thut h. m»y b. found nt ELMWOOD Xl’ESEET.
nt Woodford, Corner, whom he will bn
happy In
wait on them. He will attend to jobbing In garoeM.
green.hooae, and graperie,. at reasonable rate.
Orders Ml at Wm Sparrow, Seed storn.ua Union
Street, is Portland, oral Elmwood >urwrt, will
bo promptly aaiwered
rnHf

JOHN BELL.

mehlOdlm
^

at

w29^

STEVEN 8, RIB HER ft CO.
Tortlaud, February 4, IMS.
fcbfcllw

Nhadea,

CLOTH A WIRE SCREENS.
Sign*. Buuucr*. Omaim-nlal nu4
Fancy Painting.

Great Western Ticket Agency,
Office—31 Exchange Street, (up stairs).

Agent.
tickets

Win C. Means,

inch 12 (13m

ton rates, at the

save

< K ft L. E. Front,
S. C. * June ft t’o.,
T ft J. B. Gumming*,
Gmnin tigs ft Brock,
T. E Stuart,
Geu. Worcester.

Win, W. Thomas,
St. John Smith,
John B. Brown,
A. ft S E. Spring,
John Mur-sey,
Wilimm Moulton,
J. b. Carrol),

Or the Belle/>mtaine t St. Louis Lints.
These Lines are all provided with Spltnditi Sleeping
Cars. Ba rgage ohecked through to anr point desired. Connections sure. Rates of fare as low as
by
any other Routes.
Through Tickets may be secured at lowest Bos-

W. D. LITTLE,

10 Let.

Commercial Street, head of liobson s Wharf
Inquire of J. U. 1LAMLKK,
Office ou Hobson's Wharf.
septti

Euqairo at office

RNFEKICNCKN

RAILWAY,
Railway,

DOLE

To Lot.

ELIAS

-VIA THE-

Shore ft Michigan Southern

Store M

Prutnuiai

A. T

(ooptr'a Shop

OX

If

To be Lffit.

In the second story,
(CHAMBERS
J Midale street—MitcheJi's Building
of
immediate!v.

Street

Improved

foblO

—AND—

WATER PROOF

WEST AND SOUTH WEST,

WE,

•«
••

300.01) fool Pine Shipping Boards.
26.0k)
Spruce l’lank.
"
< h*»ap pine Boards.
IF*,000-1*1Be ('iaphimrUs—planed.
80.OUO Spruce <'laphoards.
100.000 fcxtra Cedar didngWe.
ClCU. F. F08TEK,
**7
At the head of Cuion Wharf.
Portland. Dec. 11th. 1*62.
""‘"■■■■■■■■■■mmmmMnB

FIR

THHOIJOII

this office.

•*

e*

mchlOdk w3w30

A# Vou may

«•

^
^

\T Morrill’* Corner.* new two-etory boa**.
containing a suit of rooms, bed-room, diuiag*
r,jom. a large paotry a id cook-room oo tha
lirst I| Kir; same number en tha second, and (bar laBoard Wanted.
I: Islied
rooms in the aulo.
Has a good oeMar, with a
a Gentleman and his Wife in a private familarge cisteru-a garden and stable. The house 1*
ly. Add res-*
j csnveinenttv
for
one or two families, hava-runget
mchW dtf
BOARDER, a* this Office.
ing water carried to the s eond storv. Enquire of
NAfH’L HAWKES, on tba premisae.

Publishers St Booksellers,
PORTLAND, Me.

P or

Chicanaw
Aucihti
Union

65
•0

tm

Committee.

Per order of
mch7

&■ NOYES.
*

>te

**

60

Association.

school* *uch a* to prom
who attend them f

BUSHELS

Extra MeallagCora.
7 yV/l-HJ tuu Bbl*. Stone
Mill* Hoar.

The next m***
ng of this Association for
Lectures and Derate* will be held Ihumday eveuing. Ma.ch It, at 7* o’clock, in their

Library llall.
The Public ark invited.
gexsT'oNIs the management of

L. H. TITCOMB. Apothecary.
9.8 Coagraea Streak,

At Wholesale l

Floor ririteT- $1.00: Uallehv, SO C**T»—to
b* hud of ttie Mona.'-T-,. tod it K L
Hobiiisoa'.,
under Uuuiln llu’l. audit Pain.-'. Munic Store.
Dauciu* to comtuouco at 0 o'clock.
mchlg

prior

_

AAA

Mualr.C handler** fall Orrhrutral Baa*.

Work is illustrated by 19 portraits of promtcontains memoir* of ait the
or practised iu Maine,
to
lawyers
the year 1801, with sketches of several of the elder
lawyers of the present century. It also contains uotices of the earliest practitioners iu Massachuseita
and New Hatnpsh re. with memoirs of the old Clerks
and Sheriff, tables of Judges, Attorney Generals
and Lawyers: a history of Reports and Reporters;
the practise, usages, and anecdotes of the Bar, and
other in it tors ot interest to gcueral readers, as well
as to the profession.
Parties wishing a copy of this valuable work should
order immediately, as the edtiion is small, and will
be soon sold, judging from orders already received.
ueut lawyers, and
T11I8
who lived

by

.ate

djw

the

Portland.

•

pp—price S3.00 In Muslin.

BAILEY

tor
mcb4

J. P Pnev.
G. ti. Towxaexd,
rapt C. U Rich,
G. W TwrE.
J. II. Rauiikkick.

E Whkelkr.
Frank g. Rich,
A. J. Locke,

0ZS- SLLl-U. yUlSINF.
MuRFiilXE.

1 Art

IvVlB

Naaagen*

A HISTORY

_

For Hale by ike Habscrlber.
T D Tobaeoo Plpee-8
gro. Boaee.
)OOXES
*iv<»
Ai», 7 caeee Virginia Tobaooo— Half
OES>. H STAKE.
•ound*_
mcliS—Jw
Xo. SI) Exenange 8*.

LANCASTER HALL,
Tuesday Evening, March 17th.

I^oyes

pur(imd ft*.

MUUifTlif

AT

Or the LAW,the COtTRTS.and the LAW.
VERS OF MAINE,

Trareller,

Xo, j

TO THEIR TEACHER,

Will Publish Wednrsday.March IS,

No. 1 Portland Her.

K*,r» 'inality Herde bra*. Seed
ill )ABrLSM,KLS.
f tb-sale.
Iwiumuf J. rUkl.VLToN,
mch9-*wed
__So Mg Ton it.
Flour, Flour.

Urand

i!IAII¥e7~

KUBUiSON,

Herd* Unua Hoed.

mcM6 dly

LAWYERS OF

H. I

HlolaMn.
* Superior Hared Mo lies.* car
‘{Wl1 1)
JJHDS..
go
lierces f u»r,,,„ "K B Walker," Irotw
Op uow
Mataiuas,
landing and for «le by
H. I KOBIXSOX,
melilb isedSw

The Scholars connected with the Daneing Schoola
of A. J. Locke, respectfully invite the daucing community to unite with them in giviug a

MAINE.

now

mchlO isedSw

By Scholar* connected with his Schoola

JOHN W. MI NCER.

!

Box Snyar.
'«PTtor «)oa‘it» Havana Sugar,
'2117 BOX,E?
landing from brig "Hattie Eaton "for

o«»F «
“*• *>7

inch 13

A. J.

Street,

rotailiug-iir sale by
CORD,
Bo. 1, Uuion Wharf.

Herds i.rass SEED
ir.ll 8dAWt SOX.
1S6 lommereial Street.

•S''1'”'by

mclilleddw

I'omplimentnry

OFFICE,

lor

JOHN D

■e*f and Herd.
Weetern BEEF,

M. A. R’anchard,
8 A. Mash.
Win E. 8mitii.
Dr Newton.
J. W. Msn*t)eld,
P D. C'linmiugs,
N. A. Foster,

J. J. Gilbert.

conformity

with the Uksksal Policy held by
me, thirty days after the presentation at the office
of the Company, in Sett York, of satisfactory proof

sale

Repacked
<200 BUL2
1 90 Hushel* New

jy Music by Chandler'* Band.
Tick ets— One Dollar each for the Course. Evening tickets—Gentlemen, 60 cents; geutleman and

LOSSES PAYABLE in current funds. New York,
in

Impurities

beautiftil.

It

ftUIU

AT MECHANICS' HALL,

undersigned would respect tally notify the public that he is prepared to take M ARISE RISKS on
Skips, Bar guts. Brigs, Schooners, Cargoes and
Freights, per voyage, nameing Rates. Parties dasiring Insurance will tind it for their Interest to call.

The Great Western

ALL

charge.

FOUR

leu.

ASSOCIATION

SPIRITUAL
WILL BOLD ▲

The

ERIE

NOTICE.

nicies d8w

THE

lor

Sierra .Uorena .Tlolaiteg,
BHDB., I Sierra Morena Molassco—now
‘{■>‘1
Mw'J a fierce., \ landing Don Brig
"C. B Ai'

Nofial Levees.

PEK VOYAGE.

Ml

Person, having d mand. against the Fire Departmeut, are ronuesled to present the same to
the subscriber on or before the 26th inst
for ap-

proval.

Urol ionic. and-

HEK.HET. FLETCHEK * CO..
%
March U.1SHS
dhw3w
ISS Commercial It.

AMD ALL POINTS AT THE

HARRIS'. opposite the Postoffice.

tyiieta mads to
feh21—4w i. ed

no LASSES.
,IH08-10 ,c* superior retailingMolasaos,
O-Jn
'-r J“« landed ir on

Sijbjbct—The Rebellion, its cause and its remedy.
Seats free, ami the public are iuvited.

-TO-

RVADY!

Hall.

WEDNESDAY LYE. 7J O’CLOCK, MARCH 18.

MARINE INSURANCE

cured

edi.Sw

j_ ^ ALL

MooUanioa’

1*abbaui Tickets for the Steamer*

8HAW8,

DANA*COr

-aw,

AT

freights,

Bailing trorn New York, on the 1st,
llth. 2let of each month, may be se-

JUST RECEl VET) A T

BEEF.
BBLS. Plate and fcxtra BEEF.

J

Friday Evening, March 90th.

SPRING

1

Mackerel Hooka.

Philadelphia, will
Address the Citizens of Portland,

Company on
Cargoes and Freights. The public desiring to insure
their vessels by the year, will find it for their interest
to avail themselves of the advantages presented
by
this Company.

ed to execute al! order, at the shortest notice.
march3—3m deod&weow

.HATS and CAPS

08088 coo hooks,
1
(lOnt 400
Iv'v'
tirws

Ot

by the year will be taken by this
Ships,Barques and Brigs. Also risks on

Or

BLOCK,

Mo. Ol EXCII4MGE

PISH HOOKS.

MISS ANNIE E. DICKINSON

M. WHITNEY, Secretary.

store

Sax Francisco, March 16.
The fast schooner Chapman when leaving
for Mexico yesterday, was boarded by government officials and taken in charge as a privateer.
About 20 secessionists were captured
on board, well armed, as also six brass Dahlgren gnus with carriages, suitable for use on
ships. Correspondence found on persons of
prisoners identified them with the party recently negotiating for the steamer Victoria for
a privateer.
The prisoners are confined at
Fort Alcadras. Many more arrests are likely
to follow.

hulls

AiVD \ET9.

HOZEJC Hemp and Cotton LniES
vl« erel Linas. HO rds.
v*',‘iO.O
long.
Her ring.1,';z
10<>
Mackerel aud Porgse KEts/^

A( bf i
*

open at 6$ o’cjrk.To oomraenc*' at 7f.
H A it It Y HAPOOOD. Agent.
March U.-7t

MORRIS, President.
THOS. LORD. Vice President.

laud by Kail

MERCHANT TAILOR,
Eeruald

COD LIAES

Admission •« Cents.

—to—

New Goods!

— *8“r
*dOOO Hbds. Turk# Island and Trapaxd.

Doors

Sull ZUbIls.

Question

New Store!

SADT.

3000 RZXWi:*"004-

Profession.

Marine Risks

of Senatorial VeracityIn a recent debate in the State Senate, Mr.
Wiggiu of York said:

FROM NEW ORLEANS.

MERCHANDISE.

which the

on

cmrZX .Z

——imfc—

And the

follows:

as

3d. Upon tima risks upon
return of TEN per cent.

Wm.

suspicions—allows

to be on flags hung Irom this office, we
know nothing. That matter lias, we presume,
been governed by the sire of the flag, convenience and ta«te of the manufacturer. But
the substation of the charge in the language
above quoted is, when taken in its connection,
that a flag with sixteen stars, designed and intended as an emblem of disunion, ha* been
IIV pronounce the
flung from this office.
charye false, and utterly deny that ever a flag
with sixteen stars, or any other number of
stars, was hung from the office of this paper
as a symbol of
any such wicked purpose."

policy,

1

31st,

BEST COMEDIANS

likscurrency.

flboaey

BaILET & CO., Auctioneer#
I,,
”**"•
fcb21
d2a*2wtkencdts

New,

a

property5

parch-*
Urje^ofthe
MFsNRT

Vocalists

Best,

B. C.

evil-minded
ungenerous
persons to insinuate that men who do nothing
but condemn the management of the war for
the Union, cannot be very earnest in their
loyalty. It does lnrtldSlable mischief; discourages the friends and emboldens the fi»es of
the Union; and presents us before the world,
apparently if not really, in the wretched atitude of a divided people.
“
Will the Argus and it* fellows favor us
with their programme—tell us what they
want and how they want it don";—and give
us some guaranty that in case we
adopt fAeir
policy they will not continue to snarl.

pened

in

#ew«?

hiddingTo toI^The
Jew

liwlrshf lr

The

Sncb privilege however being confined to persona
and firm*, the aggregate of whose premium*
upon
such policies earned and paid during the year snail
amount to the sum of one hundred dollars.

finding should be
stopped. It is discreditable to men claiming
the distinction of patriots. It gives rise to

republican paper published in York county, or
that has been published there; and to this
language of Senator Wiggiu, that paper makes
the following emphatic announcement:
“As to the nutnl rof stars which have hap-

Atlantic

ending Dec. 31, 1862.

year

1st. Upon every OPEN policy (cargo risk* (upon
which there shall have be n earned and paid §300 and
upwards, a return of TWEN FY per cent.
2d. Upon other voyage risk* upon cargo and
freight, a return or FIFTEEN per cent.

fault

Whatever effects may eventually proceed from Ids consultations, it is believed, says
the Commercial, that nothing has been accomplished for the present, either in the wuy
of establishing a bank under the new law of
Congress, or toward the placing of a new loan

to the

Id

paid in Gold upon Risks

paid

New York form ot

knlh:-

New York, March 16.
Secretary Chase led this A. M. for Wash-

Subscriptions

** • •emeuted floor
under tire whole houu
with omeated drain# iuto theeltw
coal hole under the
sidewalk,
House is well[calculated for two tamifK.
|,U
ocoupiwl by Dr. Foster. Tbe location is central—la
one of the best neighborhoods
in ths city; tbe boas#
lhle °™or' **4 ,h®
desirable for oeeupaucy or inrestment. erery war
Can, be ins
at auy lime betore
the sale. Title undoubted
M

Varied & Pleasing Entertainment.

Dealers with this Company will be allowed the option (to be signified at the time ot application for insurance) of receiving ih lieu of scrip, at the eud of
each year, returns in Cash, of
premiums paid and
earned during the year, upon all uew risks under the

if our military movements are conducted with a single relerence to the putting
down of the insurrection, they howl because
the conflict is waged merely
for the beneflt
of contractors.” If dashing movements are
made—as recently at Fredericksburg and
Vicksburg—they raise a hullaballoo about the
“reckless sacrifice of human life”; our forces
move
slowly and cautiously—as against
Charleston and Port Hudson—they jump at
the coticlusiou that the expeditions have" failed.”
So with the foreign policy ol the Government.
They find fault with everything that
is done, and with everything that is not done.
They And fault because our answers to propositions for meddling In our affairs are too
brusque, and because they are not sufficiently
linn"; because the Administration concedes
too much, and because it concedes too little.
If mediation is favorably entertained, it is because the
imbeciles at Washington” desire
Europe to step in and stop the war; if mediation is rejected, it is because Mr. Seward sees
in such a course the shortest road to a
degrading peace,” by the instrumentality of for-

“I know of no democrat who ever hung out
a flag with sixteen stars.
I do know some republicans who have done so, and it was done
by a republican organ in uiy own county.”
The Biddeford Unio: and Journal is the only

75

in the

crusade”;

A

for

and

Total amount of Premiums,
§1.635.243 64
Net Protits,
228,769 14
Dividend for the year to stockholders.14 1-6 per cent.
Guaranteed Cash Dividend* to Dealers,
(holding certificates of same) on paid
premium* earned during the year,
whether loss has accrued or not,
15 per cent.

gus,” and as it is so very applicable to the style
of its secession namesake and secession sympathiser here, we copy it entire:

eign intervention.
This systematic

& Saturday Evenings,
Friday.tlarch
30th

M..
the premises,llouso
OMAsta-s on Kcm
Itaa three #t*ry wooden bouse

street.

a

England,

Assets.January 1, 1868,

own

ESEH^ »

HAI. L.

RUMSEY'S MINSTRELS!!

CAPITAL,

*1,135,540

The Albany Evening Journal, of a late date,
on the continued
fault-finding
of tile democratic organ there, called the “Ar-

it

.

rochl7

Will have the honor of making theft first
appearance
since their return from an extended tour of
Ireland, Scotland and Germany, on

9500,000.

lias an article

ms.

ti1*.

L
awd Iti

Admittance,

THE WORLD RENOWNED

What Do they Want?

fhoe Janonnai. »twx

"* Pu{',‘® aueHnn on Tuesday.March
WW**w>l*
® o'alcek P.
on

TOR TWO NIGHTS ONLY

Sugars—unsettled; Porto Rico 10) ® 11).
Coffee—dull.
Molasses—s]uiet; Muscovado 42.
Naval Stores—dull and uominal.
Freights to Ltverptml—dull; cotton nominal; flour
Is® Is 6d; grain 6j<i for corn in bulk and ships’
bags.
Wool—in moderate demand without material

U..

CIT Y

APPIIAISEB

Exehame birec^

Real Estate at Auction.

7J, precisely.

commodation of children and ladies.
children 10 ocut*; a iults 25 cts,

ber

*

Over Ocean Inauranoo Oflloe.

I>MISSION—Parqnettc 60 con faDnor. iqpcn at 0J—Performance to

A

cent.

PATTED,

Will attend to sa!oc of
Vessels.Cargocs, Stocks Keel
Estate ami
Merolisudizc.
Sale# promptly made aud fettled.
mchd dflm

-eenred' at the Box OWce from 10
o’clock. A M. till 8 o'clock, P M.
%rW Grand Matin *• Saturday afternoon for the ac-

boats.

The steamer Melissa, from Havana 9th inst.,
brings late Mexican news, received per Eng-

25

commence at
Tickets can be

clutuge in prices.

Washington, March 18.
The reason assigned at the Treasury Department lor the suspending of printing postal

w

SoutmkrnrefcgYe
Gallery

SALES.

IK.

AUCTIONEER

lIFE.

Fioer—State and Western very dull and unsettled
and 10 a 20c lowor; Ssperflne state 6 75 ® 7 00; Extrade 710 ® 7 30: choice 7 36 a 7 40; Round Hoop
Ohio 7 60 a 7 80; choiee 7 66 ® 9 00; SnperHne W>stern 8 80 m 7 00; cominou to good Extra Weatern
#50 a 7 40; Southern lower; Fancy and Extra 7 76
Canada 10 ® 16« lower; Common 7 00®

MflTI

Commission Merchant,

JX

Total Amount of

iy"The nomination

EDUARD

.LESSEE.

consequence of t»* great sooeMa,awl man*, propie not gaming admittance Monday evening, the
Manager takt*vpleu*ure j„ amiouuciiig thesamepromen,n^ March 17. VuLAU
VEJtr, a »d the wonderful Guitar Solo by the great
Hernandez. G. Henry Mores)e |n hit* irreat art of
TOUR TERRIFlQUE, and LEA I* FOR
Moreate and FrankMn. To concfude
“toniim*
TH*

New York Market.

nfn

ATTTrOX

HALL.

MU. J. C. JVlYEKtf..

new.

The Internal Revenue Tax.

—■■■>■

!

EXTE RT AIX M ENTS. 1

MISCLELANEOCS.

^$10U9;
RECONNOIfttANCE

good

the

Grand Trunk Railway for the week
ending
March 7th, were,
$70,966 86
Corresponding week last year,
39,907 so

FROM WASHINGTON.

The expense is but trifling, and if you are so
unfortunate as to have either of them swept
expense of insurance agaiust lire
is so low now, that a person hardly gets any
commiseration if he suffers a loss and has no

Petition of Charles Sager for remuneration
for damage done to one of his coaches on the
night of Feb. 23d, occasioned bv a bon fire in
Centre street, was referred to the Committee
on Judicial Proceedings.
An order passed requesting the Committee
on Public Grounds to Uke into consideration
tbe expediency of occupying the lot owned
by the city on Green street for a wood sUnd;
and also to report upon tbe expediency of discontinuing the use ol the lot on Excbsnge
street now occupied for that
purpose, and report at the next meeting of the City Council.
Adjourned to Monday, March 23d, 7 1-2

Daily Press.

coluinus this morning.

some

away

The report was accepted.
An order passed to pay Charles S. Daveis.
Esq., at the rate of $100 per annum for rent of
his lot nsed for a wood market.

THE

In consequence ol

The Committee on New Streets, on petition
of Daniel Gould el ais., for the extension of
Fox street across the flats to Franklin street,
parallel with Lincoln street, reported leave to
withdraw. The Bu&id voted to refer the petition to the next City Council.
A communication was received from J. C.
Proctor, declining to accept the office of Assessor, to which he had been elected.
Subsequently a convention was formed for
thepuiposeof filling the vacancy.
Tue whole number of votes thrown was 21.
11
Necessary to a choice,
14
Charles Farley had
4
HatIJ. Littie,
3
Jeremiah Dow,

the matter of the new City Charter, and stated
that there wet e objections to some portions of
It among certain Senators. Alter a free interchange of opinion among the members of the
City Council, it was uuanimous'y voted that
our Senators be requested and our Representatives instructed to urge the passage of the
bill as it passed the City Council.
Petition of City Assessors for 1862, that an
additional sum may be allowed them lor their
services, wss referred to a Joint Special Committee, in concurrence, consisting of Aldermen Larrabee, Shunleff and Gould, and Councilman Wlnship, Bailey and Ludwig.
Leave to withdraw was reported and voted
upon petition of John Gannon et ils., for laying out the continuation of Poplar street to
Congress street.
Ou the petition of Charles W. Smith, that
Franklin street may be made in front of his
lot, the committee reported that it onght to be
made as soon as the petitioner fills in his lot;
and an order was passed directing the Street
Commissioner to fill in the continuation of
Franklin street as soon as said Smith shall All
bt his lot.
The Joint Standing Committee on Streets,
to whom was referred an order directing them
to consider and report what measures, If any,
shall be taken by the City Government, preliminary to the expenditure of the sum of
$10,000 in paving streets tbe next season, reported—recommending the appropriation of
that sum, oreven a larger sum, for the coining
year, but deem it inexpedient to Uke any action in the matter at present, as such action
would not be binding on the next City Council, and that the further consideration of the
subject be referred to the next City Council.

Portland

took well,
convulsed with laugh-

number in not

our

TO

Refugee,"

the

at

BY TBLRGRAPH.

The

mot streets.

Mr. Farley was declared elected.
The Mayor brought before the convention

\

I

Death of

AT
\

of

put up at short notice,

STONEHAM'Sj

No* 168 1*2 Middle St.
dec 12 eod8m

K. A. of the P. F. D.
A Special Meeting of tho Relief Amooiatioa of the Portland Fire Department

all dimensions, ingde. letter

•

•

Portland* Me*

will be held at the Chief Engineer'* ofdoe. on Tueedav evening next, at 7| ©•
upon th- adopt ion of tne now By-Law*
Per ordor ol the President.
mchlS td
J. C TUKESBURY. Secretary

clock, to

act

POETRY.
Mothers of

The

STEAMBOATS._

1883.

Portland and Boston Line.

BY CABO LIKE A. MASON.

THE STEAMERS

follows:
Leave

He'd beat his comrades out and out
In feats of strength and skill—what then ?

Friday,

Atlantic Wharf, Portland

M.
Cabiu...#160
Deck. 1.26

wt 6 o'clock p.

Fare

in

"

ou

Freight

taken

as usual.
are not

The Company
responsible for baggage tc
any amount exceeding #60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate ol
one passenger for every #600 additional value.
dtf
Feb 18, 1863.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

PorUund mid New York Steamers

Should I sit down and mope and croon.
And hug my selfishness, and cry
“Not klm, mv first-born!”—no, not I!
Thank heaven, 1 pipe a nobler tune.

SEMIWEEKLY
The

w

m

and

splendid

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY', at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.

These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodation*
for paaaengera, making this the moat speedy safe and
comfortable route for traveller* between New York
and Maine. Passage #6,00, including Fare and State

Rooms.

Goods

No doubt ’tis weakness—mother-lip
Extolling its own flesh and blood;
A trick of weakly womanhood
That we should scourge with thong and whip.

Suebec,

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.

ohn.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers a*early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brownfs Wharf. Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 Weat Street,
New York.
dtf
Dec. 6.18 3.

No doubt—and yet I should not dare

unloved, cheap uttering

Upon my country’! shrine, nor bring
Aught but was noble, sweet and (air.

118 Hanover Street.Boston.
Formerly Mansion House—conducted on
the
plan. The subscriber has
the above House, and newly furnished it
is
now open to the public.
I
be
House
throughout.
dec27
A P. MORRISON. Proprietor.

Take him, my country! he is true

And brave and good; his deeds shall tell
More than my foolish words—'tis well!
God’s love be with the lad and you.

European

_

HOUSE.”

•ELM

God’s love and care—and when be comes
Back from the war, and through the street
The craiy people flock to meet
My hero, with great shouts, and drums,

THE

undersigned respectfully informs the

that he has leased the above House,
id invites
Federal Street, Portland,
the travelling community to call and see if
he knows “bow to keep a hotei." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided tvble, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducement* he hold* out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the "Forest City."

public

And silver trumpets braying loud.
And silken banners, star j-gay,
’Twill be to me no prouder day
Than this; nay, nay, nor half so proud.

BLISS, Proprietor.

JONATHAN

And If—God help me—if, instead,
They Sash this word burn some red field:
“ilia brav e,sweet soul that would not yield,
Leaped upward, and they wrote him dead,”

By C. M. PLUMMK

]_j

per

day. Stable oonnec^
dtf

Bath. June 28.1862.

SAGA DA HOCK HOUSE,
AlfVed Carr,
Proprietor.
BATH. MAINE.
OCQXfc THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine-delightful,v ***tulltf*d on the Kennebec, twelve miles
I f** ■ from the sea, and affords one of the most
inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities
The Sagadahoc* Is one of the finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Lauding, Post Office. Custom House, Ac., being directly in the bnsiness centre of the City.

And nobler far such lot, than his
Who dare not strike with heart and hand
For Freedom and dear Fatherland,
Where death's dark missiles crash and whis.

]*J|K*I

|iCS5»l

tear

So bitter aa her tears would be
from the Battles of the Free,
Her sob shrank back with craven fear.

If,

Terms Moderate by tba Weak ar Day*
dtf
Bath. June 28. 1862.

_MISCELLANY._

CENTRAL HOUSE*
E. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA8SADUMKXAO, MAINE.

Spurgeon's Tabernacle.
A letter from an American merchant published in the Boston Transcript, thus describes Mr.
Spurgeon, his Tabernacle, and the services on
Sunday, the 18th of last January:
Last Sunday we attended service at Spurgeou’s great Tabernacle. Every seat and
A Sonne in

now

THE subscriber would very reapectfblly announce to his numerous friends, and tt>e
Jpublic generally, that during the temporary
Icompulsory suspension of nis business he
ished this well-known bouse anew, and ia
better than ever prepared to wait upon .bis cus-

tomers, and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
K. G MAYO.
dAwtf
Passadumkeag, June 28.1862.

hopes

aisle wss tilled before be entered. There are
aeata for over seven thousand persons, all hough
eight to niue thousand, it is said, may be got
into the buildiug. 1 do not doubt that over
seven thousand persons were present at this
service—-all well-dressed, good and respectable
people, averaging equally with any of our
churcbea. Of course none of the nobility
were there.
The shape of the hall is about a
double cube; the interior is oval, with two
galleries completely around the room, even
behind the speaker. Its accoustic properties
are perfect.
It cost $48,(JU>—all paid tor before Spurgeon would preach in it. There is
no musical instrument in the house, but the
hynius are deacoued out by Spurgeou himself,
who stands with bts lull figure before his aurest

•.•Terms SI

with house.

And when the neighbors come to weep,
Saying, “Alas, the bitter blow!”
I'll auawer, nay, dear friends, not so.
Better my Roger s hero-sleep,

simple bauisler railing

a.

886. Wabhihotoh St., Bath.

my white face to the wall,
And hear my grief as beet I may
tor Roger's sake, and only say,
“He knoweth beat who knuweth all.”

a

HOTEL,

BATI1

turn

dience, with only

dtt

Portland, Aug. 19. 1802.

MISCELLANEOUS.
REVENUE”

STAMPS,
FOB BALB AT THB

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
In Merchant!' Bank Building, Exchange ® t.

SAILCLOTH.

to

ILIiCIID FLAX DICK, WITH BLIT STRIPES,
(A substitute for Cotton.)

0 XBLIACI11 CANVAS, TIT 1 RIB STBIPB,
Of various description a.

ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.
ALSO

approaching a ranting style. His voice is
powerful, sweet and earnest, tilling every one
With the thought of his subject. It It always
gentle, yet strong and clear, without any ap-

OX HAND

ROPE

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale

by

parent effort. He is young, not over 82 or 35
LE MESURIER Sc CHAMPION.
vearsof age; a remarkable reader, and must
St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
nave studied
elocution thoroughly. He Is
CVS.mple, on baud, and order, taken by
gracetul. I did not see a single awkward gesJ. T. FATTEN ft CO.,
ture. He spoke about one hour, the whole
Oct. 11—dm
Front Street. Bath.
service occupied shout two hours; the remarks
were extemporaneous and were reported by
WAR CLAIM
a stenographer.
The audience all sang, and
the volume of sound as it rolled up from
9100 Bounty Money, Back Pay,
7/HO fervent voices was solemn and imposing,
And Pensions*
as it was grand and powerful.
The hearts of
undersigned Is prepared to obtain from the
a multitude seemed moving heavenward.
His
United Stales Government, $100Bounty Money,
prayers, which were in a supplicating, converBack Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
sational tone, were fervent and excellent. He
in the U. 8. service.
prayed to God as a child would ask of a lather;
Invalid
the words were not rolled out in the usual
pompous iutouationa, common in the daily
Established for Officer* and Soldiers, wounded or
service of so many churches here. He prayed
disabled
by sickues« contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.
like a good man, and uo one could doubt the
sincerity of his heart. After opening his
Ponslons
prayer, and praying as usual lor bis flock and
Procured for widows or children of officers and 8olmatters near bis heart, lie said, as nearly as I
diers who have died, while in the service ot the Unitcan repeat it, which 1 think is word tor word,
ed .States.
Prize Money. Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay coli
as I wrote it down at the time,—
>
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
“And now we would offer np a prayer upon
Fm, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
a subject to which we have not alluded for
All Claims against the Government will receive
some months.
Now, O God, we turn our prompt attention.
Post Office address
thoughts across the sea, to the dreadful conHETU E. BEED1
flict of which we knew not what to say; but
now the voice of freedum shows where is
AugnttH, Me.
(Office No. 9 State House.)
right. We pray Thee give success to this glorious Proclamation of Liberty, which comes
to us from across the waters. We had (eared
RXrKRKNCK*
our brethren were not in earnestaud would not ! Hon. Lot M Morrill,
Hon. Joseph B. Hall,
come to this.
and
U.
8.
Sec'▼ of State,
the
lash
can
claim
Senate,
Bondage
Hon. James <». Blaine,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
no sympathy from us.
God Mess and strengthStateTreasurer.
>eii20dflfcwl4tt
en the North—give victory to their arms,and
a speedy end to the fearful strile.
As lovers
BBIDGTON
ACADEMY,
of freedom, let us not belie our calling; now
AT NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.
that we know their cause, we can but exclaim
God speed them.”
Spring Term of tbit Institution will comAt this point in the middle of his prayer be
mence on Tuesday, Feb. 24th, 1863, and contiuue
threw up both his hands toward Heaven, and
eleven weeks.
In the momentary pause, a deep low, sonorous
C. E. Hilton.A. M., Principal; Rev. Franklin Yeaton A M
Vice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth Hi.ton,
•ad distinct “Amen" came flroin every section
Teacher of Music; Miss L. K. Gibbs, Teacher of
of the house, and many an eye bathed in tears
Drawing and Painting.
told how truly this prayer had met the hearts
The Trustees of this institution are happy to anof seveu thousand hearers and followers.
nouteeto the public that the services of the Rev.
Franklin Yeaton have been secured for the Spring
Terra
Mr. Yeaton brings with him a rich experience. and the well earned reputation of a successful
A gentleman, one
was seated near

AGENCY.

THE

Pensions,

>

THE

lovely

evening,

woman, when the company around
him were proposing conundrums to each other.
Turning to his companion, he said, “why
la a lady unlike a mirror ?” She gave it up.”
“Because.” said the rude fellow,“a mirror reflects without speaking, a ladv speaks without
And why are you unlike a mirreflecting."
ror?” asked the lady. He could not tell.
Because a mirror is smooth, and polished, and
you are rough and unpolished.” The gentleman owned there was one
lady who did not
without both reflecting and casting re-

^peak

j

teacher
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a Primary
Department will be formed under the supervision ol
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve years ol
age will be admitted for f2.0ft per term.
Board near the Academy >2.00 per week, wood and
lights extra. Students can reduce their expenses by
boarding themselves.
Special attention given to those designing to teach.
Text Books supplied at Portland prices
THOMAS II. MEAD, Secretary.
North Bridgton, Jan 20, 1868.
Jan31 d3aw&w83

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE
-AMD-

Bourbon Tonic Elixir!
Dyspepsia and Indigestion

jpiOB
mcM Imsodis

^^Pmarcd by
873

Congresi Street.

Industry will

be Rewarded.
addressing V, Box 2168, l’ortlaud. Me., information nube had how one or two respectable
young men can meet with good employment, and. il
suitable, a permanent situation in a commission
business.
mch7 lwd*

BY

TIT CO MB’s
Efervesciai

Seltzer Aperient!

Trice Fifty Cents.at 171 Congress Street
meht eodtmls

Eating

House.

L. 8. TWOMBLY.Proprietor,
Having purchased the stock and fixtures,

IMos* IT A 19 Exchange Street,
should be happy to see ray friends and the public
generally, where I am prepared to serve all the luxuries that the Boston aud New York markets afford
inchS tf

Dissolution of Copartnership.
<
np.rlnembipheretofore ••xi«ting under thi
•«> !e of J 8 WINSLOW & CO., ia Thi. day dia

The

solved by mutual consent. The business of the lat<
firm will be .eiHed and continued
by J. S. WINS
LOW, No. 4 Central Wharf.
J 9 WINSLOW,
Cortland, March 3,18TC)
C. L. YORK.

mchlOdlw

^62

Plates-Char.I.C. 8164@17 Sheathing.90 @
•*
do.
LX. 19Vo 20
Exchange.
Coke.Wal3J London—80 a.. 1 70@1 79
Wood.

Paris./8 30@3 37*

Hard, retail.87 @8

_MEDICAL._

.au.i.z

uu.

Rhubarb.200®22o Linseed.91 835186
Alcohol.1 10 a 1 20 Boiled.IRSdl 90
Fluid.1 40 ®1 70 Lard Oil.1 16<51 18
( amphene.4 00(a4 06 Olive Oil.2 2t\a2 26
a26

Castor Oil. 2 35:a 2 40

&16 Neatsfoot Oil... .1 l&ftl 25
OaisaoDyew**d*«
Duty Erse.
P bbl.94 00(54 87
Bar wood.2J<®
P bosh.1 60<31 56
Brazil Wood
13 $£
Palala.
.....

Camwood.44} Duty On White Lead dry
or ground in oil and Usd
Fustic, Cuba.2mv
14
a

Klypernic.. 4)(&

Lead 92 40 p 100 tbs,

2jo

24c,
Litharge
Zinc 2$c P Ih,

Lor wood,

(amjxachy.2j{£24

Nic
Wood.
44
Teach
Red

!

Oxide
Prussian

Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
Yellow, Venetian Rid 25,
Spanish Brown dry 20,
in oil 30 pc ad val.. Yel-

low and other Ochres 60c
Paris White
■u 60c,
in oil 9160,
50c p 100 lbs
F’tPd Lead, in oil.9121518
Lewi.- Lead, "
(a 13
Boston Lead, "
ralS
French Zinc,
..11 a 114
Anter Zinc. "
Rochelle Yellow.. 3 ft 34
Lug. Yen. Red...,3 (d

SlOOlbs,

Sapau
Ouercitron Bark..

Whiting

Red Sanders.

Dark.

..

Ihsty 30 f>c ad ral.
Havens.66c®
No. 3. 1 10®
Tortland,
44
No. 10. 82 (g)
8’r, No. 81.09
Navy,
44
44
No. 10

80

Tent Duck,
U. 8. 10 oz.66 ®
12 oz.76 <§
Feafker*.
30
4»c ad cal.
I>uty
Live liwie 1Mb. 60 r§66
Russia.26 ®
Fish.
iw

iSUIfi

nW/wrClyn

8»a*j
3j

Litharge. (612
Red Lead.
Planter.

512

Duty

Free.
I*er ton Soft_2 265 260
Hard. 2005225
*

round.60U&626
Prariaiaas.

Duty Beef and
amt a,

imruTi

Pork

ana

lc,

ii'imt

Herring

ft 1.
2r, Putter and Cheeee 4c
Mackerel ft2, Salmon ft3; Cb’go Mew Beet.*12 (514
«nW all other pickled in Portland do.
.121<al8
bbls. 81 60
bbl., other- P'tl'dext.do. .14 514$
nr/, /'row Pork, extra clear 2<Va21
•rise 60c
Provinces free.
Pork, clear. 19520
Cod large
qut. 85q6J Pork, mesa. 17$ 5, 18
**
4
small.
15 a 16
Pork, extra do
Pollock. 3 & 8) Pork. Prime. 13(5 14
Ex Prime.. 14] 5 15
Haddock, .none.
Hake.2 00*2 26 Round Hog*. 8(59
Herring.Shoreftbl 4 % 4j Ham*.9 510c
do. Labrador
none
City Smok’d Ham* 91*510
do. Scaled 4>bx Sua 35c
Produce.
do. No. 1 .2<>q26 Beef *> tju’r p lb 7$ <6 8
Mackerel *> bbl..
Egg*, p doz. 16 (g 16
Potatoes. pbbl.fl 40(51 50
Bay No. 1.
Chickeua.13a 15
Bay No. 2....
Lamb.7 5 9
Bay No. 3....
l urkics.14 (5 16
Shore No. 1..
2.9 q 94 (ice*e... 10:0 12
do. (medium). 6i<t 61 Veal. 61 o.7
do. (small).o(q 3) Pickles. p bbl.
9

caught

—

3ft

Rice.

..98*(j&

Lemons. Oranges. thity: ('leaned l$c, Pad•
Manana* and Plantains
dy
P lb.
2l) 4>c adral., Almonds Rice p tt>. 8<g 8$
4c, and Shelled do. 6c ^ Rums.
lb, Xuts and Dates 2c Portland distilled 70 (5,73c
V lb, t'urrants. Pigs. Salcrnlua.
J‘lums. Prunes and Mai- Saleratus p tb ....7$& 8c
sins 6c i* lb, Citron 8(1
Salt.
%>c ad ral.
Ihity In bulk 18c. and in
Almonds—Jordan
lb.
baps 24c p 1<»U tbs.
Son shell.an «2*c Turk’* la., p hhd.
Shelled.87 %38
(R bus.).93 2553 50
Currants.16 a 16 Liverpool.3 12(53 37
Citron.44 wM Cadiz.none
Pea Nuts. ft a24 Cagliari
315,3$
Fig*. common.... none. Gr'd Butter Salt. 24 (%
New Eleme .Wofo 22
Starch.
box 84) fS)
Lemons,
Duty 20 pc ad val.
Oranges—Messina. 4j q Pearl.6fS8

Duty

Blue pcask.15J®16
10
Black .9«
Bunch P box. 4 38tf4 46
50®
4 #2
Laver.4
Date*..7 (&> 9c

Prune*.8$<fi}10i

Sbwl-|> 1001b* 89fdl0

Drop.912* a 18
Buck. 13&134
Hasp*
Duty 36 pc ad val.

Loathe k Gore’s, TrowFlaar—Portland in*n. bridge k Smith’s Ex97 00® 7 26 tra No. 1 p |b_94$ 9
Superfine
Fancy.7 26®7 60 Family do.8fa* 8
F.xtra.7 75a8 25 No. 1.71 @
Family.HBHHM Eagle No. 1.6ha. 6
F.xtra Superior 9 Ofxo.9 25 Star.bm 6
....

SPEEB’S

5 A.TIB IXI

WINE.

Long Wharf,

FOB PBTilCIAWi* USB.

For

I. W. MUNGER.

jan7 d8m

COAL

&

miugfou; ana at Augusta with the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Vasealboro', Waterville Kendall’s Mills and Skowbegan : and at keiid*]]'i Mills
with the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad for Bornham, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Ticket* *old in Boston for all tne stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.
flTAGC COWlCgCTTOlfS.
Stages leave Bath daily at 3.U0 P. M tor Wlscasset. Ilamariscotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or ob arrival of of train from Portland.
B M. CUSHMAN,

WOOD,

CHEAP

FOR CASH,
DELIVKKEU TO ANY 1’AKT OF THE CITY.
SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HA2ELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHNS,
THE GENUINE LOBBERT,
Pare and Free

Burning,

Manager and Superintendent.

Augusta, Not. 15, 1*52.

COAL
quality, and

beat

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

it if ever

To Restore

Hair

TO

Its Origineil Y’outhful Color
\\ \% wo\ tt
,

\^C

But acta directly upon the roots of the llelr, giving
them the natnml nourishment rt qulrrd, jrodeeing the
same vitality aud luxurious quantity cs in youth.

Steam and Gas

subscriber would iuform his friends
public, thai he may be found at

THE

SALES OPP1CE

and the

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

w oris.

-ivLaroie
1.

R.

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfiela. on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
8tsg<* leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Ayou
and Phillips.

THOMPSON,

I« prepared to recetre order, for

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Marble Chimney Piece*. Monumental
Grindstone,.

Work and

Corner *f Pearl aid Federal Si*..

PORTLAND, ME.

_Je23tf
MADE

AliE.tCI
AND

—

Soldiers’ Relief

!

Passengers lor this route will take the car* at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland
8. W. EATON, Snp*t.
May 5.1862
june23dtf

!

—

_Farmington

A>3ociatioa,

No. STS P

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

Street,

Communication, to be addrewed to

Notice to Woo* bmI Lumber Merchants.

J. W. HATHAWAY,
dec 10

[Copyright

A RMY

a ecu rod.]

The Great Indian Remedy
FOB FEMALES.
celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unkuowu of anyelse
of the kind, and proving
thing
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and sinale ladies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpoM, as it wifi
bring on themonfhly sickness in cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind
hate bee., tried in vain.
OVER 9000 BOITLE.S have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
iy*lt is pgt up in bottles ot three
different strengths, with ftill directions for using, and sent by express,
to
all parts of the country.
closely sealed,
PR/(ES—Y ull strength, 910; half strength, 96;
quarter strength, 93 per bottle.
t3T~ RE MEMBER— This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
qf the kind harefatU• to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
OF IMITATIONS: Non. pig.
ine and warranted. unleto purchased
of Dr.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special IHseases,
No. 28 Emon street, Providence, R. I.
cmbiaces all diseases of a pri£If 'This
vate nature, botli of ME£ and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty year*' practice,
giving them his whole attention.
&r< onsultatious by letter or otherw ise are strictly comf dentia!,ntu\ medicine* will be sent by express,
securefremt ol>serratiem,Xo all paits of the United
Mates. Also accoLiniodatious tor ladies liom abroad
willing for a secure and Quiet retreat, with good
care, until restored to heaitn.
( ACTION.—If has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quarks iamH] .in New England alone, without any
oenr.Jit to those who pay it. All this comes liom
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and skJI, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If, therefore,
asserturns, in
you would atoia being humbugged, take no man’*
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
MAhE INijCIRY:—ft will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; tor. a* advertising physicians, in nine cates ou. of ten, are begus, there is
no safety in trusting any of them, gules* you know
who and what thev are.
or Dn M. will send free, br enclosing one
above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOstamp as
MEN. and on Private IHseases generally, giving ftill
information, with the most undoubted references and
testlmmials. without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of A A Y CONFIDE At E W HA TE YER.
attended to. Write
irders by mail
your address plainly, and direct to DR M AITI80N,
as above.
dec6dawl>80

directly

Specialty

POOR RICHARD'S

EYE Sr EAR

WATER!

Organs of the human system

T^O

are more

tant to health and comfort than the

Ear. and yet
lected.

none are

They seem

and

less

to pass
of the

yet every part
them for life and health.

understood

ful in

observation,
body is dependent upon

even common

rare

IIknrok. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Philadelphia. If any one lias doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inouirv to Mr. II.
Philadelphia. Oct. 17.1*62.
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which I suffered constant martyr-

Every

momeut of my waking life was embitand 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.

tered,
A variety of remedies had been resorted to without

success,

and 1 entertained the purpose,

as

a

railway

dly

summer.

C. J. BRYDGE8. Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1.1862.
afidtf

I

Established for the treatment qf thone disease9 in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

delicacy.

au*4dly

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for
number of years confined his attention to
PRIVATE
disease* of certain class.
his
a

BROWM,

a
During
practice be
has treated thousands of eases, and in no instance
has lie met with a fhilure. The remedies are mild,
aud there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in tbs morning until 10 at night, at his office. 5 Ternstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
n ail cases.
Separate rooms, so that no ond will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail cores without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effort* of most otber
remedies; sure# new cases in a few hours; cure* without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, bat
is sure to annihilate the rank and y oisonout taint
that the blood it sure to absorb, noire* the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain aud dixzinees in the
head, forgetfhInsss, sometimes a ringing ia the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

At 02 Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom House,
Have
est

and

on hand, and are
most desirable styles

daily receiving the

lat-

file

of

CLOTHS, 0VERC0ATIHG8,
Fancy Doeskin* and Camlmerea.
ALSO,

A

fCLL STOCK OF THS

Latest Styles of
READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

-AID—

Gentlemen's
which

by

Furnishing Goods,

will Mil at

price to ,uit the time,.
Portland. No*. 19.1883.
dtf
w«

sanity
cured.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will a
returned If desired. Address
DR J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

FAIRBANKS’

Standard.

TODD'S

H AI
These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (ard only by them,) and are constant y receiving ail the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
They arc correct in principle, tktrough!g made,
of the best materials, and are perfectly accurate and

CON-

SCALES!
With a complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS.

last

resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.
In the meantime, most providentially, 1 noticed
Western extra* R OOraR 26 Castile.16}<al7
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHfamily .8 26a8 75 Crane’*.9 (39,
ARD'S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard oi it besuperior 8 26'q9 00 9pless«
Ohio extra—7 76® R 26 Duty: Ginger Root 5c,
fore. but determined to try it, and did, with the most
family 8 60a R 76 Ground Ginaer 8c, Pepdelight Ail results. In a very few days the painful
Panada superNo.l 7 76a,
per and Pimento 12c,
rritatiou was removed; I could bear the strongest
8t Louis Fa v Brads 10 ®tli Cloves 15c, Cassia 10c,
Southern 111.do do,9|<a 10*
Cassia Rude 20c, Cinnalight, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I’etan*ooFamily lll®il{ mon 26c, Mace and Nut- ; 1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and If
Rye Flour.4 <gj 4J megs 80c p ib.
iny eye seems at all disposed to aunov me, I give it a
Porn Meal.4|® 44 Cassia p Ib.47 (§4*c
Buckw’t Fl’r p ft> 8jc®4 j Cloves.41 (§42
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be withGrain.
Ginger, (Race)-36 a36
out it for auy amount of money. 1 take occasion to
Duty Com and Oats 10c, Ginger. (Africa) 36 d86
say, Airther. that my wife used to suffer severely at
Rye and Barley 15c, and Mace.83 390
If heat 20c p bu. From Nutmegs.86(31 00 | times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
i Pepper. 2# (&30
Br. Provinces free.
she has found Poor Richard’* Eye Water a sovRve.96'tfl Of Pimento.24 (326 ,
ereigu specific in her case, giving her almost instant
Oats.65 ®68
Seeds.
South Yel. Porn. 1 08.®10# Duty: Linseed 16c f> bu., i relief, tirateful to God for the benefit that I have
.1 ocy<Tl 0J
Corn, Mixed
Canary 81
bu., Mus- j personally received, I cannot but commend the prepBariev.120(a) 1 2J tard 8c p lb.
aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
Short* p ton... 928 ®25 Herd* Gras*.8333 26
Fine Feed.27 (&30 Western |Clover.. 12 3,18
P. 8. HENSON,
Grindstones.
Red Top.934$ 34
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Linseed. 4 60$4 66
Duty: Rough—free.
Rexidence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
Rough, p ton... 92#Va26 Canary. 4 60@4 62
Dresstgl.36^40 Sugar.
f-JT"Numerous certificates of a similar character
Doty: Melado7c,noQabove
Gunpewdrr.
might be furnishedNo 12 24c, 4WM No. 12
Duty Valued at less that
20c p lb 6c, over 20c 6< and not above 16 Sc.abors
Poor Richard’s Eye and Ear Water
and
ad
val.
!b
20
No. 16 and not above 20
pc
p
Blasting.954-® 6 8$c, above No. 20 and reIs truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Dis8
and
fined Ac p Ib.
Rifle
Sporting 6J<®
eased Eyes, Dim Visioi. and Weak Eyes, DeaAiess,
Portland A.none
Hay.
do
AA.11 (all}
Presss’d p net T.S14 ®16
Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neudo.
Loose. .13 ®16
Yellow... .none.
ralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
Extra Yellow.none.
IVidea sad Skins.
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
Muscovado. 11J@11?
Duty 10 pc ad ral.
do.
B A. Hides.30 % 3
in bond'Pf $10}
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Western... 21 ® 2! [ Havana Brown .114$ 12
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cents per Bottle.
do.
White.. 184&14
Slaughter Hides.. 64(®74«
Palf Skin*.11§18 New Orleans.124 a 14
; Tubes 6 Cent*.
Calcutta Cow611
Crushed.164$
H. II. HAY and W. F. PHILLIP8, Wholesale
Slaughtered. .19MBS1 ^Granulated.164316|
Agents.
Green Salt.1 86®20 ► Powdered.15}®16}
MRS. M. G. BROWN, Proprietor,
I
Sheep Pelts, Cir'u lfn 92 I Tallaw.
No. 410 Arch 8t., Philadelphia.
novlSdfim
Sheep Pelts, Dry 91j®2 ( Duty: Tallow 1 Pc, Soap

of

DYE!

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

—

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,
...corner

!Ft_

applied

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

118 Mile Street

Xo*?4 Middle, corner of Exchange Street*

Battery inarch Street,

septlfitf

PoHton,

IDipt-lieria,

Boldin Portland by KMEKY k WATKKI10USE.

^AN be prevented by caring < 'ought. Colds,HoarseI
ness, and ail irritations qfthe Throat and Bronchial Vessels, with the Hreat Herman Remedy, Th*
IIbhpkl Preventive. Clergymen, lawyers, teachWOODMAN, TREE St CO„
ers. singers, aud all who overtax the strength of the
vocal organs, and consequent)*- suffer from Irritation
Importers and Wholesalo Dealers in
and soreue**# of the throat, will find this medicine in
valuable. It not only relieves,but permanently cures*
and Domestic
Testimony of Dr. 8im*,of London.
l.eiirACTikiks am jouiks or clothih.
“Diptheria is one of the most fatal disease# of modern
times, and he who suggests means to prevent it,
Not. 84 and 36 .Middle Street, Portland.
oc3A

Dry Goods,

Foreign

arrest it iu ita course, end render it mild and
manageable, is truly a benefactor of his race. Medicine like this ought to be in every family In the
country.” For sale bv
8 H COLE8WORTHY, 99 Exchange 8t.
feb26 ed2w eodSw
and elsewhere.
or to

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Heniey,

aug20d&wff

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Hailey.

SCHOOL

LAW

—or—

MARINE

Harvard College,!8G3.

Railway Chains and Track Irons.

of nineteen weeks

has been appointed Agent
each, commencing
March 3d and September 7th.
THEth#undersigned
sale of Marine Railway and other Chnins,
TWO
1 in the United States and British North America.man*
and Circular address
For
Term*

for

Catalogue

Cambridge.

JOEL PARKER, Roy ail Profe»$or.
37 wSw
Mass Jan 21*. 1*3.

ALBERT WEBB & CO,
DIALIK*

II

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD OF MERRILL’S

WHARF,

..

Commercial Street.

Eclectic Medical
to

Portland. Me*
Je23tf

Infirmary.

theTadies.

I utactured bv Henry Wood A Co., of Liverpool,
; tireat Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Kailwav Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to fit. These chains are made of an iron p**culiarlv suited to tills purpose, which, by actual teat,
shows its average breaking straiu to be 96 tons per
i inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and rei liable chains will do well to examine those iu actual
Marine Kailwav Track Irons are drilled with the
i countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also,
of all kinds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
;
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit.
the above arMr. C. feels confident he can
ticles ou as fhvorable terms as can l>e obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.

Spikes

supply

Sub-marine Engineer.

HUGHES particularly ioritc* all I.adie, who
need a medical adviser, to call at bis rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will dud .arranged for

DR.

DiMolatlon of Copartnership.

especial

heretofhre

A

lady

of

oxperienoe

one

in constant

their
attend-

of

JulldawtfB

under the

extattnjr
Copartnership
Hrm
of Pi. A FOSTER k CO., ta thin day
THE
diaeolred bv mutual coneeut. N. A. Footur ta
name

au*

thorized to collect all
tbe raid firm.

vegetable,

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult

New Bedford Mass.

janlO '62dlawly*

accommodation.
tbeir
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and RUperior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will dndit invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies hat e been tried in
vain. It is purely
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may betaken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, ooruer of Middle, Portland.
own sex.
ance.

the
ntble grape.

It not a mixture

AS A DIURETIC,

SrEER'8 WINE
manufactured article, bat It para,

or

from the luiee of tbe Portugal Ssmbuef grape, cultlvsted la New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
ej possessteg medical properties superior
> any other winca in ana, and aa excellent article lor
all weak and debilita ed persona, nnd tbe aged tnd
Infirm, improving the appetite, and benefltting ladles
and children.
A LADIES' WINE.
Because It will not intoxicate sc other wince, ae U
couiains no mixtare of spirits or other
llqnors. and M
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and natrtttva
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the digectlvc
organs, sad a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

complexion.

WE REFER TO
few well known gentlemen and physicians whe
have fried thp Wins
Gen. Whi field Bcott.UBA. Dr. Wilma, 11th rt., XT.
Got. Moron. N Y Htata. Dr Ward, Kawark, X.J.
Dr J.K.Chilton.N.Y.CitT. Dr. Doafbrrty, Krarark,
Dr. Parker. K. Y. Cttr.
K.J
Dra.DarerA Nlcholl.New- Dr. Iin^, Krw York.
a

ark. NJ
Dr. Hare*. Boat on.

duee. and will par ail debt* of

Portland. Feb. 2.1868.

N. A. FOSTER,
J T. GILMAN,
JOSEPH B. HALL.
fbb 28

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
*

Dr. Camaiai>4,or«ha4.

itwur rcuuihc

M

nikiivui

(MUaiWV

lire

VI

A V*

FRED STEER. Paeeaic, X. J„" la over the cork of
each bottle
KT STAKE ONE TRIAL Of THIS WINE.
For aale by Drnrgiet* and all Oral elaaa dealer*.
City and town Agenta anppiied by the 8tate Commteaionen.
A. STEER, Proprietor.

Yiwnrann—Paeeaic. NewJerary.
Orncn—108 Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA TOY, Pnrie.
A rent for France and Germany.
Sold In Portland by H. H. ■AY.Draggtet, Rtranlydealt ary
ing Agent.

® ■'AA WILL

FORFEITED BT DR. L.

BE

<T*)UU Dl X If felling to core In lorn time than
any other physician, more effectually and yinaa
with Rea restraint from

neatly,
oceapatioa or fear of
weathsr, with safe aad pleasant medicines.
SELF-ABUSE AND BOUT ART HABITS,
Their offsets sad eonseqaeaeee;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Slagle Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Msreartal ASsetio s; Eruptions aad all Diseases of
the tikta; Ulcers of the Ncao, I hroot aad Body; Pimple* oa the Face; Swellings oT the Joints; Nerroassees; Commotions' and other Weaknentee in youth,
and the more udruaoed at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.
exposure to all

DR. L DIX 8
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICR,
31 Kndicolt streets

Bouton,Mans.,

Is *o arranged that patients never see or hoar vnoh
other. Kocollect. the ohlt entranoe to hlu Oflee b
No. n. having no connection with hie reeidenee.eomsequently no femilr interruption, so that oa no account can any person hesitate applying at Us oflee.
DR. DIX
b-Mlf assorts (and it cannot be aoatradietsd.sxaepl
by Quacks, who will say or do anything, ereu psrjuro
themselves, to impose npon patients) that he
IS

TJiB

OHLT SWPUS StlDtiTI rHYSICLSn
VBBT1B1UO IB BUSTOH.

AP-

SIXTEEN YEARS
engagedin treatment of Special diseases, a feet so
well known to mans Cltiaeos, Publishers, Merchants,
Hotel Proprieters. Ac., that be la much recommended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To ovoid und escape Imposition of Foreign aad Native Quacks, more numerous in Boston than other
large cities.
DR. L. DIX
proudly refer* to Professors and respectable Physicians—many of whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practioe mad obsarvation.
AiFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
be net robbed and add to your sufferings la being 4ecoivsd by the lying boasts, misrepresentations. Bins
promises and protrusions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who k«ow Httls of tha nature aad character of Special disceees. and

Lxee se to

their

cure.

borne exhibit

of Institutions or Colleges, which
existed in any port of the world: others exhibit diplomas of th# dead, how obtained, at known;
not onlr assuming und sdvertMag ia sum of then*
inserted la the diploma*, bat to ferthsr their impoettion assume names of other moat celebrated physicians Inog since dead
Neither be deceived by
QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through felse certidcates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by (fee dead, who oannot xpuse or oontradict them; or who. besides, to
further their Imposition, copy Pom Medieal books
much that I* written of the qualities sud effects ef
dun-rent herbs anil plaut*. aad ascribe all the sama
to their Pills. Extracts. Upecitic-.hr
most of which,
if not all. contain Mcreory. breaaae of the ancient
never

THF.

For sale, in every variety, as
Ilay, Coal and Railroad Scales I

BY

equal, canting an appetite and building up
system, being entirely n pure wine af a most ralas no

forged diplomas

LUX 90119

market has been flooded for
years with differ
ent articles called llair Dyes, which have sever
satisfied the expectations or purchasers. The NX
plus ultra ha* been reached at last in TODD'S
IIAIK DYE. and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd'* Lux Solis Heir Dye over
all others it, you do not have to c)eau»e the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve. aud there is hut
one kind to be used, and that can he put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dve* that have two or three different kinds to bu
every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because you os sot
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. U alike
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
dye* oannot do. Give this uew article a trial, as w*
know you will use no other after once using this.
EJT“ For sale only at

operation.

BUTCHERS', GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS’.
FECTIONERS’ and GOLD

Portland.
Jell—dftwtfl

C^Send stamp for Circular.

SCALES.

durable in

A8 A TONIC
It

DR. HVOHES*

•et
up In the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL.
JOBE BOND. S. D. MERRILL.

GARDINER &

tualitles

Eclectic medical Infirmary.

neg-

of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
as good.

dom.

I

Water Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction
Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated
t Brass
all
('ocks, qf
kinds constantly on hand.
W All kinds of fixture# for hot and cold water

—

and

Talley,

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

Eyb and

discovery, which is most wonderIts operation*, putting to blush the old systems

a new

—

PLUMBERS,

I'oor Richard's Eye and Ear Water
Is

—

I. D. MERRILL St CO_

impor-

or more

I

Portland. Aug. 8,1883.

praise

promptly

—

at this season, should ate the
8AXBUCI WINE,
celebrated In Europe for Its medicinal and benefieia
as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diarette. and
udoride, highly esteemed by eminent nhysietans,
used in European nnd American Hospitals, and by
some of tba nrst families in Europe and America.

May

FKOJf

ESTABLISHMENT,

EXCHANGE STREET,

98

November lat, IMS, to
lat, 1863. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No fire wood will e conveyed between October 1st,
1862, and May 1st. 1 63.
An advance in t! e rates of fire wood will take plaee
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood bosiness, which
are about to be made the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried o the
during the next season,
they mustund rstand that they willdo so at their owa
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations lire wood can be carried next

NAVY

-nr-

A. D. REEVES,

This

EThteWAUF.

AND

TAILORING

MATTISON’8 INDIAN EMMENAGOGl'E.

DR.

Maine Slate Agent, Washington. D. C.

oczl tf

eod&w6m26

Every family,

Ehysicians

On and after Monday, May 6, 1862,
rains will Ie*ve I,orlI»»d for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at IT M
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
STAGS CONNECTIONS

□■■■■3

I

IRA WIKN, Ageni.

dtf

Whose flair

PRINCIPAL

Ac.

(or steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and Gas F-ttings of all descriptions.
Will also atteud to-fitting the above for steam or
g is.
Orders received for Pattern
making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers,
Shafting, on reasonable
decl6

f°r **ort,and Et 6 36 and ••16 A. M. and

Falls, Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgtoa,
Ac., Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Baxton.Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Osaipee, Newfield, Parson .field. Effingham,I reedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
pov 13dan Carpenter,
Sup t.

37
UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders

V Of TjoAvC* IVVvA C\\\\Af c\\
requires frequent dressirg the ftvlobal*
samum has no equal.
No lady's toikt
is complete without it
Bold by Druggists throughout the World.

Fittings,

30*1’° 5*rer

Saccarmppa

MACHINERY,

fails

Grey

of Maine Wh'J.

SAWYER * WHITNEY.

)n!81tf

r»m«

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M
and
2.00 and 6.16 P.M.
The 2.00 P.M. train out. and ths 9.16 A M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
car* attached.
Stage* connect at
daily for South Windbarn. Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish, Steep

requoeted to call, at we are determined to giro good bargains to those who pay cash.
head

0n »nd ,r,,r Monduv, November
10.
Will leave a. follows, until further

MB]
orders:

are

Office, Commercial St.,

novli

York Ac C umberland Railroad.

8

The pnbllc

Rendering It soft, sflky and glossy, and disposing It to
remain In any de*lred position ; quic !y cleansing the
scalp, arresting the fr.il and imparting a healthy and
natural color to the liair.

Persons and Invalids

wanted.

that may be

Hard and Son Wood.

ZYLOBA LSAMUM,

Females, Weakly

Marine, Fire and Life Inonrance,

Also, fbr sale, beat quality of Nova 8cotia and other

The great unequalled P’rparatton* far
Restoring. Invignrstlng, lien uilfy tag
and Ureasing the Hair*

PURE, AND FOUR TEARS OLD.
Of Choice Oporto Gripe,

Where he la prepared to write any amount of

are

••

Frail.

_MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

The undenigned bu remoeed hie Office to

Vo. 166 Fora St., head of

Coals
itrictly of the
THESE
warranted to give aatiafaction.

ta, zt

Opium.fll «114 Shore.Til'll

Savanvilla 2

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

FOK SMITHS’ USE.

@13

do. ext. Fine 3ift 4
{> bbl.8150S1GC
Draff* aad Dye*. |Laths,Spruce... 120&126
Duty: P It>— OH Cinna- do. Flue.1 25ft 2 00
80 (585
mon 92, Oil Almonds ami Red Oak Staves
Otto if Hose 91 60, (Hi Mol. Ilhd. Shooks
ana
k
Cassia
2625
2 75
llea^s,city.
Bergamot,
(lores 91. Hydriodait Sugar dv. city. 2625275
do. do. c’trv.l2&j»l50
Potash miibc.Cantharides
Mastic, Ipecac, Rhubarb, OreenCo’y sad 1 10051 10
('ardanums, Oil Lemon, Country RiffMol.
Uhd. Shooks.. 1355160 I
Anise and Orange, todine 50c, Tolu and Crude Sl»*h.1205125
Camphor dOC, Rejined do Hoops.980 (538
4<»c, Tartaric Acid 20c, iiacametack Tim(Yearn Tartar, Citric
ber. P tllO.10ft 16
Acid, Shellac, Copal. Da- Mslassrs,
6c p
mar and Gums used for Duty
gal.
like purposes 10c, Aloes. Cieiiftieg*. old_none.
Chlorate qj Trinidad,old.42 & 44
Verdigris,
Potash, ('arb. Magnesia Cuba claved,new
ft 42
do. tart'V 34ft36
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellrnr do.
Pmssiate Potash ami do.Muscovado". 44 (ft46
Red do. 10c, Liquorice. New Orleans.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar 1 *ort land Syrup, hbds. none
do.
bbls none,
of Lead 4c. Asphaltum
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3r.
kails.
Sago 14c, Epsom Salts, Duty: f'utlc, Wrought2c,
Liq uortcr Root ,Bi-( 'arb. Assorted 8c p Ih.
Scuta, (Mustic Soda lc; Cask. 95 00 cash.
('astor Oil 60c
gal.. Kara I Stsres.
91 ¥ ox., Al- Duty Turpentine, Rostn,
Morphine
um 6oc ¥ ctrt., Co§ per as
Pitch, Tar20 ^cadval.,
S. Turpentine 16c pgo/.
60c f»c*rf., Muriatic Acid 10 ¥?
ral., Spong- Tar (foreign )p bb).913514
Isin- Fitch (Coal Tar). 945 41
es, Asncfxtida.
glass. Flor Sulphur, Sen- Rosin.18 a 2»'
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng Turpentine pgal 8 7 fra3 90
20 pe, Bleaching PowOakaaa.
ders 30c V cwt., Sago Duty
Free.
60c ¥c,pt Sal Soda and American.89® 91
Soda Ash jc ¥ D>. (Yude on.
Brimstone 93 and Roll Dufy Sperm, Whale and
tin 96 ¥ t(m< Alcohol 40c
other fish Oils of for¥ 9*1
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
Alum V
.* % fc cal.. Linseed, Hsmpseed
Aloes.80 .a 87 and Rapeseed23c p pal.,
Arrow Root..17 'a40
Otire 53c.
Salad 50c,
Borax.30 *98
Palm, Seal and CocoaBrimstone (roll).. 4j a. 6
nut 10c p gal.
Bi-C arb. Soda.7 ®74 Portland Kerosene
Sulphur. 6 ia 6) Illuminat g Oil 50 t§55c
Sal Soda.3j a, 4 Machine...80 (5 82
Camphor.18T%136 Clarine.
Cream Tartar.36 ®70 Sperm Winter
2125216
Loft wood ex.14vfTl6 Whale, ref. Wint 1 1251 16
Maruesia.28 <a36
do.
Crude.1 Ofi®
2 Grand Bank and
Iitdiffo, M’la. fine 91
Madder....17<mlR
Bay Cbaleur 928 5294

Saltpetre.12

Removal!

CUMBERLAND

Pig.llj@12

Sheet and Pipe.. 12$
l.ianr.
10 ?c ad val.

Rockland, cask.. .76 @80c
hanker—F rom yard.
®31 Clear Pine, No. 1.936 @
do.
No.2 34 @
(g, 86
do.
No. 3 24 @
Mocha.None.
do.
No. 4 14 @
i'erdaff*
Duty Tarred2]c. Manil- Shipping Lumber.18 @20
la 21, all other 8* 4> tb
Spruce.11 @12
American |* tb.. 16 ®161 llemlock.8 @10
Russia Hemp.1® (®1®4 Bo* Sh’ks,(ca*h) 46 @60c
Manilla.18*®!® ! lapb'ds, Sext. .914 @16
do.
P
30 @32
ft20
boltrope, Russia..
Manilla. 201ft21 Shingles, Ced. ext 2A@ 3
do.

44

BOLT

Leaves unmanu ac Coach.3*@ 6
tured 26. all other kind) Damar.4*@
36 Vo ad val.
Waal.
6’slt 10’s best br'ds.70 @76< buty Costing 18c ft !h
do.
medium .66 0.68
and under 6 Pc, over 18c
do.
common. 60
to 24c P fb 8c, over 24c
hall lbs best br'ds 78 :a80
9c p lb.
do. mfd.good 66 (a70 I Fleece.80 (®7.0c
do. common. .60 iyyff2 Lambs.86 @76
Natural Leaf, lbs.fi a lj
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.l$(ffi 2 buty In block* or pin»
Tia>
l*c, in sheet* 2c fc* fb,
Duty Pig 16c, Plates 21 nuinufacture* qf 30 |>c
ad ral.
Vc ad val.
Banca, cash..64c:o. 5*! Tigs and slabs.6}@ 54
Straits, cash.60 a 62 Sheet Losslmann. 14*@15

®42c

44

upon.

Varnlafc*
Furniture.f8 % 84

Tobarto.

Duty

I»ig4»1001b.911?@12

Foreign

1

RAILROADS.

Duty:

St. Domingo.2^t 2)
Extract Lor wood. 13 all

jan22 dtf

In appearance he is stout, weighing say 225
pounds, yet a good beightaud figure,although
very full Hi the face, a clear complexion and
dark chestnut hair, with small half whiskers.
Ha looks like a good uiau, and 1 doubt uot
he is one. In some intellectual traits he resembles Mr. H. W. Beecher, although less
fiery or emotional. There is nothing at all

a

Whiteash.10®

Vitriol.16

U. 8INTERNAL

Souchong.66 (&66

slaughter.

Lehigh.10®
Frauklin. 10®

BUSINESSJ3ARDS.

...

do. heavy.82 @33
Country.13jftl4
do.
34 @38
€'•*!—(Retail.)
Provinchr.
Amor.
Calfskin*. 81 @ 01
From
Duty
es free, other foreign hi- 31'ter Wax Leath.19 @ 20
l.ead.
tumenous 81 10, all other kinds 00c & ton.
Duty Pig 11c » ft.
Am.
Cumberl’d 4* ton.210®

irMriii

on

Paxes to March 11.

«•
Stock 10 Vo <*d col
8oft,
.4J@6
American refined 13ral3j ! Twine.
8
65
Hough.7La
pc ad vat.
buty
< otton Sail.1 03@1 06
Teas.
“.50 (a/ 56
Flax
Duty 20c V tt>Hyson.76c.;af 1
Making.25 o3o
1 Hemp
.46 @ 60
Young Uyson—76
Oolong.80 '.a.86 India.26@ 33

:

St. Domingo.80
Rio .33

BUACKSTONE HOUSE,

the

for

An additional duty 0/
Ilopa.
10 4*o is levied on all mer- Duty 6c ^ ft.
chanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1862... 14 @16
rect from the place of proIraa*
duction or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp 96,
Aabea*
Bar not exceeding 960
ton value 917
Duty 10 f*c ad val.
ton, exFear* 4> tb.84® 84
ceeding 950 4* ton 918,
l’ot.7}® 81 less than $ inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
Apples.
(ireeii t*bbl.160&1 76 rounds less than A inch
Sliced 4> tb.bo^c
or more than 4 inches an
Cored 4» lb.6 ft*5i
diameter, and squares
Unco red 4* tb.24ft 3
less than A inch or more
than 4 inches square 920,
Brrnd.
Railroad 912 50, Boiler
30
Duty:
4>c.
l’ilot 4* 100 tbs.
26 ® 61
ami Plate 926 k> ton,
6
Sheet
(ft
ft and
51
Ship.
2@2$c
ton.
Crackers per bbl.. 3|<a4
93@6
Crackers, 4* 100 .86 ®40c. Common.4f'a4A
Hi-fined
Huller.
4j (a6
Swede.7 @ 7$
Duty 4c 4> tb.
Family 4* tb.22 <a24e Norway.7$@ 8
Store.16 ®17 Last Steel.28 @80
berman Steel_10 @20
Hraai*
Marrow t* bush82 G0ft2 70 Euglislj|Blis.Steel.22 @24
1’ea...2 02 a 2 76 Spring.*. ...14@ 16
blue l od.2 37vft2 62 Sheet iron, Engl..7i@8
Sheet Iron, Humus. 10 @22
(andln.
Duty Sperm and Mrax8c. do Kus im't..l8$@16
Stearine 6c, Tallow 24c* hard.
Barrel,
1b.12@12$
Mould 4* lb.141«ai6 Kegs, |> lb.12@12>c
leather.
®38
Sperm.36
Ckeeie.
Ihity 30 4>c ad rat.
New York, light 30 @32c
Ihity: 4c 4* tb.
Vermont 4* lb... .16 ®16 j do. md. wts.. 32 @33

Caffre.
Duty 6c V tb.
tb.40
Java

HOTELS.

so I bring my boy,—too glad
That he it worthy, and that I,
Who bore him once in agony.
Such glorious recompense have had.

And

no

fkat 8 teams hi pi

follows:

run as

Now God forgive me, how I prate!
Ah, but the mollur will leap out
Whatever folds we wrap about
Our foolish hearts, or soon or late.

And Roger's mother has

LINE.

“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
<L Tvfrrfrand "PARKERSBURG,” Captain
mHHHBb Hoffman, will, until further notice,

And yet I love him like my life,
This stalwart, handsome lad of mine!
I warrant me, he’ll take the shine
Off half who follow drum and fife!

I'U

at

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o'clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday auc

So when he asked me yesterweek,
“Your blessing, mother!”—did I heed
The great sob at my heart, or need
Another word that he should speak ?

an

run

every

What then ?—why only this: you see
He’s made of just that sort of stuff
They want on battle-fields; enough!
What choice was left for him and me?

w

Will, until further notice,

MWBPn

I

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Expressly corrected

Forest City, Lewiston tad Montreal

They owll for “able-bodied men,”
Now there’s our Roger, strong and etont;

THE MARKETS.

belief of Its "curing
to "kill more than is

everything,"

hot

sow

known

cared." and tboee not killed,

oonatitntionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOS-

TRUM MAKERS.
Through the Ignorance of the Quack Dnctor.knowno
other
ing
remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and
given it to all his patients in pills, nrope. he., so tha
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled Extracts, Specifc. Antidote. Ac both relylag
upon its effects in curing a few iu x hundred, it fi
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: hut
ALAS! nothing is said of the balance: -omo of whom
die. others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for mouths or years, until relieved or eared, if
possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing feels are kaown to
somo quack doctors and nostrum makers,yet, regardless of the life and health of others, there are those
among them who will evea perjure themselves, ooatradicting giving mercury to tbeir patients, or that it
is contained iu their Nostrums, to that the "usual
fee" may be obtained fur pro (eased ly curing or "tha
dollar"

or

"feaeiioa of

It’'

may be obtaiaee for tha

Nostrum. It Ie thus that many are deceived also.aad
uselessly spend lagge amounts for experiments with
DR. L DIX S
charges are very moderate Communications sa
credly confidential, and all may rely on him with tha
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may ha
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United State#.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer
Address Dr. L. Dix,
Maas.

No.fl Endicott street,Boston,

Boston, Jan 1, 1868.
TOO THE LADIES.

ly
The celebrated DR. L.

1 DIX particularly Invites all ladies who need a
Medical or Surg$eai adviser, to call at bi# Rooms,No.
which they will
21 Endicott street, Boston, Mass
find arranged for their special accommodation.
Da. DIX having devoted over tweuty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of «ul disease# peculiar to females, it is now coneeded by all (both la
this couufry aud in Europe) that he excels ail other
know u practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female
His medicines are
with the express parpose of removing all disoa-e*. such as debility, weakness. unnatural
enlargement# of the
suppressions,
womb, also, all discharges which flow from a morbid
state of the blood
The Doctor is uow fiillv
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically ana surgically. all diseases of the female sex, and they are
respectfully invited to call at

complaints.
prepared

prepared

No. 21 Endicott Street, Boatoo.
All letters requiring advice must contain
lar to ensnre an answer.
Boston. Jan 1. 1863.

one

Attend!
Gray Beards,
experience,
Tweutr Year*'

and year,

AFTER
experiment, 1 hare at laat fbood the
Best

dol-

dlyeo

DOy o

For coloring Hair ia the world.
mean it.
I do not wish to soil it to any

of

X

1 say it boldly, and
rebel,

or

rebel syn

NEATLY EXECUTED

pathDer.
Agents oan be supplied at wholesale prices by ad*

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

JOHN M. TODD, Portland Me.
Oct. 23 dBwtf.

dr riming

